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Department of Veterans Affairs
Office of Inspector General
Washington, DC 20420

January 31, 2017

This is in response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request dated January 3,
2017 in which you asked for a copy of each outgoing letter from the VA OIG signed by
the Inspector General, resulting from a search of the Executive Correspondence files
dating between September 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016. Your request was
received in this office on January 3, 2017.
We have assigned FOIA Tracking Number 17-00105-FOIA to your request. Please
refer to it whenever communicating with VA about your request.
We have enclosed a copy of the requested records. However, we are withholding
certain information under FOIA Exemption 3, which permits Federal agencies to
withhold information which is exempt from disclosure by another confidentiality statute.
The confidentiality statute applicable to your request, 38 U.S.C. § 5701, generally
provides for the protection of VA patient information. The statutory protection for this
information continues beyond the death of the subjects of the records. Please be
advised you may be entitled to more information if you provide us with documentation
stating you are legally entitled to receive the information.
We are also withholding all information which, if disclosed, would constitute a clearly
unwarranted invasion of an individual's personal privacy under FOIA Exemption 6, 5
U.S.C. § 552 (b)(6). Specifically, names, job titles and other information which could
reveal the identity of individuals mentioned in the records have been withheld. We do
not find any public interest that outweighs the privacy interests of the individuals.
You may appeal this decision within 60 calendar days of the date of this determination
by submitting a signed, written statement by mail, fax, or email. You may submit your
appeal by using either of the following addresses or fax number:
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
Office of Inspector General

Office of the Counselor (50C)
810 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20420
VAOIGFOIA-Appeals@va.gov
(Fax) 202.495.5859

The appeal should include:
1.
2.
3.

The name of the FOIA Officer
The date of the determination, if any
The precise subject matter of the appeal

If you choose to appeal only a portion of the determination, you must specify which part
of the determination you are appealing.
The appeal should include a copy of the request and VA's response, if any. The appeal
should be marked "Freedom of Information Act Appeal".

Sincerely,

~

MICHAEL SOYBEL
Acting Chief, Release of Information Office
Enclosures

1.n:PARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

SEP -1 2016

The Honorable Thad Cochran
United States Senator
190 East Capitol Street
Jackson, Mississippi 39201
Dear Senator Cochran:
161
{ _ -----~
This is in response to your June 10, 2016 letter on behalf ofl._tb_,.
l1bJ(o)
Iregarding their protest of a Notice of Reclamation for funds
(b){:\):38 J.S C

5701

deposited in tbe bank to the benefit ofl

latter she was deceased.

On March 27, 2014, staff of the Office of lnsoe~or General's (OIG) Office of
regarding VA benefits that had
Investigations had a discussion with jtbH6l
been paid into the Bank on behalf of the then-deceased!
· · · !The Bank
receive·d···· a. . No.tice . of
.. Reclamation from the De:artment of Treasury on October
··
Jdeath. Subsequently, the Bank
16, 2015 for the ~efrts paid after!
filed a Protest of the Reclamation, stating the Reclamation was not initiated
withinJ20 days ofVA's learning of
ts death, whichl[bJ(6 i
Ibelieves
was as late as March 2014, when she spoke with OIG staff about the funds.

J

(bl\3):38 J.S.C.

5701
'.b)i3)38 J.S C

5701

(bj(3).3B U S.C.

5701

I

The OIG notes that financial institutions have an obligation to return Federal
funds if they have knowledge of the death of a recipient. per 31CFR210.10. In
the protest,!':bH 6l
Icertified the Bank learned ofl ·· · death on
January 15, 2010, thus confinning the Bank had notice in 2010 that it was
receiving funds for a deceased individual. As the so-called ~Green Book", A
Guide to Federal Government ACH Payments notes, financial institutions need
not wait for a Notice of Reclamation to return payments to the Federal
Government. The Bank's certification is attached for your review.

l's

The above notwithstanding, the OIG also notes that it has no part to play in the
reclamation process, once it completed its investigation. Accordingly, concerns
with the reclamation process should be addressed to the Disbursing Office, as
provided that was attached to
referenced in the Green Book excerptl(bJ/ 5i
your June 10, 2016 letter.

I

(b](3)·38 U.5.C

5701
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Honorable Thad Cochran

Thank you for your interest the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

C'""--,

._.,,L).

./

~~/
Enclosure

,

'

l.lfPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC

20420

SEP -1 2016

The Honorable Patrick McHenry
Member, United States House
of Representatives
128 West Main Avenue, Suite 115
Gastonia. North Carolina 28052

Dear Congressman McHenry:
This is in res onse to a series of emails between our staff regarding a complaint filed on
behalf of \blt 5 l
The Office of Inspector General (OIG) Hotline did receive
an inquiry on his behalf from a third party through the OIG's website.
When the OIG receives a complaint through the website. an automatic response is
generated to the complainant. In this case, sinceltbH6 )
was not the complainant,
the response would have been sent to the person who made the complaint on his
behalf. Attached is the current version of automatic response. The original submission
was in December 2015, so the version that went out may have been somewhat different
as we do update and clarify language in the response from time to time.

I

As our staff discussed in emails. the underlying issue in the complaint is related to
l's compensation rating. The OIG does not intervene in the determination of
veterans' benefits rating decisions. Decisions on individual benefits claims are the
lor his representative
responsibilrty of the Veterans Benefits Administration. l(bl<6 l
should have been provided information on how to appeal the decision if they disagree
with it. If not, they should contact the VA Regional Office in Winston-Salem for that
information.

fb 1(61

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

'}
,/

,,.

Enclosure

uEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTONDC 20420

SEP 12 2016

The Honorable Ralph Abraham, M.D.
Member, United States House Of
of Representatives
2003 MacArthur Dr., Bldg. 5
Alexandria, Louisiana 71301
Dear Congressman Abraham:
5

This is in response to your August 19, 2016 letter on behalf oflL1b_1t...,,l- - - - : - - : - - '
regarding a Hotline complaint he filed with the Office of Inspector General (OIG).
The VA Congressional Liaison Service referred your letter to the OIG on August

22, 2016.
Mr. ~submitted a Hotline complaint on
ril 6 2016 alleging favoritism for a
fellow employee by lab management Since t 1
submitted his complaint
through the internet, he would ha11e received an automatic response as to what
to expect next from the OIG. Enclosed is the current version of an automatic
response. The original submission was in April 2016, so the version that went
out may have been somewhat different as we occasionally update and clarify the
language in the response.
The OIG does not accept complaints on personnel matters, such as work
environment, that can
ressed in other legal or administrative forums. For
further assistance, <bH 1
may wish to contact the VA Office of Resolution
Management (OR , the organization within the Department of Veterans Affairs
with responsibility for providing a variety of services and programs to prevent,
resolve, and process workplace disputes. He may also contad the U.S. Office of
Special Counsel (OSC). a separate Federal agency with authority to review
allegations of prohibited personnel practices, including reprisal for
whistleblowing. ORM and OSC can be reached at:

VA Office of Resolution Management
810 Vennont Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20420

1-888-737-3361

Page 2
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U.S. Office of Speclal Counsel
1730 M. Street, NW, Suite 218
Washington. DC 20036

1-B00-872-9855
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

MICHAEL J. MISSAL
Enclosure

·1.1.:.PARTMENT Of VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

SEP t 2 2016
The Honorable Steny Hoyer
Member, United States House
of Representatives
US District Courthouse
6500 Cher~ood Lane, Suite 310
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770
Dear Congressman Hoyer:
This is in r
email from your staff dated December 15, 2015, on behalf of
L.--.....-.._,,.,..---.-.-~~-::-£.re.:;;;l;:;;:at;.:;i~t=-=o:_::a::.:.:ll~a=t,_,ions about misuse of funds by the fiduciary of
er a e ather, (bH3l· 38 J.s.c. 5701
We previously advised you on January 11,
2016 that the appropriate office within the Office of Inspector (OIG) would be reviewing
this matter.
The OIG's Office of l!"vestk;Jationj conducted an investigation of the allegations that the
1 51
former fiduciary
b>«
s father misused his funds. We presented the case to
both the Criminal and the Civil Divisions of the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern
District of North Carolina. Both Divisions declined prosecutorial action. We also
discussed the case with the Onslow County (North Carolina) Sheriff's Department and
they declined any involvement in this case. The matter has been referred back to VA's
Fiduciary Hub in Columbia, South Carolina for whatever administrative action they
deem appropriate.

otl

We received your additional inquiries on (bJ(oJ
s behalf including her
allegations that the investigation by the
was not conducted thoroughly or with due
diligence. We take these allegations seriously. We have conducted an internal review
of this matter and determined that matter was sufficiently investigated and presented for
prosecution. With declinations from the various prosecutorial entities, further work by
the OIG is not warranted.

IJEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPE.CTOA GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

SEP J2 2016

The Honorable Emmanuel Cleaver, II
Member, United States House
or Representatives .
211 Maple Avenue
Independence, Missouri 64050
Dear Congressman Cleaver:
This is in final res onse to a r
, which we received on March 28,
2016 on behatf of \b)<ei
alleged she did not receive
appropriate care ram e
nsas City VA Medical Center (VAMC) in Kansas City.
Missouri. We informed you in a previous letter dated May 27, 2016 that the Office of
Inspector General referred the allegations pertaining to her wound care to the Director
of the VA Heartland Network (VISN 15), who has managerial oversight of the Kansas
City VAMC, for review and response.

We have received and reviewed the VISN 15 Director's response, and we have closed
our inquiry. Enclosed is a redacted copy of the VISN 15 Director's response. We made
minimal redactions in accordance with exemption (b)(6) of the Freedom of Information
Act, which authorizes the withholding of information that, if disclosed, would invade
another individual's personal privacy.

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Office of Inspector General
Admi111s1rative Investigations Division
801 I (Eye) Street. NW. Suite 1056
Washington, DC 2000 t

September 12, 2016

Refer To: 2014-01540-10-0089

Ms. Carolyn Lerner
Special Counsel
U.S. Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street, NW, Suite 218
Washington, DC 20036-4505
Dear Ms. Lerner,

The VA Office of Inspector General received the following allegations of improper hiring
actions within VA's Human Resources and Administration (HRA):
1. l<b){ol

h1b)(6)

r(S)

to improve her prospects for VA employment.
2.

(b)!6)

while

I I and HRA staff provided ._['b-)(6_·1_

~preference and an advantage

(bl\6 )

<b)(6)

~<b:V6~1...,....,.r.=:::::r.:.::-:-;:;:~-::==-=::::-L-::-:-::-::===-:-:~::L.:-;;--:::::-:-;:::-:-::=-:::::-'"'----,.-1Pfeference
a van age o improve her prospects of VA employment.

Our investigation developed evidence suggesting that prohibited personnel practices
may have been committed in the above appointments. Attached is a summary of our
investigative results, together with one compact disk comprising the associated
evidence package, for your consideration and action as you deem appropriate,
If you have any questions, please contact me at (202) 461-4720.
Respectfu Uy,

Michael J. Missal

Inspector General
Enclosures: As stated.

_.

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

SEP 14 2016

The Honorable Patty Murray
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Murray:
This is in response to your April 30, 2015, letter requesting the Office of Inspector
General (OIG) review the current status of the Emergency Department at the
Mann-Grandstaff VA Medical Center (VAMC) in Spokane, Washington. Your
letter also requests that we review the VAMC's compliance for suicide prevention
training and a specific allegation of substandard care. Enclosed is the result of
reviews, Healthcare Inspection-Emergency Department, Mental Health Service,
and Suicide Prevention Training Concerns, Mann~Grandstaff VA Medical Center,
Spokane, Washington.
Thank you for your interest _in t.tte Department of Veterans Affairs.

/

~n;;rely,

~-·-

_}) (

?.'~>~

_,.

',_-'

MICHAEL ;- MISSA:-Enclosure

.
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j

l.icPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

SEP 15 2015
The Honorable Richard Blumenthal
U.S. Senate

Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Blumenthal:
This is in response to an October 29, 2015, 'letter from you and Senator Tammy
Baldwin requesting a review to determine whether the process and system by
which VA shares information with nonNA personnel for purposes of assisting
veterans with their claims for service-connection disabilities is adequate to
safeguard veterans' personally Identifiable information (Pll). You shared
background information regarding an incident by the Wisconsin Department of
Veterans Affairs and the use of VA systems. Enclosed is the result of our review,

Review of A/Jeged Breach of Privacy and Confidentiality at VBA 's Milwaukee
VARO.
A similar response is being sent to Senator Baldwin. Thank you for your interest
in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

r· . ·,

S.inc.erely,£"··....,/·)

11

/..

'W~-

MICHAEL J.
Enclosure
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L11:.PARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20'20

SEP 15 20JS

The Honorable Tammy Baldwin
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Baldwin:
This is in final response to an October 29, 2015, letter from you and Senator
Richard Blumenthal requesting a review to determine whether the process and
system by which VA shares information with non-VA personnel for purposes of
assisting veterans with tneir claims for service-connection disabilities is adequate
to safeguard veterans' personally identifiable information (Pll). You shared
background information regarding an incident by the Wisconsin Department of
Veterans Affairs and the use of VA systems. Enclosed is the result of our review,
Review of Alleged Breach of Privacy and Confidentiality at VBA's Milwaukee
VARO.
A similar response is being sent to Senator Blumenthal. Thank you for your
interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

,121

.,,r::Z~ ...

/MICHAEL J. MISSAL , .
Enclosure

--)

lltPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAi.
WASHINGTON DC

20420

SEP 15 2\JIG
The Honorable David Young
Member, United States House
of Representatives
601 E. Locust Street, Suite 204
Des Moines, Iowa 50309

Dear Congressman Young:
This is in response to your August 22, 2016 letter on behalf o~tbJ< 6 l
l(b)(e)
!who requested information about the status of his comp....
la-in-t-to-th_e_O~ff~i-ceof Inspector General (OIG) Hotline. The VA Congressional Liaison Service
referred your letter to the OIG on August 24, 2016.
'f!e search]d the Hotline records and found one electronic submission from
The allegations re~ates to his assertion that the VA failed to
acknowledge a diagnosis from a non·VA rovider and therefore has not provided
ubmitted his complaint
him with adequate medical care. Since (b)f"l
through the internet, he would have received an automatic response as to what
to expect next from the OIG. Enclosed is the current version of the automatic
response. The original submission was in April 2016, so the version that went
out may have been somewhat dif:Jf}rent as we do update and clarify language in
the response from time to time. l<bi(o)
!should continue to work with the
Patient Advocate at the Iowa City VA Health Care System where he is receiving
care regarding his concerns.

fbhe.)

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

,,_.,, __,_ ", ed- ....--.
MICH,~(-~.· ~ISSAL .··
Enclosure

l.Jf PARTMENT Of VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

SEP 1 o Z015
The Honorable Thomas J. Rooney
Member, United States House
of Representatives
226 Taylor Street, Suite 230
Punta Gorda, Florida 33950
Dear Congressman Rooney:

!who filed a
This is in response to your July 20, 2016 letter on behalf ofj-:bl< 5l
complaint with the VA Office of Inspector General OIG Hotline concerning a fee
allegedly assessed to his cousin, \bl( 6 )
by an individual who assisted
her with her application for VA benefits and purportedly offered an "expedited VA
application service" in exchange for a fee of one month's benefits totaling $1, 113.
jcb>• 6J
questioned the legality and integrity of this practice because he alfeged the
service provided was not expedited and could have been performed free of charge
through other avenues.

I

Our records show thatl1bl( 6 )
!contacted the OIG regarding this m_atter on threj
1
occasions between April and Jul 201 .
·
evidence of\1.....
b-ltt-)-...,.-,:------'101
Power of Attorney status for ( )
' consent to release information
relative to her V
· file to (b)(6 l
we are precluded by from discussing the
A claim file. 38 U.S.C. Section 5701 prohibits, with limited
details a (b)(Gi
exceptions, the disclosure of any files, records, reports, and other papers and
documents pertaining to any VA claim (e.g. medical or benefits) except to the individual
to whom the record pertains or the individual's authorized agent or representative.
However, we would like to informl(b)( 6 ) ·
lthat VA's Office of
General Counsel (OGG) is the office responsible for reviewing complaints regarding
potentially illegal or unethical behavior by individuals assisting with VA benefits claims.
OGG maintains a public website with valuable information regarding this topic, which is
available at: http://www.va.goy/ogc/accreditation.asp. Complaints regarding unlawful
activities, misconduct, or incompetent representation by a VA-accredited individual may
be submitted to:
Department of Veterans Affairs
Office of the General Counsel (0220)
810 Vermont Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20420

Page 2
Honorable Thomas J_ Rooney
Fax: (202) 273-0197
Email: ogcaccreditaUonmailbox@va.gov

Alternatively,p1..,-=l16,,,..'-:--~:-:--:-----l may wish to contact the State of Florida
Department of Elder Affairs at:

Florida Department of Elder Affairs
4040 Esplanade Way
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
Phone: (850) 414-2000
Fax: (850) 414-2004
Email: information@elderaffairs.org
Online: trtt.P://elderaffairs.state.fl.us/doea/aps.php
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Sincerely,

'1
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MICHAEL
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J. MISSAL
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I.If PARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

SEP 19 2016

The Honorable Jeff Miller
Chairman
Committee on Veterans' Affairs
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

l

1

5

I

This is in response to your recent inquiry on behalf of bit l
who raised
concerns about VA's actions regarding his late father's benefits and the care provided
prior to his fathers death. The VA Congressional Liaison Service referred your letter
to the VA Office of Inspector General (OIG) on June 23, 2016.

I

requested the OIG investigate the actions of VA
In his letter to your officeri'"J
employees involved in the processing of his late father's claim for benefits and a
misuse determination by VA. l'bH5 l
allegations regarding the actions of VA
employees are administra ·ve in nature and would be more appropriately addressed by
VA. In addition, if {b)(e)
eels the misuse determination is incorrect, he should
work with VA to either challenge that determination or request a waiver.

ts

We will initiate an external referral ta the Director of the VA Sunshine Health Care
Network, who has managerial oversight of the Orlando VA Medical Center on some
issues related to the care provided to l<bJ'.6l
father. Once we receive and review
the Director's response, we will determine whether relevant privacy and confidentiality
statutes allow us to release the results to you. In the meantime, it would be helpfut if
l(b)\61
lcould sign the enclosed release form and provide documentation that he is
next of kin.

ts

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely.(···· )
,,.

/J l.

.../~/

/

t

"

./) ~-:.:.<··~.\.-·/

MICHAEfJ. MISSAL
Enclosure

Lot'.PARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

SEP 2 0 2016

The Honorable Ron Johnson
Chairman
Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This is in response to your September 8, 2016 letter requesting a review of
allegations related to staffing shortages at the Mental Health Clinic at the Tomah
VA Medical Center. We have already gathered information on this matter and
nave requested additional information from VA. We will assess all the
information and determine our next steps based on our analysis of the matter.
Your September 9th letter also references a veteran who recently committed
suicide after allegedly being turned away for care at the Tomah VA Medical
Center. We understand that VA officials have briefed your staff on the care
provided to this veteran. As part of our assessment, we will also take into
consideration information we obtain about the care provided to this veteran.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely, ( ·
'.~I
r<,

>

. .-'

. jt'~·'

.

/

..c ." "'t. . !.".

MICHAEL J. MISSAL

LIE PARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC

2D420

SEP 20 2016

The Honorable Michael Bennet
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Bennet:
This is in response to your August 15, 2016 letter regarding allegations that the
Denver VA Regional Office (VARO) failed to accommodate disabled veteran
employees at the Denver VARO.
The Office of Inspector General (OIG) released a report on August 23, 2016,
Veterans Benefits Administration - Administrative Investigation Misuse of Official
Time Denver Regicmal Office, Lakewood, Colorado, that the VA's Office of
Accountability Review (OAR) is reviewing regarding leadership at the Denver
VARO. In an effort to be of assistance. we have forwarded your correspondence
to the OAR. In addition to the OAR, there are other avenues internal and
external of VA to address these allegations including organizations that can
provide administrative and legal remedies. These included the VA's Office of
Resolution Management. the U.S. Office of Special Counsel, the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunities Council, and the Merit Systems Protection Board.
Enclosed is a listing of contact information for each of these organizations as well
as brief description.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure
Copy to: Mr. Michael Culpepper, Director
VA Office of Accountability Review

1.1t:PARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INS~CTOR GENERAL

WASHINGTON

DC

20420

The Honorable Tammy Baldwin
United States Senator
633 W. Wisconsin Ave, Suite 1920
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203

Dear Senator Baldwin:
This is in response to your September 9. 2016 fetter requesting an investigation
in the services and care provided tol(b){SJ
lby VA at various VA
facilities in Wisconsin. It is our understanding that your staff has been briefed by
VA on this matter and information that could be shared under the Privacy Act has
been shared.
In a potentially related matter, we are gathering information involving staffing
issues at the Tomah VA Medical Center. Once that information is reviewed and
analyzed, we will determine our next steps.

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

i.
/

fr·

i-.t<

J..~
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..-!<.\,

MICHAELJ. MJSSAL

D~PARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAl
WASHINGIDN

DC 20420

SEP 2 1 Wlo
The Honorable Mike Coffman
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congressman Coffman:
This Is in final response to your April 6, 2015 letter regarding the Office of Inspector
General's review of the construction of the replacement Denver VA Medical Center.
Enclosed is the result of our review, Review of the Replacement of the Denver Medical
Center, Eastern Colorado Health Care System.

j:~si

, land I toured the construction site in June
016 to review the status of the construction and to understand better the complexity of
issues associated with a major capital asset project of this scope.
The OJG's review identified major points of failure that encompass a serles of
questionable business decisions by VA senior officials concerning planning and design,
construction, acquisition, and change order issues. Congress appropriated $800 million
between 2004 and 2012 for land acquisition, design, construction, and consult services.
However, 2015 project estimates place the final cost at approximately $1.675 billion, or
more than twice VA's fiscal year 2009 approved $800 million project budget VA's 2009
acquisition plan initially estimated construction would be finished in 2013. The project is
estimated to be completed in mid to late 2.018, or almost 20 years after VA identified the
need to replace and expand its aging facility in Denver.
A similar letter is being sent to Congresswoman Kathleen Rice.

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

/Z,

c.·-·-~)

.~/,/) /

//~---· .. .

/'~/~~~---·
MICHAEL J. MISSAL '
Enclosure
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llt:PARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
IMSP£CTOR GENERAL
DC 20420

WASHINGTON

SEP 2 l 2Gln

The Honorable Mark T akano
Acting Ranking Member
Committee on Veterans' Affairs
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congressman Takano:
This is in final response to an inquiry from minority staff of the House Committee on
Veterans' Affairs regarding the Office of Inspector General's review of the construction
of the replacement Denver VA Medical Center. Enclosed is the result of our review,
Review of the Replacement of the Denver Medical Center, Eastern Colorado Health
Care System.
Deputy Inspector General Linda A Halliday and I toured the construction site in June
2016 to review the status of the construction and to understand better the complexity of
issues associated with a major capital asset project of this scope.
The OIG's review identified major points of failure that encompass a series of
questionable business decisions by VA senior officials concerning planning and design,
construction, acquisition, and change order issues. Congress appropriated $800 million
between 2004 and 2012 for land acquisition, design, construction, and consult services.
However, 2015 project estimates place the final cost at approximately $1.675 billion, or
more than twice VA's fiscal year 2009 approved $800 million project budget VA's 2009
acquisition plan initially estimated construction would be finished in 2013. The project is
estimated to be completed in mid to late 2016, or almost 20 years after VA identified the
need to replace and expand its aging facility in Denver.

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

Enclosure

UtPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20•20

SEP 2 1 2016

The Honorable Ed Perlmutter
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congressman Perlmutter:
This is in final response to your July 10, 2015 letter regarding the Office of Inspector
General's review of the construction of the replacement Denver VA Medical Center.
Enclosed is the result of our review. Review of the Replacement of the Denver Medical
Center, Eastern Colorado Health Care System.
Deputy Inspector General Linda A. Halliday and l toured the construction site in June
2016 to review the status of the construction and to understand better the complexity of
issues associated with a major capital asset project of this scope.
The Of G's review identified major points of failure that encompass a series of
questionable business decisions by VA senior officials concerning planning and design,
construction, acquisition, and change order issues. Congress appropriated $800 million
between 2004 and 2012 for land acquisition, design, construction. and consult services.
However, 2015 project estimates place the final cost at approximately $1.675 billion, or
more than twice VA's fiscal year 2009 approved $800 million project budget. VA's 2009
acquisition plan initially estimated construction would be finished in 2013. The project is
estimated to be.completed in mid to late 2018. or almost 20 years after VA identified the
need to replace and expand its aging facility in Denver.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

IJEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

SEP 21 2016

The Honorable Jeff Miller
Chairman
Committee on Veterans' Affairs
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This is in final response to your request of March 2015 that the Office of Inspector
General conduct a review of the construction of the replacement Denver VA Medical
Center. Enclosed is the result of our review, Review of the Replacement of the Denver
Medical Center, Eastern Colorado Health Care System.
Deputy Inspector General Linda A. Halliday and I toured the construction site in June
2016 to review the status of the construction and to understand better the complexity of
issues associated with a major capital asset project of this scope.
The OIG's review identified major points of failure that encompass a series of
questionable business decisions by VA senior officials concerning planning and design,
construction, acquisition, and change order issues. Congress appropriated $800 million
between 2004 and 2012 for land acquisition, design, construction, and consult services.
However, 2015 project estimates place the final cost at approximately $1.675 billion, or
more than twice VA's fiscal year 2009 approved $800 million project budget. VA's 2009
acquisition plan initially estimated construction would be finished in 2013. The project is
estimated to be completed in mid to late 2018, or almost 20 years after VA identified the
need to replace and expand its aging facility in Denver.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,
/
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ucPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

The Honorable Richard Blumenthal
Ranking Member
Committee on Veterans' Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Blumenthal:
This is in final response to your April 16, 2015 letter requesting that the Office of
Inspector General review the construction of the replacement Denver VA Medical
Center. Enclosed is the result of our review, Review of the Replacement of the Denver
Medical Center, Eastem Colorado Health Care System.
Deputy Inspector General Linda A. Halliday and I toured the construction site in June
2016 to review the status of the construction and to understand better the complexity of
issues associated with a major capital asset project of this scope.
The OIG's review identified major points of failure that encompass a series of
questionable business decisions by VA senior officials concerning planning and design,
construction, acquisition, and change order issues. Congress appropriated $800 million
between 2004 and 2012 for land acquisition, design, construction, and consult services.
However, 2015 project estimates place the final cost at approximately $1.675 billion, or
more than twice VA's fiscal year 2009 approved $800 million project budget. VA's 2009
acquisition plan initially estimated construction would be finished in 2013. The project is
estimated to be completed in mid to late 2018, or almost 20 years after VA identified the
need to replace and expand its aging facility in Denver.
A similar letter is being sent to Chairman Isakson.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

1.1.:PARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

The Honorable Kathleen Rice
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congresswoman Rice:
This is in final response to your April 6, 2015 letter regarding the Office of Inspector
General's review of the construction of the replacement Denver VA Medical Center.
Enclosed is the result of our review, Review of the Replacement of the Denver Medical
Center, Eastern Colorado Health Care System.
Deputy Inspector General Linda A. Halliday and I toured the construction site in June
2016 to review the status of the construction and to understand better the complexity of
issues associated with a major capital asset project of this scope.
The OIG's review identified major points of failure that encompass a series of
questionable business decisions by VA senior officials concerning planning and design,
construction, acquisition, and change order issues. Congress appropriated $800 million
between 2004 and 2012 for land acquisition, design, construction, and consult services.
However, 2015 project estimates place the final cost at approximately $1.675 billion. or
more than twice VA's fiscal year 2009 approved $800 miillon project budget. VA's 2009
acquisition plan initially estimated construction would be finished in 2013. The project is
estimated to be completed in mid to late 2018, or almost 20 years after VA identified the
need to replace and expand its aging facility in Denver.
A similar letter is being sent to Congressman Mike Coffman_
Thank you
Sincerely,
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l.ltPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

The Honorable Ann Kirkpatrick
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congresswoman Kirkpatrick:
This is in final response to your inquiry regarding the Office of Inspector General's
review of the construction of the replacement Denver VA Medical Center. Enclosed is
the result of our review, Review of the Replacement of the Denver Medical Center,
Eastern Colorado Health Care System.
Deputy Inspector General Linda A: Halliday and I toured the construction site in June
2016 to review the status of the construction and to understand better the complexity of
issues associated with a major capital asset project of this scope.
The OIG's review identified major points of failure that encompass a series of
questionable business decisions by VA senior officials concerning planning and design,
construction, acquisition, and change order issues. Congress appropriated $800 million
between 2004 and 2012 far land acquisition, design, construction, and consult services.
However, 2015 project estimates place the final cost at approximately $1.675 billion, or
more than twice VA's fiscal year 2009 approved $800 million project budget. VA's 2009
acquisition plan initially estimated construction would be finished in 2013. The project is
estimated to be completed in mid to late 2018, or almost 20 years after VA identified the
need to replace and expand its aging facility in Denver.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,
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WASHINGTON
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The Honorable Michael F. Bennet
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Bennet:

This is in final response to your April 23, 2014 letter requesting the Office of Inspector
Generars review of the construction of the replacement Denver VA Medical Center.
Enclosed ls the result of our review, Review of the Replacement of the Denver Medical
Center, Eastern Colorado Health Care System.

Deputy Inspector General Linda A. Halliday and I toured the construction sfte in June
2016 to review the status of the construction and to understand better the complexity of
issues associated with a major capital asset project of this scope.

The OIG's review identified major points of failure that encompass a series of
questionable business decisions by VA senior officials concerning planning and design,
construction, acquisition, and change order issues. Congress appropriated $800 million
between 2004 and 2012 for land acquisition, design, construction, and consult services.
However, 2015 project estimates place the final cost at approximately $1.675 billion, or
mare than twice VA's fiscal year 2009 approved $800 million project budget. VA's 2009
acquisition plan initially estimated construction would be finished in 2013. The project rs
estimated to be completed in mid to late 2018, or almost 20 years after VA identified the
need to replace and expand its aging facility in Denver.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure
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The Honorable Johnny Isakson
Chairman
Committee on Veterans' Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This is in final response to your April 16, 2015 letter requesting that the Office of
Inspector General review the construction of the replacement Denver VA Medical
Center. Enclosed is the result of our review, Review of the Replacement of the Denver
Medical Center. Eastern Colorado Health Care System.
Deputy Inspector General Linda A. Halliday and I toured the construction site in June
2016 to review the status of the construction and to understand better the complexity of
issues associated with a major capital asset project of this scope.
The OIG's review identified major points of failure that encompass a series of
questionable business decisions by VA senior officials concerning planning and design,
construction, acquisition, and change order issues. Congress appropriated $800 million
between 2004 and 2012 for land acquisition, design, construction, and consult services.
However, 2015 project estimates place the final cost at approximately $1.675 billion, or
more than twice VA's fiscal year 2009 approved $800 million project budget. VA's 2009
acquisition plan initially estimated construction would be finished in 2013. The project is
estimated to be completed in mid to late 2018, or almost 20 years after VA identified the
need to replace and expand its aging facility in Denver.
A similar letter is being sent to Senator Blumenthal.

Enclosure

I.IfPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOft GENERAL

WASHINGTON DC 20420

SEP 2 2 2fi15
The Honorable Mazie K. Hirono
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Hirono:
This is in final response to your August 6, 2015 request that the Office of Inspector
General review select aspects of the VA Pacific Islands Health Care System
(VAPIHCS), including access to care, travel benefits, cultural sensitivity, outreach and
care for homeless veteran patients, and mental health care. Your letter also requested
that we review the Veterans Health Administration's 6-point plan to address capacity
and access to care within VAPIHCS primary care clinics. Enclosed is the result of our
review, Healthcare Inspection - Summarization of Select Aspects of the VA Pacific
Islands Health Care System, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 2042()

SEP 22 2016

I"""
Dear l._'b-He._i_ _ __...
On the occasion of your retirement, please accept my sincere appreciation for a career
dedicated to pubfic service and America's veterans. The VA Office of Inspector General
has been most fortunate that you chose to spend your 35-year Federal career with us,
making important contributions to the OIG's oversight of the Department of Veterans
Affairs as an Investigative and Administrative Coordinator in the Office of Investigations
in the Chicago, Illinois Field Office. The OIG's success helping VA deliver on its
promises to our veterans would not be possible without the dedication and talent of
people like you.
You have my best wishes for a happy and fulfilling retirement. Godspeed!
Sincerely,

MICHAEL J. MISSAL

VAi

U.S. Departn1..11t
of Veterans Affairs

Inspector General
Wai;hin9ton DC: 20420

SEP 28 ZvlO

The Honorable Mike Coffman
Member, United States House
of Representatives
Cherry Creek Place IV, Suite 305
3300 South Parker Road
Aurora, Colorado 80014

Dear Congressman Coffman:

This is in response to your September 13, 2016 letter on behalf ofllbl(B)
who alleges there have been prohibited personnel actions taken agL...a_,i-ns-:t-rh_e_r_p-ay_r_o~ll--account The VA Congressional Liaison Service referred your letter to the VA Office of
Inspector General (OIG) on September 15, 2016.
We note from the documentation submitted and a search of our records that
Jhas reported this concern to the OIG Hotline over a dozen times in 2016.
Based on the information provided by l<b)(S)
IHotline staff determined these
personnel actions were not a matter for OIG review. In an effort to be of assistance,
staff confirmed tol'bl( 6)
lthat she should continue to work with her human
resources service providers at VA.

l1bl!6 1

The OIG does not accept complaints on personnel matters, such as whistleblower

reprisal, that can be addressed in other legal or administrative forums.1...j:b_J16_i_ _ _ __.
may also contact the U.S. Office of Special Counsel {OSC), a separate Federal agency
with authority to review allegations of prohibited personnel practices. if she thinks these
payroll changes were done in retaliation for whistle blowing. OSC can be reached at
U.S. Office of Special Counsel
1730 M. Street, NW, Suite 218
Washington. DC 20036

1-800-872-9855
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

VAj

U.S. Departmt11t
of Veterans Affairs
lluPQ<tar <ieneral
Wl!shingtO/'l DC 20420

SEP 2! 2016

The Honorable Dave Loebsack
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congressman Loebsack:
This Is in response to your August 2, 2016 letter requesting that the Office of Inspector
General (OIG) review the psychiatric care provided by the Iowa City VA Medical Center
in Iowa City, Iowa.

(b)\3):38 .J.S.C.

5701

.

As we have discussed with your staff, the circumstances regarding \b)1 3 ) 3s L.s.c. 5701
l ..
Is suicide are now under review by lhe OJG's Office of Hea care Inspections.
Upon completion of our re\liew, we will make every effort to share whatever information
we can in accordance with applicable law. We have also requested that your staff
provide information related to the statement in your letter that you have reports of other
veterans being turned away from the Iowa City VA Medical Center, but we have not yet
received any additional information. We would appreciate any details your office can
provide on these reports.
We also would draw your attention to VA's recent report, "Suicide Among Veterans and
Other American.s 2001-2014" containing wide-ranging researfh into suicide in the
veteran population. We hope that our review
s care may help augment
the information in the VA's report to enable policymakers and healthcare providers to
help better serve at-risk veteran populations.

otl

··· ··

Tha'nk you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

.)

ibJt 3 ) 38
s101

us.c

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

SEP 29 2016
(bl(6)

oearrit 6 )

I

On the occasion of your retirement, please accept my sincere appreciation for a career
dedicated to public service and America's veterans. The VA Office of Inspector General
has been most fortunate that you chose to spend the last 7 years of your 15-year
Federal career with us, making important contributions to the OIG's oversight of the
Department of Veterans Affairs as a Health System Specialist in the Denver Healthcare
Inspections Office in Colorado. The OIG's success helping VA deliver on its promises
to our veterans would not be possible without the dedication and talent of people like

you.
You have my best wishes for a happy and fulfilling retirement. Godspeed!
Sincerely,

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GEl\IERAL
WASHINGTON

SEP 2 9

DC 21)420

:.'C<JU

The Honorable H. Morgan Griffith
Member, United States House
of Representatives
323 West Main Street
Abingdon, VA 24210
Dear Congressman Griffith:
This is in final res onse to an April 29, 2016 request from your staff on behalf of
Jt )
who has concerns about the care received by her late son,
(bl\lJ38 u.s.c 51o:
at the James H. Quillen VA Medical Center in Mountain
ome, ennessee (Mountain Home VAMC). The VA Congressional Liaison
Service referred your letter to the VA Office of Inspector General (OIG) on June

f

1, 2016.
We previously advised you on July 15, 2016, that we had initiated an external
referral to the Director of the VA Healthcare System Network, who has
managertal oversight of the Mountain Home VAMC, to review the cancellation of
the consult for non-VA oncology services. Enclosed are the redacted responses
provided from the Director's office. We redacted information in accordance with
exemption (b)(6) of the Freedom of Information Act, which authorizes the
withholding of information that if disclosed, would invade another individual's
personal privacy. Based on these responses, we have closed our inquiry.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure
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The Honorable Mike Coffman
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congressman Coffman:

This is in response to your September 21, 2016 letter regarding the Office of Inspector
General's (OIG) recent report, Review of the Replacement pf the Denver ,dical
Center, Eastern Colorado Health Care System, andftb 1161
_statements
regarding the project's cost as detailed in the review.

As discussed in our report, (bJ(B)

testified before the House Committee on
Veterans' Affairs (HVAC), u committee on Oversight and lnvestiaations (Q&I) in May
2013 and April 2014. Questions at both hearings directed at\'bl(t.J
kocused, in
part; on whether VA was within the amounts appropriated to construct the replacement
Denver VA Medical Center and whether the project was exceeding the contracted-for
price.

I

Although libl;oi
possessed information that the construction project was
exceeding the contracted-for price, on both occasions when he testified before
Congress, VA was maintaining that Kiewit-Turner (KT), the contractor, was contractually
bound to complete the project within the ceiling price of $610 million. There was
litigation over this issue, and VA lost this argument when the Civilian Board of Contract
Appeals rendered its final decision on December 9, 2014 relieving Kiewit-Turner from

~rming uadec the contract.)"'"'
\statements at both hearings, and
j~l(Si
kestimony at he March 25, 2014 HVAC O&I hearing, was not

inconsistent with VA's position that KT was contractually bound to complete the project
within the ceiling price amount, and therefore no additional funds from Congress would
be needed at that time.

Additionally.l(b)(t.)

I

!retired on rb\(o)
This was prior to the
commencement of our review of the construction project. As such, OIG staff did not
interview him and other VA senior executives who were no longer employed at the time
of the review, but rather utilized sworn statements from the Administrative lnves1igation
Board, other documents obtained from VA, and interviews of VA employees in
cond~cting our war~. F~r a statement.to be false o~ perj~rious •. the.re ~ust be :vi~~nce
the witness had a willful intent to decerve. As we did not mterv1ewl'b1<t,
_ Jwe
do not ha\le evidence of his intent when he responded to questions regarding the
project's costs at the hearings.

Page 2
Honorable Mike Coffman
It should be noted that the DIG has a close and productive relationship with the
Department of Justice (DOJ). Our staffs work together regularly to pursue criminal and
civil actions across the Nation. For example, in fiscal year 2016, in partnership with
DOJ, our work led to millions of dollars in False Claims Act and health care fraud
settlements. We also worked with DOJ to obtain jail sentences for individuals who stole
from the Government. Our strong relationship with DOJ has been a significant driver of
our ability to conduct oversight and stewardship of VA programs and funds.
We are aware that the House Committee on Veterans' Affairs wrote to Attorney General
Loretta Lynch on September 22 2016 r; u · that DOJ conduct a criminal
investigation into •bJ(o)
•testimony regarding the project's
cost. We will prov e any assistance and information DOJ may require in their review.
Deputy Inspector General Linda A. Halliday and I toured the construction site in June
2016 to review the status of the construction and to understand better the complexity of
issues associated with a major capital asset project of this scope. We will continue to
conduct rigorous oversight over VA's non·recurring maintenance, and major and minor
construction program.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
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The Honorable Kathleen Rice
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congresswoman Rice:
This is in response to your September 23, 2016 letter regarding the Office of Inspector
General's (OIG) Review of the Replacement of the
Medical Center, Eastern
statements regarding the
Colorado Health Care System and (bH 6l
project's cost as detailed in the review. greatly appreciate you taking the time on
September 21, 2016 for OIG staff to brief ou on the review.
As discussed in our report. tbl( 6 )
testified before the House Committee on
Veterans' Affairs (HVAC), ubcommittee on Oversight and lnvestiQations C~f) in May
2013 and April 2014. Questions at both hearings directed at(\bi( 6 l f o c u s e d , in
part. on whether VA was within the amounts appropriated to construct the replacement
Denver VA Medical Center and whether the project was exceeding the contracted-for
price.

Ipossessed information that the construction project was

Although)tbll 5 )

exceeding the contracted-for price, on both occasions when he testified before
Congress, VA was maintaining that Kiewit-Turner (KT), the contractor, was contractually
bound to complete the project within the ceiling price of $61 O million. There was
litigation over this issue, and VA lost this argument when the Civilian Board of Contract
Appeals rendered its final decision on December 9, 2014 relieving Kiewit-Turner from
performing under the contract. l(b)i6 l
!statements at both hearings, and
6
libl( l
testimony at the March 25, 2014 HVAC O&I hearfng, was not
inconsistent with VA's position that KT was contractually bound to complete the project
within the ceiling price amount, and therefore no additional funds from Congress would
be needed at that time.

I

Additionally.l(bl\6 l

!retired on ltb\( 6 )

I

This was prior to the
commencement of our review of the construction project. As such, OIG staff did not
interview him and other VA senior executives who were no longer employed at the time
of the review, but rather utilized sworn statements from the Administrative Investigation
Board, other documents obtained from VA, and interviews of VA employees in
conducting our work. For a statement to be false or perjurious, there must be evidence
the witness had a willful intent to deceive. As we did not interviewlcb1161
we
do not have evidence of his intent when he responded to questions regarding the
project's costs at the hearings.

I

Page2
Honorable Kathleen Rice
It should be noted that the OIG has a close and productive relationship with the
Department of Justice (DOJ). Our staffs work together regularly to pursue criminal and
civil actions across the Nation. For example, in fiscal year 2016, in partnership with
DOJ, our work led to millions of dollars in False Claims Act and health care fraud
settlements. We also worked with DOJ to obtain jail sentences for individuals who stole
from the Government Our strong relationship with DOJ has been a significant driver of
our ability to conduct oversight and stewardship of VA programs and funds.
We are aware that the House Committee on Veterans' Affairs wrote to Attorney General
Loretta Lynch on
tember 22 2016
·
hat DOJ conduct a criminal
investigation into <b1:5 )
testimony regarding the project's
cost. We will prov1 e any ass1s ance and information DOJ may require in their review.
Deputy Inspector General Linda A. Halliday and I toured the construction site in June
2016 to review the status of the construction and to understand better the complexity of
issues associated with a major capital asset project of this scope. We will continue to
conduct rigorous oversight over VA's non-recurring maintenance, and major and minor
construction program.

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
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The Honorable Jeff Flake
United States Senator
2200 East Camelback Road, Ste. 120
Phoenix, Arizona 85016
Dear Senator Flake:
This is in response to your September 12, 2016 letter on behalf otl1...<b_J~_J_ _ __
l(b)(GJ
Iwho alleges that aspects of his disability claim for hearing loss and
depression have been mishandled by the Board of Veterans Appeals (BVA) through
falsification of his medical records. He requested an investigation of the circumstances
around BVA's lack of attention to this issue.
5

The Office of Inspector General {OIG) Hotline was contacted byj'b 11 ~ 1
lvia
email regarding this matter on May 1 and June 2, 2016. All individuals who submit
electronic complaints to the OIG Hotline and provide contact information receive an
automated response confirming receipt of the complaint and stating complainants will
only be contacted again if the OIG opened a case or needed additional information. A
copy of the current version of this correspondence is enclosed.
The OIG does not intervene in the determination of veterans' benefits rating decisions
or appeals. Decisions on individual benefits claims are the responsibility of the
Veterans Benefits Administration and BVA. l(b)iS)
!should continue to work with
BVA to determine his appeal rights.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

OCT

DC 20420

5 2016

The Honorable Bill Nelson
United States Senator
225 East Robinson Street
Suite410
Orlando, Florida 32801

Dear Senator Nelson:

This is in response to your September 2, 2016 letter on behalf ofj(b)l6l
!who
alleges that VA does not have adequate treatment for people witn his condition. He
also alleges that his VA physician at the James A. Haley Veterans Hospital in Tampa,
Florida, was not timely in sending a letter to the Mayo Clinic to support his request for
specialized treatment.
Based on our review otl<b)< 5 J
Wnedical record. our Office of Healthcare Inspection,
which is staffed by physicians, nurses, and other clinical staff, concluded that his
treatin
h sician provided ongoing and comprehensive care. We note from the record,
5
that \bl\ J
care team offered him care over the phone to accommodate his
difficulty leaving his home. Accordingly, we have decided
to pursue any further
action on this matter as the record indicates thatl(bl< 6lclinicaf needs have been
met and we did not see any evidence of unreasonable delays in sending a letter to the
Mayo Clfnic.

nlt

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

MICHAEL J. MISSAL

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL.

•

WASHINGTON DC

20420

OCT -4 2016
The Honorable Jeff Flake
United States Senator

2200 E Camelback Road, Suite 120
Phoenix, Arizona 85016
Dear Senator Flake:
.!tn~WlQfl:seJta.a~email

behalf of
receiVed

tbh )

inquiry from your staff on April 15, 2016 on
5701
regarding the treatment his late father, :bl\3) 38 u.s c
e Southern Arizona VA Health Care System.

On July 20, 2016 we initiated an external referral to the Network Director of the
VA Southwest Health Care Network, who has managerial oversight of the
Southern Arizona VA Health Care System in Tucson, Arizona. We have received
and reviewed the Director's response, and we have closed our inquiry. Enclosed
is a redacted version of the Director's response. We made minimal redactions in
accordance with exemption (b)(6) of the Freedom of Information Act, which
authorizes the wtthholding of information that, if disclosed, would invade another
individual's personal privacy.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affafr"s.

MICHAEL J. MISSAL
Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Office of Inspector General
801 I (Eye) Street NW, Suite -: 100
Washington, DC 20001

October 13, 2016

Refer To: 2016-00932-10-0001

Ms. Carolyn Lerner
Special Counsel
U.S. Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street, NW. Suite 218
Washington, DC 20036-4505
Dear Ms. Lemer,

The VA Office of Inspector General (VA OIG) received the following allegations
regarding potential prohibited personnel practices.
An anonymous source reported preselection in VA's hiring of several GS-14s within th:
MyVA or anizatio
· ally 1 the source alleged that 1tw6l
!
0
< l
stated that he already had "pre-selected someone for
1 mg
1
ese positions as well as several of the GS-14 positions" within the VA's
Southeast District.

While being interviewed in connection with alleged prohibited personnel ractices withi
rees and Administration CHRA), i;b;.;lt..;•-::-:~-:::::-::--;-:-:--:::-:-:--:-::;-j:b)(n)
J
reported having had
yVA's hiring practices. More specifically, he stated as follows:

the Office of Human Res
Mi

oncerns wit
rb){ 6 J

) and I were both so concerned ... We put three HR
people [1n MyVA] to keep them away from ... potential prohibited personnel
practice by people customizing [position descriptions (PDs)] specifically to a
person ... we first started getting really concerned when the [delegated authority
ror position classification] was approved by the [Chief of Staff].

The original allegation for whichl1bH 61
\was being interviewed, VA OIG #201401540-IQ-0089, was forwarded to you previously under separate cover.
Because these additional allegations implicate potential prohibited personnel practices
within the jurisdiction of the Office of Special Counsel, we are also referring them to
your agency for action as you deem appropriate. En dosed are CDs containing the

information we developed for your consideration.

The passphrase to open the

encrypted files is just as typed: For Official Use Only.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (202) 461-4720.

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Office of Inspector General
801 I (Eye) Street, NW, Suite 1056
Washington, DC 20001

Refer To: VA Case No. 2016·0330-IQ-0005
VA OIG Hotline Ref. 2016-30723

October 13, 2016

Ms. Carolyn Lerner
Special Counsel
U.S. Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street, NW, Suite 218
Washington, DC 20036-4505
Dear Ms. Lerner,

As a result of a referral from the VA Office of General Counsel (VA OGC this
opened an administrative investigation into {'bl\6J
l\L(b~)i.....
6l-==~~,.,-;:-;;::;;-;;~::-=::~~fbl(6l
Ialleged improper operation of a charity w 1e on ty A OIG Case No.
use of governmental
2016·0330-10-0005). During the resulting audit of it>J(c)
email and voicemail systems, several communications were identified as being of
potential interest to the Office of Special Counsel due to your office's exclusive
jurisdiction over Hatch Act violations under 5 CFR 734.102. Additionally, the VA OIG
Hotline also received an anonymous telephonic hotline complaint reporting that f0 )i 5 i
jlbtt 5i
]allegedly engages in partisan political activity while at wori< (VA OIG Hot'-li-ne--

Contact Referral 2016-30723).
Enclosed is Information developed by our staff far your consideration and action as you
deem appropriate. The enclosed CD contains the information in an encrypted form, and
the passphrase to open it is just as typed: For Official Use Only.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (202) 461-4720.
Respectful!~

/#/_. / / _) .
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Michael

Inspector General
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Offtca of Inspector General
801 I (Eye) Slrtlet, NW, Suite 11 00

Washington, DC 20001

October 13, 2016

Refer To: 2014-01540-10-0089

Ms. Carolyn Lerner
Special Counsel
U.S. Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street, NW, Suite 218
Washington, DC 20036-4505
Dear Ms. Lerner,

The VA Office of Ins ector General (VA OIG received an anonymous allegation that
while formerly serving as the -l(b-l(6-i...__,]
!b)(61
"'committed a number of
prohibited personnel actions and illegal hirings." This matter was previously referred to
you under separate cover (VA OIG #2014-01540-IQ-0089).
current

ibJC6i

While conducting that investigation, VA OIG developed evidence that ir..i: ,,
improper mng ac ion WI m
s
ice O•..J:J~u!!mli'!LIL..n~..lili~..,
13
and Administration. As
VA OIG opened an inquiry into .L...._.....,.--:,....-----:-----'
\blc l
hirln of 1b1\s.i
as his GS-14 Executive Assis ant, focusing on
(bl\6 l
a eged preselection. \(bl16l
] has since left the Departme,nt for
o er ederal employment. Therefore, both Eb;\6l
)and j'b115;
Jhave
left. their prior positions at VA.

engaged in a poss1b

As this matter concerns alleged prohibited personnel actions, it is being referred to your
office.
Enclosed are two identical CDs with the supporting evidence for your
consideration and action as you deem appropriate. To open the protected CDs, type
the following passphrase just as typed: For Official Use Only

If you have any questions, please contact me at (202) 461-4720.
,? ___

//
/

Michael J. Missal
Inspector General
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Office of Inspector General
801 I (Eye} Street, NW, Suite i 100
Washington, DC 20001

October 13, 2016

Refer To:

2014-01540~10-0089

Ms. Carolyn Lerner
Special Counsel
U.S. Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street, NW, Suite 21 B
Washington, DC 20036-4505

Dear Ms. Lerner,
The VA Office of In
current 1 1< 1

ived an anonymous allegation that
while formerly serving as the VA
Mt6J
"committed a number of
prohibited personnel actions and illegal hirings." his matter was previously referred to
you under separate cover (VA OIG #2014-01540-IQ-0089).

While conductin

r General VA 0
ibH •

that investi ation, VA OIG developed evidence that

6
tblt J

engage m a poss1 e improper mng ac ion w1 tn
s
tee o
uman Resource
and Administration. As a re
VA OIG opened an inquiry into L..1b_li6......,)~.----=---hiring of tbJ\bi
as his GS-14 ~xecutive Assis an , ocusing on
' l
alleged preselection. li~l16 l
! has since left the Departmelnt for
o er ederal employment. Therefore, both l<b)(6l
_have
left their prior positions at VA
As this matter concerns alleged prohibited personnel actions, it is being referred to your
office.
Enclosed are two identical CDs with the supporting evidence for your
consideration and action as you deem appropriate. To open the protected CDs, type
the following passphrase just as typed: For Official Use Only
If you have any questions, please contact me at (202) 461-4720.

,.....,..-------,

//

(/
Michael J. Missal
Inspector General

Enclosures
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

•

INSPECTOR GENERAL

WASHINGTON

OC 20420

OCT 2 4 2016

Dearl.._'.b_J(_l--~
6

On the occasion of your retirement, please accept my sincere appreciation for a career
dedicated to public service and America's veterans. The VA Office of Inspector General
has been most fortunate that you chose to spend the last 17 years of your 25-year
Federal career with us, making important contributions to the OIG's oversight of the
Department of Veterans Affairs as a Special Agent in the Office of Investigations in the
Newark, New Jersey Field Office. The OIG's success helping VA deliver on its promises
to our veterans would not be possible without the dedication and talent of people like

you.

You have my best wishes for a happy and fulfilling retirement. Godspeed!

\IA \ • . U.S. Department
V ft •
of Veterans Affairs
lnspe<tor General
Washington DC 20420

OCT 19

2010

The Honorable Ron Johnson
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Chairman Johnson:
This is in response to your cosigned September 19. 2016 letter requesting that the
Office of Inspector General (OIG) review the alleged use of unofficial wait lists to
manage health care for veterans at the Eastern Colorado Health Care System in
Denver, Colorado as well as its Golden and Colorado Springs, Colorado CommunityBased Outpatient Clinics (CBOC}. Additionally, you requested we review the alleged
falsification of documents related to the suicide of a veteran waiting for care for PostTraumatic Stress Disorder at the Colorado Springs CBOC.
The circumstances regarding the alleged document falsification as well as the alleged
use of unofficial wait lists are now under review by OIG staff. Upon completion of our
review, we will make every effort to share whatever information we can in accordance
with applicable law.

We provided a similar response to Senator Gardner under separate cover. Thank you
for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

(/

Copy to: The Honorable Thomas R. Carper
Ranking Member
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs

\IA
V.ft

1 • · U.S. Department

ofVeteransAffairs

Inspector GenM11 I
Washington DC 20420

OCT 19 2G16
The Honorable Mike Coffman
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Representative Coffman:

This is in response to your cosigned September 22, 2016 letter requesting that the
Office of Inspector General {OIG) provide your office with the results of our review of the
alleged use of unofficial wait lists to manage health care for veterans at the Eastern
Colorado Health Care System in Denver, Colorado as well as its Golden and Colorado
Springs, Colorado Community-Based Outpatient Clinics (CBOC). Additionally, you
requested the results of our review of the allegation that documents regarding the
suicide of a veteran waiting for care for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder at the Colorado
Springs CBOC have been falsified.
The circumstances regarding the alleged document falsification as well as the alleged
use of unofficial wait lists are now under review by OIG staff. Upon completion of our
review, we will make every effort to share whatever information we can in accordance
with applicable law.
We provided a similar response to Representative Lamborn under separate cover.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

\IA
Yr\ ;
1'

•

U.S. Department
ofVcterans Affairs

Inspector General
Washinqton DC 20420

OCT 19 2016

The Honorable Doug Lamborn
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Representative Lamborn:
This is in response to your cosigned September 22, 2016 letter requesting that the
Office of Inspector General (OIG) provide your office with the results of our review of the
alleged use of unofficial wait lists to manage health care for veterans at the Eastern
Colorado Health Care System in Denver, Colorado as well as its Golden and Colorado
Springs, Colorado Community-Based Outpatient Clinics (CBOC). Additionally, you
requested the results of our review of the allegation that documents regarding the
suicide of a veteran waiting for care for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder at the Colorado
Springs CBOC have been falsified.
The circumstances regarding the alleged document falsification as well as the alleged
use of unofficial wait lists are now under review by OIG staff. Upon completion of our
review. we will make every effort to share whatever information we can in accordance
with applicable law.
We provided a similar response to Representative Coffman under separate cover.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

---···;
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\IA

U.S. Department
ofVeteransAffairs

Inspector General
Wa~hlngton

OCT 19

DC 20410

'~16

The Honorable Michael Bennet
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Bennet

This is in response to your September 15, 2016 letter requesting that the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) review the alleged use of unofficial wait lists to manage health
care for veterans at the Eastern Colorado Health Care System in Denver, Colorado as
well as its Golden and Colorado Springs, Colorado Community-Based Outpatient
Clinics (CBOC).
The circumstances regarding the alleged use of unofficial wait lists are now under
review by OIG staff. Additionally, OIG staff will be reviewing the allegation that
documents regarding the suicide of a veteran waiting for care for Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder at the Colorado Springs CBOC have been falsified. Upon completion of our
review, we will make every effort to share whatever information we can in accordance
with applicable law.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

\IA

V ft
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U.S. Department

of~terans Affairs

Inspector Gen•ral
Washington OC 20420

OCT 19 2Gl6

The Honorable Cory Gardner
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Gardner:

This is in response to your cosigned September 19, 2016 letter requesting that the
Office of Inspector General (OIG) review the alleged use of unofficial wait lists to
manage health care for veterans at the Eastern Colorado Health Care System in
Denver, Colorado as well as its Golden and Colorado Springs, Colorado CommunityBased Outpatient Clinics (CBOC). Additionally, you requested we review the alleged
falsification of documents related to the suicide of a veteran waiting for care for PostTraumatic Stress Disorder at the Colorado Springs CBOC.
The circumstances regarding the alleged document falsification as well as the alleged
use of unofficial wait lists are now under review by OIG staff. Upon completion of our
review, we will make every effort to share whatever information we can in accordance
with applicable law.

We provided a similar response to Senator Johnson under separate cover. Thank you
for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

MICHAEL J. MISSAL

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL

WASHINGTON DC 20420

OCT 1 7 2016

1 61
Dear\L..b_:{_ _ _ __.

l

On the occasion of your retirement, p~ase accept my sincere appreciation for a career
dedicated to public service and America's veterans. The VA Office of Inspector General
has been most fortunate that you chose to spend the last 5 years of your 26-year
Federal career with us. making important contributions to the OIG's oversight of the
Department of Veterans Affairs as a Special Agent in the Office of Investigations.
Criminal Investigation Division in San Francisco. California. The OIG's success helping
VA deliver on its promises to our veterans would not be possible without the dedication
and talent of people like you_

You have my best wishes for a happy and fulfilling retirement Godspeed!

Department of Veterans Affairs
Office of Inspector General
Washington, DC 20420

•
October 14, 2016

\;

{b](6l

eview Center - Baptist Health Care
1221 W. I .akeview Avenue
Pensacola, FL 32501
Re: Subpoena for Records

Dear Madam:
Accompanying this letter is a Department of Veterans Affairs, Office of Inspector General subpoena
calling for the production of certain documents relating to a deceased individual in the custody of the
Medical Records Department of the Lakeview Center- Baptist Health Care. The subpoena is
returnable at the place, date, and time indicated on the subpoena. The subpoena has been issued
pursuant to the authority given to the Inspector General by the Inspector General Act of 1978. 5 U.S.C.
App.
(b)(3):38

us c.

5701

The Decent of Y_, eterans Affairs Office of Inspector General is conducting overs~ght reg~ding _the
care of
·
!Evers at Gulf Coast Veterans Health Care System. The completton of this review
requires that we obtain and review records in the custody of the Lakeview Center- Baptist Health Care.

failure to appear at the time and place set forth and as specified in the subpoena will be taken as a
failure to comply with the subpoena. In lieu of personal appearance, the requested documents may be
provided electronically or by express mail to the following address:
rb)\6)

I

Bay Pines Office of Healthcare lnspections
10000 Bay Pines Blvd
Building 37, 2nd Floor
Bay Pines, FL 33744

If you can rod
or (b){6)

elec ron1cally.

Enclosures

rds in electronic format, please contact~bl( 6 )

latlL(b-i(_6l_ _ _ _....

and she will establish a secure portal for sending the documents

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

SUBPOENA
TO: CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED TO APPEAR BEFORE
ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR HEALTHCARE INSPECTIONS
John David Daigh or his designee
An official of the Office of Inspector General, at Department of Veterans Affairs. Office of
Inspector General, 801 Eye Street NW, Room 1010,

in the City of Washin~ton in the District of Columbia,
on the 31 ST day of October 2016 at 11 :00 a.m. of that day
and you are hereby required to bring with you and produce at said time and place the following
infonnation: certified copies of death certificates for the individual(s) identified in Appendix l.
This information is necessary in the perfonnance of the responsibility of the Inspector General under
the lnspector Genera] Act of 1978, S U.S.C. App. The Inspector General is authorized to conduct and
supervise audits and investigations for the detection and prevention of fraud and abuse in, and the
promotion of economy, efficiency, and effectiveness in the administration of, the programs and
operations of the DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the signature of the Deputy Inspector General of the Office of
Inspector General of the DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS is affiud at Washington, D.C.
lhi! 13th day ofOc:tober 2016.

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

•

INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC

20420

OCT 1 2 2016
l(bl{6)

I

Ceremonial Activities Division
U.S. Army Military District of Washington J/G-3
103 Third Avenue (Building 42)
Fort McNair, Washington, DC 20319-5058
1
Dearl'-'b_"'°_
_ ____.

Enclosed is a completed DD Form 2536, Request for Armed Forces Participation in
Public Events (Non-Aviation), requesting that the Anned Forces Color Guard present
the Colors at the Department of Veterans Affairs, Office of Inspector General annual
award ceremony on ThursdaJ, December a, 2016. Last year the Armed Forces Color
Guard participated in our 23 Annual Inspector General Awards event and their
presentation of the Colors was one of the program highlights. We hope that we can
1

count on them again.

Please contact!L(b-l(_l==----===~----___.hf you have any questions.
5

1~)
'
_.,..

MICHAEL J. MISSAL
Inspector General
Enclosure
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL

WASHINGTON DC 20420

OCT

6 2016

The Honorable Johnny Isakson
Chairman
Committee on Veterans• Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
To keep VA oversight committees fully informed of the status of Office of Inspector
General (OIG) recommendations, we are providing a periodic status report on
unimplemented recommendations in OIG reports for the period ending June 30, 2016.
There are currently a total of 212 open reports with 1,002 open recommendations. We
close an open recommendation when we are confident that VA has met its commitment
or that the recommendation is no longer necessary due to changed circumstances. Most
are tracking to close within one year of publication, which is our target date for
implementation of OIG recommendations.
However, 52 reports containing 137 open recommendations are over one year old. For
these reports, we are enclosing:
•

•

A narrative report for the 52 reports and 137 recommendations that have been open
more than a year. We summarized the open recommendations for each report by
responsible office for implementation (e.g., Veterans Health Administration), the
current status for each, and any monetary benefits available from implementation of
a recommendation. The total monetary benefit that has yet to be realized is
$1,418,900,000. (Attachment A)
A report listing all 52 reports by OIG report number, issue date, report title,
responsible office, the identifying number and text of the open recommendation, and
total number of open recommendations for each report. We show report titles in bold
italics if the report was requested, or an interest expressed, by the House Veterans'
Affairs Committee, Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee, House Appropriations
Committee, Senate Appropriations Committee, or the VA Secretary. (Attachment B}

Recommendations in the annual audit reports on the VA information security program
required by the Federal lnfonnation SectJrity Management Act of 2002 (FISMA) are
tracked separately by OIG's independent auditor and are not included here. Currently,
there are 35 open recommendations. OIG's independent auditor will report the status of
these recommendations in future FISMA reports.

Page2
The Honorable Johnny Isakson

Copies of these reports are also being provided to Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee
Ranking Member Richard Blumenthal, House Veterans' Affairs Committee Chainnan
Jeff Miller, and House Veterans' Affairs Committee Acting Ranking Member Mark
Takano. If :ou need additional information 1 ~lease contact

I

Enclosures
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llEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

OCT

6 2015

The Honorabte Richard Blumenthal
Ranking Member
Committee on Veterans' Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Blumenthal:
To keep VA oversight committees fully informed of the status of Office of Inspector
General (OIG) recommendations, we are providing a periodic status report on
unimplemented recommendations in OIG reports for the period ending June 30, 2016.
There are currently a total of 212 open reports with 1,002 open recommendations. We
close an open recommendation when we are confident that VA has met its commitment
or that the recommendation is no longer necessary due to changed circumstances. Most
are tracking to close within one year of publication, which is our target date for
implementation of OIG recommendations.
However, 52 reports containing 137 open recommendations are over one year old. For
these reports, we are enclosing:
•

•

A narrative report for the 52 reports and 137 recommendations that have been open
more than a year. We summarized the open recommendations for each report by
responsible office for implementation (e.g., Veterans Health Administration), the
current status for each, and any monetary benefits available from implementation of
a recommendation. The total monetary benefit that has yet to be realized is
$1,418,900,000. (Attachment A)
A report listing all 52 reports by OIG report number, issue date, report title,
responsible office, the identifying number and text of the open recommendation, and
total number of open recommendations for each report. We show report titles in bold
italics if the report was requested, or an interest expressed, by the House Veterans'
Affairs Committee, Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee, House Appropriations
Committee, Senate Appropriations Committee, or the VA Secretary. (Attachment B)

Recommendations in the annual audit reports on the VA information security program
required by the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA) are
tracked separately by OIG's independent auditor and are not included here. Currently,
there are 35 open recommendations. OIG's independent auditor will report the status of
these recommendations in future FISMA reports.

Page2
The Honorable Richard Blumenthal

Copies of these reports are also being provided to Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee
Chainnan Johnny Isakson, House Veterans' Affairs Committee Chairman Jeff Miller, and
House Veterans' Affairs Committee Actin~ Ranking Member Mark Takano. If :ou need
additional information. o~ase contact{ -·
i::ii:s1
_
l<b#6)
-
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IJEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOfl GENERAL
WASHINGTON

OCT

DC 20420

6 2:016

The Honorable Jeff Miller
Chairman
Committee on Veterans• Affairs
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:
To keep VA oversight committees fully informed of the status of Office of Inspector
General (OIG) recommendations, we are providing a periodic status report on
unimplemented recommendations in OIG reports for the period ending June 30, 2016.
There are currently a total of 212 open reports with 1,002 open recommendations. We
ctose an open recommendation when we are confident that VA has met its commitment
or that the recommendation is no longer necessary due to changed circumstances. Most
are tracking to close within one year of publication, which is our target date for
implementation of OIG recommendations.
However, 52 reports containing 137 open recommendations are over one year old. For
these reports, we are enclosing:
•

•

A narrative report for the 52 reports and 137 recommendations that have been open
more than a year. We summarized the open recommendations for each report by
responsible office for implementation (e.g., Veterans Health Administration), the
current status for each, and any monetary benefits available from implementation of
a recommendation. The total monetary benefit that has yet to be realized is
$1,418,900,000. (Attachment A)
A report listing all 42 reports by OIG report number, issue date, report title,
responsible office, the identifying number and text of the open recommendation, and
total number of open recommendations for each report. We show report titles in bold
italics if the report was requested, or an interest expressed, by the House Veterans'
Affairs Committee. Senate Veterans· Affairs Committee, House Appropriations
Committee, Senate Appropriations Committee, or the VA Secretary. (Attachment B)

Recommendations in the annual audit reports on the VA information security program
required by the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA} are
tracked separately by OIG's independent auditor and are not included here. Currently,
there are 35 open recommendations. OIG's independent auditor will report the status of
these recommendations in future FISMA reports.

Page2
The Honorable Jeff Miller

I

Copies of these reports are also being provided to House Veterans' Affairs Committee
Acting Ranking Member Mark Takano, Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee Chairman
Johnny Isakson, and Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee Ranking Member Richard
Blumenthal. If you need additional information, please contact!
\bJ(6)

~~

Sincerely,

Enclosures

I

LJEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

OCT

6 2016

The Honorable Mark Takano
Acting Ranking Member
Committee on Veterans' Affairs
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congressman Takano:
To keep VA oversight committees fully informed of the status of Office of Inspector
General (OIG) recommendations, we are providing a periodic status report on
unimplemented recommendations in OIG reports for the period ending June 30, 2016.
There are currently a total of 212 open reports with 1,002 open recommendations. We
close an open recommendation when we are confident that VA has met its commitment
or that the recommendation is no longer necessary due to changed circumstances. Most
are tracking to close within one year of publication, which is our target date for
implementation of OIG recommendations.
However. 52 reports containing 137 open recommendations are over one year old. For
these reports, we are enclosing:
•

•

A narrative report for the 52 reports and 137 recommendations that have been open
more than a year. We summarized the open recommendations for each report by
responsible office for implementation (e.g., Veterans Health Administration), the
current status for each, and any monetary benefits available from implementation of
a recommendation. The total monetary benefit that has yet to be realized is
$1,41 B,900,000. (Attachment A)
A report listing all 52 reports by OIG report number, issue date, report title,
responsible office, the identifying number and text of the open recommendation, and
total number of open recommendations for each report. We show report titles in bold
italics if the report was requested, or an interest expressed, by the House Veterans'
Affairs Committee, Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee, House Appropriations
Committee, Senate Appropriations Committee, or the VA Secretary. (Attachment B)

Recommendations in the annual audit reports on the VA information security program
required by the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA) are
tracked separately by OIG's independent auditor and are not included here. Currently,
there are 35 open recommendations. OIG's independent auditor will report the status of
these recommendations in future FISMA reports.

Page2
The Honorable Mark Takano
Copies of these reports are also being provided to House Veterans' Affairs Committee
Chainnan Jeff Miller, Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee Chairman Johnny Isakson,
and Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee Ranking Member Richard Blumenthal. If you

I

need additional information, please contact!
(b)(6)

.

Sincerely • ....::_·#--;....
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Departmcn~

U.S.
ofVeteransAffa1rs

ln1peclorGeneral
Wa$hington DC 20420

NOV 2 8 2C1o
The Honorable Tammy Duckworth
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congresswoman Duckworth:
Thank you for your letter of November 23, 2016 regarding allegations of prohibited
personnel practices and other actions taking place in the Consolidated Mail Outpatient
Pharmacy (CMOP) Program at the Edward Hines, Jr., VA Hospital in Hines, Illinois.
Per your request, auditors from our Chicago Audit Operations Division will be meeting in
the near future with CMOP employees to hear their concerns directly. We will
determine our next steps based on our analysis of the infonnation we gather. We will
also provide your office with updates during the course of this process.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

'),

/ - - - -·"}

~~/
MICHAEL J. MISSAL

~-

Department of Veterans Affairs
Office a/Inspector General (50)
810 Vermont Avenue, N. W.
Washington, DC 20420
Official Business

The Honorable Hal Rogers
Chairman
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Department of Veterans Affairs
Office of Inspector General (50)
810 Vennont Avenue, N. W.
Washington, DC 20420
Offici,;il Business

The Honorable Thad Cochran
Chairman
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. Senate

Washington, OC 20510

Department of Veterans Affairs
Office of Inspector General (50)
810 Vennont Avenue, N. W.
Washington, DC 20420
Official Business

The Honorable Barbara Mikulski
Vice Chairwoman
Committee on Appropriations.

U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Department of Veterans Affairs
Office of Inspector General (50)
810 Vennont Avenue, N. W.
Washington, DC 20420

Official Business

The Honorable Mark Kirk
Chairman

Subcommittee on Military Construction,
Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Department of Veterans Affairs
Office of Inspector General (50)
810 Vermont Avenue, N. W.
Washington,. DC 20420

------------

Official Business

The Honorable Charlie Dent
Chairman
Subcommittee on Military Construction,
Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dep111'tment of Veterans Affairs
Office of Inspector General (50)
810 Vennont Av~nue, N. W.
Washington, DC 20420
Official Business

The HonorabJe Jon Tester
Ranking Memb~r
Subcommittee on Military Construction,
Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Department of Veterizns Affairs
Office of Inspector General (50)
810 Vennont Avenue, N. W.
Washington, DC 20420

Official Business

The Honorable Nita Lowey
Ranking Member
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. House of Repre.sentatives
Washington, DC 20515

Department of Veterans Affairs
Office of Inspector General (50)
810 Vermont Avenue, N. W.
Washington, DC 20420
Official Business

The Honorable Sanford Bishop

Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Military Construction,
Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Office of Inspector General
801 l (Eye) Stre@t NW
Washington, DC 20001

November 28, 2016

Refer To: 2016-00932-10-0002

Ms. Carolyn Lerner
Special Counsel

U.S. Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street, NW, Suite 218
Washington, DC 20038-4505
Dear Ms. Lerner,

The VA Office of Inspector General, while conducting another investigation-forwarded
to you under separate cover as VA OIG #2016-00932-IQ-0001---<iiscovered email
communications between l(bH6 l
la former VA employee, and VA Senior
Officials related to her VA appointment and removal, as well as emails implicating
possible whistleblower re risal. The emails also con1ain
(b)( )

Our office is discontinuing its inquiry into this matter. In her correspondence,
5
ICbH J
claims to have also contacted your office. We are cognizant of your

I

office's 'uris iction over this matter under 5 USC §1214.
To the extent that
5
Cbli l
allegations may also have whistleblower retaliation overtones, your office
has jurisdiction over those issues as well.

Enclosed is information developed by our staff for your consideration and action as you
deem appropriate. The two enclosed CDs contain identical information, and the
passphrase to open them is just as typed: For Official Use Only.
If you have any questions, please
contact me at (202) 4614720 .
. -- - .
"--~-.

~~-"
Michael J. Missal
Inspector General

Enclosures

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Office of Inspector General
801 I (Eye) Street NW
Washington, DC 20001

November 28, 2016

Refer To: 2016-03657-DQ-0004

Ms. Carolyn Lerner
Special Counsel
U.S. Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street, f'WV, Suite 21 B
Washington, DC 20036·4505
Dear Ms. Lerner,

The VA Office of Inspector General A OIG received an alle ation from """'""'""ential
source that (b)\6 J
while
the (bH6l
engaged in a
protit ite personnel practice when she influenced an interview panel for a supervisory
attorney hiring effort While conducting an investigation, we developed evidence
concerning a potential improper hiring action.
As this matter concerns an alleged prohibited personnel action, we are closing our
investigation and referring it to your office for any action you deem appropriate, as we
recognize your office's jurisdiction over this matter under 5 use §1214. Enclosed are
CDs containing infonnation we developed for your consideration. The passphrase to
open the encrypted files is just as typed: For Official Use Only.
If you have any questions, please contact me at (202) 461-4720.

Respectful~ ,-"'
./ /I
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/

Michael ~sal
Inspector General
Enclosures
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DEPARTMENT Of VETERANS AFFAIRS
Office of Inspector General
801 I (Eye) Street NW
Washington, DC 20001

Refer To: 2014-01540-10-0005

November 28, 2016
Ms. Carolyn Lerner
Special Counsel
U.S. Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street, f\lo.N, Suite 218
Washington, DC 20036-4505
Dear Ms. Lerner,
The VA Office of 'nspector General
source that (o) 6 l

reselected

(b)\o)

for

(bJ\ 6 1

by providing her preference leading
up o a
unng e mng process for that position. While conducting an investigation,
we developed evidence concerning a potential improper hiring action.

\b)(6J

(bJ( 6 1

As this matter concerns an alleged prohibited personnel action, we are closing our
investigation and referring it to your office for any action you deem appropriate, as we
recognize your office's jurisdiction over this matter under 5 USC § 1214. Enclosed are
CDs containing information developed for your consideration. The passphrase to open
them is just as typed: For Official Use Only.
If you have any questions, please contact me at (202) 461-4720.

Respectful!~
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lnspector General
Enclosures
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U.S. Department

ofVeterans Affairs

ln1pectar General
Wamingcon DC 20420

NOV 29 2016
The Honorable Joni Ernst

United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Ernst:

This is in response to your November 16, 2016 letter requesting that the VA Office of
Inspector General (OIG) review the health care provided tol\bl( 3 ) 38 use. 5701
lby the
Veterans Health Administration {VHA) prior to his suicide in November 2016. We have
been gathering information on this matter and have requested additional information
from VA. We will assess all the infonnation and determine our next steps based on our
analysis of the matter. We expect this initial process could take up to two months.
Upon completion of our review, we will make every effort to share \\tlatever information
we can in accordance with applicable law.
I would like to address other points made in your letter. Your letter references our June
2015 Heatthcare Inspection. "Alleged Poor Mental Health Care Resulting in a Patient
Death at VA Central Iowa Health Care System - Des Moines, Iowa." I would like to
clarify that we did not conclude that the patient did not receive adequate mental health
care from VHA. Our inspection did not substantiate that the "patient received poor
access to care through the [Emergency Department]" or "that the patient received poor
quality of care from [Emergency Department] staff who provided care to the patient in
winter 2015 ... • However, we did substantiate that the facility's case management
services were not in compliance with VHA policy. Our inspection made two
recommendations, and VA provided information sufficient for the recommendations to
be closed in late 2015. A copy of our report is enclosed for your consideration, and it
can also be found at: https:/Jwww.ya.gov/oig/pubsNAOIG· 15-02627-386.pdf.

Your letter also expresses concerns about VA's release atl(bl( 3i 3s u.s.c 5701 ~ndividually
identifiable health infonnation. We believe that VA's Office of General Counsel would
be in a better position to explain VA's ability to release
information to
members of Congress. However, we note that individually identifiable health

I

I

information created in the course of treatment at VHA is protected from disclosure not
authorized by the privacy provisions enacted in the Health Insurance Portability and
1b1<3l 38 J.s.c. Accountability Act. We do not believe that! · ··
!alleged posting to social
5701
media would be considered authorization to release his protected health information or
allow VHA to comment upon the information he allegedly posted.

(b)(3) 38 U.S.C
5701

Page2
Honorable Joni Ernst

Our mission is to serve veterans by conducting effective oversight over VA programs
and operations. We do this, in part, by being independent of VA and making meaningful
recommendation& that drive economy, efficiency, and effectiveness through VA's
programs and operatiOns. However, as a consequence of our statutorily mandated
independence, we cannot direct VA operations or mandate their specific policies.

I am also enclosing a copy of cur recently released Semi Annual Report that details
some of our work on this topic over the last six months. ll can also be found at:
httos:/fwwW. va.gov/oig/pubs/sars/vaoiQ-sar-2016-2.pdf. Our work made numerous
recommendations to help improve VA's health care system. We are firmly committed
to working with all stakeholders to help improve VA's mental health care operations and
to help in the treatment of mental illness nationally.
I would welcome the opportunity to meet with you and discuss this and other work being
conducted by the OIG. Thank you for your inle<est in the OIG.
Sincerely;......---~/

,p&,_:."_-7·~<'

.;P MICHAEL ~~~L
Enclosures

'IA \
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ISll\
U.S. Department
'W/ ofVeteransAffairs
Inspector G«lenil
Washington DC 20420

NOV 29 2016·
The Honorable Charle$ E. Grassley
United States Senate

Washington, DC 20510
Dear Chairman Grassley:
This is in response to your November 16, 2016 letter requesting that the VA Office of
Inspector General (OIG) review the health care provided tol'b)( 3 l 38 J s c. 5701
by the
Veterans Health Administration prior to his suicide in November 2016.
We have been gathering information on this matter and have requested additional
information from VA. We will assess all the information and determine our next steps
based on our analysis of the matter. We expect this initial process could take up to two
months.

\IA 1 •
Vft

-

U.S.

Depart.men~

of'Ver.erans Affairs

Inspector Gentlol
Washington DC 20420

NOV 29 2016

The Honorable Joni Ernst
United States Senate
Washington. DC 20510
Dear Senator Emst:

This is in response to your November 10, 2016 letter requesting that the VA Office of
1nspector General OIG) provide an update on the review of health care provided to
(b)l3J38 u.s.c 5701
by the Iowa City VA Medical Center in Iowa City, Iowa prior to his
(b)l3P8 J.s.c SUICI e In
2016.
5701

As indicated in our letter of August 11, 2016, the circumstances leading to his suicide
were under review and that upon completion of the review, we will make every effort to
share whatever information we can in accordance with applicable law. On October 24,
2016, your staff requested an update on the review, and OIG staff responded the same
day indicating that the review was proceeding and that OIG staff would be in contact to
advise when the reView was close to publication.

OIG staff are continuing their work on the report We recognize the importance of this
work, and I expect it will be published in the Spring of 2017. The relevant OIG staff are
simultaneously working on several significant projects, and we are constantly balancing
workloads to ensure reports are published as timely as possible while maintaining their
thoroughness and accuracy.
Thank you for your interest in the OIG.

MICHAEL J. MISSAL

\.IA
Vft

1

e

U.S.Departm.::;11t
ofVeteransAffuirs

Inspector General
Washington DC 20420

NOV 28 2016

The Honorable Walter 8. Jones
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Jones:
This is in response to your staff's email inquiry of November 15, 2016 regarding our
report, ~Administrative Investigation - Conduct Prejudicial to the Government and
Misuse of Position in the VA Office of General Counsel Washington, DC."
In October 2016, our office provided the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of
Columbia a criminal referral related tol\bl< 61
!misuse of official time and
Government resources. We also understand that the Department of Justice has
knowledge of the New York Attorney General's investigation intol(bJIBJ
!tor charity
fraud. tf you have additional questions about the Department of Justice's interest in this
matter please contact them directly.

I

receipt of retirement benefits and
The two other questions regardingl<b)(S)
potential discipline by his state bar are matters that can be addressed by VA.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

MICHAEL J. MISSAL

ucPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL

•

WASHINGTON

DC 20420

oear ....
rb_)(e._1_ _.....
On the occasion of your retirement, please accept my sincere appreciation for a career
dedicated ta public seNice and America's veterans. The VA Office of Inspector General
has been most fortunate that you chose to spend the last 30 years of your 32-year
Federal career with us, making important contributions to the OIG's oversight of the
Department of Veterans Affairs as an Auditor in the Office of Audits and Evaluations in
Atlanta. Georgia. The OIG's success helping VA deliver on its promises to our veterans
would not be possible without the dedication and talent of people like you.
You have my best wishes for a happy and fulfilling retirement. Godspeed!
Sincerely,
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MICHAEL J. MISSAL

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

•

INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

NOV 22
(b)(6)

Dear ...
rb_)<B_i_ ___,
On the occasion of your retirement, please accept my sincere appreciation for a career
dedicated to public service and America's veterans. The VA Office of Inspector General
has been most fortunate that you chose to spend the last 11 years of your 32-year
Federal career with us. making important contributions to the OIG's oversight of the
Department of Veterans Affairs as an Auditor in the Office of Audits and Evaluations in
Bay Pines, Florida. The OIG's success helping VA deliver on its promises to our
veterans would not be possible without the dedication and talent of people like you.
You have
Sincerely,

my best wishes for a happy and fulfilling retirement. Godspeed t

ucPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

•

INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

NOV 22 20\6

6

Dearl._(b_J1_l_ _ ___,
On the occasion of your retirement, please accept my sincere appreciation for a career
dedicated to public service and America's veterans. The VA Office of Inspector Genera!
has been most fortunate that you chose to spend your 29-year Federal career with us,
making important contributions to the OIG's oversight of the Department of Veterans
Affairs as an Auditor in the Office of Audits and Evaluations in Bay Pines, Florida. The
OIG's success helping VA deliver en its promises to our veterans would not be possible
without the dedication and talent of people like you.
You have my best wishes for a happy and fulfilling retirement. Godspeed1
Sincerely,

MICHAEL J. MISSAL

Lt:PARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

•

INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

NOV 22 %ti
(b)(6)

Dear

b)( 1

On the occasion of your retirement, please accept my sincere appreciation for a career
dedicated to public service and America's veterans. The VA Office of Inspector General
has been most fortunate that you chase to spend the last 9 years of your 30-year
Federal career with us, making important contributions to the OIG's oversight of the
Department of Veterans Affairs as Division Director of the Office of Audits and
Evaluations in Dallas, Texas. I am also appreciative and grateful for your efforts in
establishing our mentoring and shadowing programs. The OIG's success helping VA
deliver on its promises to our veterans would not be possible without the dedication and
talent of people like you.

You have my best wishes for a happy and fulfilling retirement Godspeed!
Sincerely,

LlePARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR G£NERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

NOV 22
The Honorable French Hill
Member, United States House
of Representatives
1501 N. University Ave., Ste. 150
Uttle Rock, Arkansas 72202
Dear Congressman Hill:
This is in final response to a June 23, 2016 email from your staff on behalf of
l(b)(6 J
lwho alleged that he was harmed during procedures while an
inpatient at the Central Arkansas Veterans Healthcare lystej · John L. McClellan
Memorial Veterans Hospital, in Little Rock, Arkansas. in <bJ( 6 ) 2016. We previously
advised your office on August 23, 2016 that we would make an external referral to
the Network Director of the South Central VA Health Care Network, which has
managerial oversight of the facility, on this matter.
We have received and reviewed the Director's response, and we have closed our
inquiry. Enclosed is a redacted version of the Director's response. We redacted
information in accordance with exemption (b)(6) of the Freedom of Information Act,
which authorizes the withholding of information that, if disclosed, would invade
another individual's personal privacy.
Thank you tor your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAlRS
INSPECTOA GENERAL

•

WASHINGTON DC

D

20420

18 2015

IO)(ti)

5
Dear 1'b_
..... 1<_l_ __

On the occasion of your retirement, please accept my sincere appreciation for a career
dedicated ta public service and America's veterans. The VA Office of Inspector General
has been most fortunate that you chose to spend the last 6 years of your 30-year
Federal career with us, making important contributions to the OIG's oversight of the
Deparbnent of Veterans Affairs as a Benefits Inspector in the Office of Audits and
Evaluations in San Diego, California. The OIG's success helping VA deliver on its
promises to our veterans would not be possible without the dedication and talent of
people like you.

You have my best wishes for a happy and fulfilling retirement. Godspeed!
Sincerely,
(
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MICHAEL J. MISSAL

l.Jof PARTMENT Of VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

NCH 17 2010

The Honorable Tom Udall
United States Senator
120 S. Federal Place, #302
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

Dear Senator Udall:
This is in response to your October 1, 2016 letter on behalf ofl1...'.b_){6_l_ _ _~--:------'
wlio raised concerns about his ability to receive care from VA facilities outside of New
Mexico and his eligibility to be reimbursed by VA for costs associated with
emergency non-VA care. We received your letter on October 11, 2016.

We have initiated an external referral to the Network Director of the Desert Pacific
Healthcare Network which has managerial oversight of the New Mexico VA Health
Care System regarding the non-payment of non-VA services. We have also initiated
an external referral to the Network Director of the Sierra Pacifica Network regarding
Mr. Dickinson's allegations related to access to California VA facilities. Once we
receive and review each response, we will determine whether relevant privacy and
confidentiality statutes allow us to release the results to you.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely, (

I
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MICHAEL J. MISSAL

'~·

vEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTM GENERAL
WAS!ilNGTON DC 2(1420

NOV 1 0 2016
The Honorable Marcia L Fudge
Member, United States House
of Representatives
4834 Richmond Road, Suite 150
Warrensville Heights, Ohio 44128
Dear Congresswoman Fudge:

This is in res onse to an October 5, 2016 request from your staff on behalf of
concerning the Miiwaukee, Wisconsin, VA Pension Management
ente s (PMC) decision to terminateli6ic 51
!VA pension and establish an
overpayment for funds previously issued to him. We understand that your staff was
informed by PMC staff that they were precluded from discussing the details of this

1°1< 1

matter because of an ongoing investigation by the Office of Inspector General (OIG).
As we informed your staff, while the OIG did open an investigation in response to
allegations that!ibJ( 6 l
!was in fraudulent rec:;eipt of VA pension benefits. our
investi ation is presently closed. We notified the Milwaukee PMC, in addition to
(b)in)
legal counsel. of our decision to close our investigation on September 28,
016. We encouragel1!iii 5l
to continue working with the Milwaukee PMC to
detennine if reinstatement of his VA pension and cancellation of the overpayment is
appropriate, as the OIG has no role in adjudicating individual VA benefits decisions.

!

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,
.- I

uEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL

•

WASHINGTON

DC 20420

NOV 1 0 Znlfi
The Honorable Mark Warner
United States Senator
919 East Main Street
Suite 630
Richmond. Virginia 23219
Dear Senator Warner:
This is in response to your October 4, 2016 request on behalf of <bJ(e)
,I.,---,.,.---~-~
concerning a suspicious email he received in June 2016 to his V email account
concerning his communications with the U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC). The
Office of Jnspector General's (OIG) Office of Investigations was previously informed of
this incident, and it is our understanding that VA information security personnel referred
this matter to VA's Network Security Operations Center (NSOC), the office within VA
responsible for protecting VA information and networks, for further review. We believe
this is the appropriate course of ac1ion, for while we agree the incident has not been
explained, we do not see Indication of criminal activity that would warrant OIG
involvement at this time. If the results of NSOC's review suggest otl)erwisel the OfG will
reconsider this matter for review as appropriate. We encouragel1b/{ 6J
~.to continue
working with NSOC and OSC on this matter.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Sincerely,

/

;

MICHAEL J. r.JISSAL

a,,t:PARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

NOV 1 0 2018
The Honorable Ryan Costello
Member, United States House
of Representatives
840 North Park Road
Wyomissing, Pennsylvania 19610

Dear Congressman Costello:
This is in final response to a May 20, 2016 request from your staff on behalf ofl1.-(b_H5_i_ _~
1.:b){5l
who raised concerns about current anesthesia care practices at the Lebanon
VA Medical Center in Lebanon, Pennsylvania. We previously informed you in a letter
dated June 17, 2016 that the Office of Inspector General initiated an external referral to
the Director of the Veterans Integrated Service Network 4 on this matter, and that once
we received .:mo reviewed the Director's response, we would determine whether
relevant privacy and confidentiality statutes allow us to release the results to you.

I

We have now received and reviewed the Director's response. and we have closed our
inquiry. Enclosed is a redacted version of the Director's response. We made minimal
redactions in accordance with exemption (b}(S) of the Freedom of Information Act,
which authorizes the withhoiding of information that. if disclosed, would invade another
individual's personal privacy.
Thank you for ymir interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

/

MICHAEL. J, MISSAL
Enclosu1e

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOfl GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

•
HOY -7 20:&

The Honorable Jeff Flake
United States Senator
2200 East Camelback Road
Suite 120
Phoen~ 1 Arizona

85016

Dear Senator Flake:

This is in final response to your September 11, 2015 letter on behalf of a VA employee
who raised a variety of allegations concerning a pharmacist at the Phoenix VA Health
Care System (PVAHCS) in Phoenix, Arizona, who was also the subject of a
January 2015 VA Administrative Investigative Board (AIB).
We previously informed you in a letter dated March 1, 2016 that we had reviewed the
234-page AIB and supporting documentation, the AIB's recommendations for corrective
action, and the actions taken by PVAHCS in response to the AIB's recommendations.
While our review determined that available documentation generally did not support the
allegation that no meaningful actions were taken as a result of the AIB, we did identify a
few matters where we felt it was necessary to obtain clarifying information from VA. As
a result, we initiated an external referral to the Director of the VA Southwest Heatth
Care Network, who has managerial oversight of the PVAHCS on this matter.
We have received and reviewed the Director's response, and we have closed our
inquiry. Enclosed is a redacted version of the Director's response. We made
redactions in accordance with exemption (b}(6} of the Freedom of Information Act,
which authorizes the withholding of information that, if disclosed, would invade another
individual's personal privacy.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,
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MICHAEL J. MISSAL'.

Enclosure
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uEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

NOY -7 201ci

The Honorable Jeff Flake
United States Senator
2200 East Camelback Road
Suite 120
Phoenix, Arizona 85016
Dear Senator Flake:

This is in response to your August 1, 2016 letter on behalf ofl(b): 6 )
Iwho
raised concerns about the accuracy of information recorded in a VA Police Service
land the VA Police
Investigative Report relating to a 2015 incident invo!vingl'b)l6 l
Service at the Phoenix VA Health Care System in Phoenix, Arizona.
Our records indicate thatl<bl.: 61
!contacted the VA Office of Inspector General (OIG)
Hotline regarding this matter on four separate occasions between June 2015 and
July 2016. In 2015, OIG criminal investigators reviewed the complaint and determined
that the appropriate course of action would be for the OIG to forwardl1bi( 5 )
concerns to VA's Office of Security and Law Enforcement (OSLE) for whatever action
they deemed appropriate. OSLE is the VA office responsible for developing policies,
procedures, and standards that govern VA's personal security and law enforcement
programs, as well as for conducting internal investigations into allegations of

I

misconduct made against members of the VA Police Service.
We note from the documentation forwarded withrbJ(SJ
Icomplaint that OSLE
conducted an investigation into this matter, the results of which were made available to
<bJ1 6l
We have reviewed this material, and in the absence of new information from
6
(bl( '
to support his allegations, we see no grounds to warrant an OIG investigation
into this matter.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

C-=j.., · )

/1£-~~~//
MICHAEL J. MISSAL

ulEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

HOV -4 20i6

The Honorable Gus BiHrakis
Member, United States House
of Representatives
7132 Little Road

New Port Richey, Florida 34654
Dear Congressman Bilirakis:

land his
This is in response to your October 19, 2016 letter on behalf o~\bJ(a,
concerns about the care VA has provided to him. As we have advised your office in the
past, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) has conducted several reviews regarding
l\bH 6 l
Icare and provided your office and other con ressional offices with the
results of those reviews. The proposed actions that <bH6 '
is seeking concerning
his physician are outside the scope of the OIG's authority. Enforcing disciplinary action
is a function solely within the purview of VA and VA must follow a process as dictated
by laws and regulations. We suggest that your office contact VA directly on this matter.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,'
/.I,/
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MICHAEL J. MISSAL

UEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC

20420

NOV -4 2ffl6

The Honorable Daniel Webster
Member, United States House
of Representatives
300 W. Plant Street
Winter Garden, Florida 34787
Dear Congressman Webster:

This is in response to your October 20, 2016 letter forwarding corres ondence
froml<bl~61

1 5
Ito the Office of Inspector General (OIG) . ._
b_J(_)---::-:---::--'
submitted an appeal to an OIG decision made under the Freedom of Information
Act regarding the release of infonTiation. As you noted,l'b)(BJ
lsent the
appeal to the wrong address.

I

We provided fbH 6l
appeal to the OIG's Release of Information Office and
although the deadline for submission has passed, they will process the appeaL
However, processing the appeal does not indicate that his appeal will be
successful; it means that the appeal official will consider the request and make a
determination even though the appeal was not received within the 60 days. We
will respond directly tol(b)(SJ
Jdesignoo.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely.""·
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MICHAEL J. MISSAL

uEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPEC'HJR GENERAL

WASHINGTON DC 20420

The Honorable Andy Barr
Member, United States House
of Representatives
2709 Old Rosebud Road, Suite 100
Lexington, Kentucky 40509

Dear Congressman Barr:
This is in response to your letter of September 15, 2016 on behalf of
l(b1t 5i
Iwho expressed concerns about the care she received at
the Lexington VA Medical Center (VAMC} in Lexington, Kentucky.

We have initiated an external referral to the Director of the VA Mid South
Healthcare Network, who has managerial oversight of the Lexington VAMC on
this matter. Once we receive and review the Director's response, we will
determine whether relevant privacy and confidentiality statutes allow us lo
release the results to you.

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely, c:-~ ,
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MICHAEL J.\iilSSAL

--- ·

UEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

JIOV -4 2016
The Honorable Bill Shuster
Member, United States House
of Representatives
310 Penn Street, Suite 200
Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania 16648

Dear Congressman Shuster:
6

This is in response to your August 12, 2016 letter on behalf ofl1--'b_H_J- . . , . . - - - - - - '
regarding allegations that VA personnel made improper advances to him during a
compensation and pension examination. We received your letter on September
19, 2016 and our staff has been in contact since receipt.
5

l<bl\ l
!previously contacted the Office of Inspector (OlG) Hotline with similar
allegations as well as requesting assistance with his claims denial. We notified
him that on the claims decision, the OIG would not get involved and he should
proceed with the appeals process. On the matter related to improper advances,
we have initiated a review and due to law enforcement and privacy concerns. no

further information is available at this time. It is the Hotline policy not to provide
!will be notified when the inquiry is
updates on complaints. However J!bl\6 l
completed and how to obtain information regarding the inquiry.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,
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MICHAELJ. MISSAL·.
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LltPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

L'.. 1 ....

The Honorable Jeff Flake
United States Senator
2200 East Camelback Road
Suite 120
Phoenix, Arizona 85016

Dear Senator Flake:
This is in response to the information
o our office, which we received on
relating to safety concerns
August 25, 2014, on behalf of lbl( 5 )
regarding the Substance Abuse ecovery and Rehabilitation Treatment Program at the
Phoenix VA Health Care System (VAHCS) in Phoenix, Arizona, as well as policies and
practices within the VA Police Service on both national and local levels.
We initiated inquiries to obtain additional information on these matters with the Director
of the VA Southwest Health Care Network, who has managerial oversight of the
Phoenix VAHCS, and the Director of VA's Office of Security and Law Enforcement,
which is the VA office responsible for developing policies, procedures, and standards
that govern VA's personal security and law enforcement programs. We have received
and reviewed the Directors' responses, and we have closed our inquiries at this time.
However, we are considering this as a topic area for Mure OIG oversight.
Enclosed are redacted copies of the Directors' responses. We made redactions in
accordance with exemptions (b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(?}(E), and (b)(7)(F) of the Freedom of
Information Act, which respectively authorize the withholding of privileged
communications within or between agencies; information that, if disclosed, would invade
another individual's personal privacy; information compiled for law enforcement
purposes that woutd disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement
investigations or prosecutions; and information compiled for law enforcement purposes
that could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any
individual.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

MICHAEL J. MISSAL
Enclosures

OEPARllJIENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

•
NOV 0 2 2016
The Honorable Ted Yoho
Member, United States House
of Representatives
35 Knight Boxx Road, Suite 1
Orange Park, Florida 32065
Dear Congressman Yoho:

onse to an August 23, 2016 request from your staff on behalf of
who has expressed concern that her husband's death may have been
ity VA Medical Center
attri utable to the quality of care he received a the
(VAMC) in Lake City, Florida. Upon reviewing<bi<&J
concerns, in conjunction with
her husband's VA medical records, we detenmned the appropriate course of action for
the Office of tnspector General (OIG) would be to initiate an inquiry intorbJ 161
care

This is in re
\bl' 6 '

I

with the Director of the VA Sunshine Healthcare Network, who has managerial oversight
of the Lake City VAMC. We received Fb 115 i

Iconsent to do so on October 26, 2016

through assistance from your staff. Once we receive and review the Director's
response, we will determine whether relevant privacy and confidentiality statutes allow
us to release the results to you.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
··,,

\

Sincerely,/·~
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MICHAEL

J. MISSAL

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 2042()

NOV 0 2 2016
The Honorable Harry Reid
United States Senator
400 South Virginia Street, Suite 902
Courthouse and Federal Building

Reno, Nevada 89501
Dear Senator Reid:
This is in res o

September 10, 2016 request from your staff on behalf of
ctor hired by VA to pertorm
6
m
ca ions to er home. Specifically, (b)( l
is concerned that the contractor
may have received payment for the con race services despite never having completed

(bJ{ 6 l

concerning a c

the work. We previously informed your staff that. upon reviewing the allegations, we
determined the appropriate course of a1iion for the Office of Inspector General would be
_behalf with the Director of VA's Loan Guaranty
to initiate an inquiry onllbl( 51
Service on this matter. Once we receive and review the Director's response, we will
detennine whether relevant privacy and confidentiality statutes allow us to release the
results to you.

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Sincerely,~

·1

)~~_,MICHAE(;-·MISSAL ···" ..

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

•
NOV 0 2 2016
The Honorable Sherrod Brown
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Brown:

This is in response to your July 15, 2016 letter to the Director of the Chillicothe VA
Medical Center, in Chillicothe. Ohio, concerning the care provided tol1-(b-)(6...,.'_ _ ____.
j.:bH 61
!The Office of 1nspector General (OIG) was copied on the letter. As we
previously discussed with your staff, based on subsequent information provided by your
staff to the OIG, we believe the appropriate course of action at this time is for the OIG to
initiate an inquiry with the Director of the Veterans Integrated Service Network 10, who
has managerial oversight of the Chillicothe VAMC. on select aspects ofl(bJ(6 ;
I
care. Once we receive and review the Director's response, we will determine whether
relevant privacy and confidentiality statutes allow us to release the results to you.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Sincerely
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:£U/-<;;~.
MICHAEL
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
DC 20420

WASHINGTON

NOV 0 2 2016
The Honorable Ken Calvert
Member, United States House
of Representatives
4160 Temescal Canyon Road
Suite 214
Corona, California 92883

Dear Congressman Calvert:

I

This is in response to your September 29, 2016 letter on behaH ofi(bH6 l
who expressed concerns about possible improprieties taking place within the VA Long
Beach Healthcare System Travel Office in Long Beach, California.
5

Our records show thatl(bH l
!previously contacted the Office of Inspector General
(OIG) Hotline regarding this matter on June 23 and September 16, 2016. In order to
determine whether this is a matter warranting further review by the OIG, we have
contacted 1bl·'.6 l
three occasions to request that he submit additional details
concerning these allegations. To date, we do not have a record of receiving the
requested information. Our public website contains guidance for VA employees about
how to transmit sensitive information to the OIG in a secure manner, which is availabte

l

Ion

at: http://www.va.gov/oig/hotline.

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) does not accept complaints on personnel
matters, such as whistleblower reprisal, that can be addressed in other legal or
!may contact the U.S. Office
administrative forums. For further assistance,fbl(6 l
of Special Counsel (OSC). a separate Federal agency with authority to review
allegations of prohibited personnel practices, including reprisal for whistleblowing. OSC
can be reached at

U.S. Office of Special Counsel
1730 M. Street, !'tlW, Suite 218
Washington, DC 20036
1-800-872-9855
https://osc.gov/
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
.

i

. ..,\

Sincerely,

}
I

,

If~ ~L---

-

M1CH AEL J. MISSAL "-

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL

W ASHtNGTON DC 20420

NOY -2 ZOl&

The Honorable Lynn Jenkins
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Jenkins:
This is in final response to your November 2, 2015 letter requesting a review of
the Consolidated Mail Outpatient Pharmacy (CMOP} program. We previously
notified you that we were working on a national audit of the CMOP program. We
have completed our work and enclosed is our report, Audit of VHA 's
Consolidated Mail Outpatient Phannacy Program.

Thank. you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

A~
.·
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,/L'i_____ /
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MICHAELYMISSAL

Enclosure
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DEC

DC

20420

9 ?Olfi

The Honorable Niki Tsongas
Member, United States House
of Representatives
126 John Street, Suite 12
Lowell, MA 01852
Dear Congresswoman Tsongas:

This is in response to your December 9, 2016 letter requesting the VA Office of
Inspector General {OIG) examine allegations of misconduct at the Edith Nourse Rogers
Veterans Memorial Hospital in Bedford, Massachusetts, as well as a facility associated
with the Hospjtal that houses veterans.
This matter is already under review by the appropriate OIG office. However, due to law
enforcement and privacy concerns. additional information cannot be provided at this
time. Please be aware that the same privacy and law enforcement concerns may
prohibit us from releasing the results of our work in a report. However, we will make
every effort to share whatever information we can accordance with applicable law.
Thank you for your interest in the Office of Inspector General.

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

•

INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

DEC

9 2016

DearlLfu-)(6-·)_ ___.
On the occasion of your retirement, please accept my sincere appreciation for a career
dedicated to public service and America's veterans. The VA Office of Inspector General
has been most fortunate that you chose to spend the last 34 years of your 37-year
Federal career with us, making important contributions to the OIG's oversight of the
Department of Veterans Affairs as an Investigative Assistant in the Office of
Investigations. Los Angeles Western Field Office, in California. The OIG's success
helping VA deliver on its promises to our veterans would not be possible without the
dedication and talent of people like you.
You have my best wishes for a happy and fulfilfing retirement. Godspeed!

MICHAEL J. MISSAL

DePARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPfCTOfl GENERAL

WASHINGTON DC 20420

DEC 14 2Ul5
The Honorable Jeff Miller
Chairman
Committee on Veterans' Affairs
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response your November 23, 2016 request for
of
any reports Issued by the Office of Inspector General on1...,.,-_)--=-:-:---::-=-~
Enclosed is a copy of the report, Administrative Investigation - Alleged Conflict of
Interest, Veterans Benefits Administration, Office of Economic Opportunity,
Washington, DC for the Committee's oversight purposes only. This report should
not be released outside the Committee.
Thank you for your interest in the Office of Inspector General.
Sincerely,

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC

20420

•fl

The Honorable Mark Kirk
Chainnan

Subcommittee on Military Construction,
Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies
Committee on Appropriations

U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chainnan:

The Senate Report to Accompany H.R. 2029, Military Construction, Veterans
Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, 2016 directed the Office of
Inspector General to review VA efforts to implement Antimicrobial Stewardship
Programs at VA facilities. Enclosed is the result of that review, Healthcare
fnspection - Review of Antimicrobiaf Stewardship Programs in Veterans Health
Administration Facilities.

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

DEC l 5 •"''~

The Honorable Charlie Dent
Chairman
Subcommittee on Military Construction,
Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear

Mr. Chairman:

The Senate Report to Accompany H.R. 2029, Military Construction, Veterans
Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, 2016 directed the Office of
Inspector General to review VA efforts to implement Antimicrobial Stewardship
Programs at VA facitities. Enclosed is the result of that review, Healthcare
Inspection - Review of Antimicrobial Stewardship Programs in Veterans Health
Administration Facilities.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL

WASHINGTON

DC 20420

DEC 1 5

The Honorable Jon Tester
Ranking Member

Subcommittee on Military Construction,
Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. Senate

Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Tester:
The Senate Report to Accompany H.R. 202, Military Construction, Veterans
Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, 2016 directed the Office of
Inspector General to review VA efforts to implement Antimicrobial Stewardship
Programs at VA facilities. Enclosed is the result of that review, Healthcare
Inspection - Review of Antimicrobial Stewardship Programs in Veterans Health
Administration Facilities.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

DEC 1 5

~t ..~0

The Honorable Sanford D. Bishop, Jr.
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Military Construction,
Veterans Affairs. and Related Agencies
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congressman Bishop:

The Senate Report to Accompany H.R. 2029, Military Construction, Veterans
Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, 2016 directed the Office of
Inspector General to review VA efforts to implement Antimicrobial Stewardship
Programs at VA facilities. Enclosed is the result of that review, Healthcare
Inspection - Review of Antimicrobial Stewardship Programs in Veterans Health
Administration Facilities.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

•

INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC

20420

DEC 1 5 2016

The Honorable Nita Lowey

Ranking Member
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congresswoman Lowey:
The Senate Report to Accompany H.R. 2029, Military Construction, Veterans
Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, 2016 directed the Office of
Inspector General to review VA efforts to implement Antimicrobial Stewardship
Programs at VA facilities. Enclosed is the result of that review, Healthcare
Inspection - Review of Antimicrobial Stewardship Programs ;n Veterans Health

Administration Facilities.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
DC 20420

WASHINGTON

The Honorable Barbara Mikulski
Ranking Member
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. Senate

Washington, DC 2051 O
Dear Senator Mikulski:
The Senate Report to Accompany H.R 2029, Military Construction, Veterans
Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, 2016 directed the Office of
Inspector General to review VA efforts to implement Antimicrobial Stewardship
Programs at VA facilities. Enclosed is 1he result of that review, Healthcare
Inspection - Review of Antfmicrobiaf Stewardship Programs in Veterans Health
Administration Facilities.

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSP£CTOR GENERAL

WASHINGTON

DC 2042()

OEC l 5 i.\. icl

The Honorable Thad Cochran
Chairman
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 2051 D
Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Senate Report to Accompany H.R. 2029, Military Construction, Veterans
Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, 2016 directed the Office of
Inspector General to review VA efforts to implement Antimicrobial Stewardship
Programs at VA facilities. Enclosed is the result of that review, Healthcare
Inspection - Review of Antimicrobial Stewardship Programs in Veterans Health
Administration Faci/ities.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASl-INGTON

DC

20420

OEC 1 5 2016

The Honorable Hal Rogers
Chairman
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington. DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:
The Senate Report to Accompany H.R. 2029, Military Construction, Veterans
Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, 2016 directed the Office of
Inspector General to review VA efforts to implement Antimicrobial Stewardship
Programs at VA facilities. Enclosed is the result of that review, Healthcare
Inspection - Review of Antimicrobial Stewardship Programs in Veterans Health
Administration Facilities.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

MICHAEL J. MISSAL

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOM GENERAL
WASMINGTON DC 20420

DEC 1 5 2016

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Feinstein:
The Senate Report to Accompany H.R. 2029, Military Construction, Veterans
Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, 2016 directed the Office of
Inspector General to review VA efforts to implement Antimicrobial Stewardship
Programs at VA facilities. Enclosed is the result of that review, Healthcare
Inspection - Review of Antimicrobial Stewardship Programs in Veterans Health
Administration Facilities.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

Inspector General
Washington DC 20420

DEC 16

The Honorable Shaun L S. Donovan
Director. Office of Management and Budget
Executive Office of the President
Washington, DC 20503
Dear Mr. Donovan:
Please see the attached VA Office of Inspector General (OIG) report required
under the Government Charge Card Abuse Prevention Act of 2012 (Pubtic Law 112194). Pursuant to the Act, our report summarizes VA's progress towards implementing
OIG recommendations related to VA's purchase card program.
OIG recognizes the potential for waste, fraud, and abuse of public funds within
VA's purchase card program, and we perform regular oversight of this area. OIG
conducted a risk assessment that will be published in the near future. Based on our
internal risk assessment results, program financial reviews and audits were added to
our FY 2017 Operational Plan.

If you need additional information, please contact our Assistant lnsoe<itor General
for Management and Administration, IL1b_i,s_l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __J,_.J

Michael J. Missal
Inspector General

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFF~IRS

•

INSP£CT()ft GENERAL

WASHINGTON DC 20420

DEC l 6 2016

The Honorable Joni K. Ernst
United States Senator
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Ernst:

This is in response to your November 1O. 2016 letter requesting additional information
about the VA Office of Inspector General's (OIG) Hotline. Specifically, your letter
requested additional information related to responses the OIG provided to Questions for
the Record following the May 31, 2016 Committee on Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs field hearing in Tomah, Wisconsin. We appreciate the opportunity
to provide further information about the OIG Hotline.
You first asked about any enhancements we have made to our Hotline. tt should be
noted at the outset that since the Hotline may serve as the initial point of contact for
veterans, their families, VA employees, whistleblowers, and the general public, we
recognize the need for it to be highly effective and accommodating. We have spent
considerable time reviewing the policies and operations of our Hotline. Among the more
significant enhancements are the following:
•

We have hired additional staff, not only for the Hotline Division but also for the
offices that will ultimately perform the reviews for accepted cases.

•

We have personalized more of our responses so that we can be even more
transparent to those who have contacted the Hotline.

• We are in the process of updating our internal policy that governs the OIG
Hotline in areas where we feel we can be more responsive to complainants,
particularly those where the OIG did not accept the complaint for further review.
•

We are in the process of evaluating ways to strengthen the OIG Hotline
Complaint Referral response process governed by VA Directive 0701, to include
a mandate that the responsible official at the designated level sign all responses
back to the OIG, and we plan to engage VA on this initiative to receive their
·
support and cooperation on this effort.

We are continually reviewing our Hotline and will make further enhancements as we
identify additional areas for improvement.

Honorable Joni K. Ernst

Page2
You next asKed about the breakdown of fiscal year (FY) 2015 contacts to the Hotline
and why they are 1,837 short of the total of 38,098. First, the 1,837 includes the
225 cases we opened as a result of a Hotline contact. As we noted in our original
response, the OIG counts the number of individual contacts made to the Hotline. Since
these represented our most significant contacts, it is likely that there were multiple
contacts for each of the 225 cases. Because we do not normally track the number of
contads associated with each case, we are not able to determine the exact number of
contacts associated with the 225 cases opened in FY 2015. Moreover, some of the
numbers for the other categories involve rounding. We are confident that we examined
each of the 38,098 contacts to our Hotline in FY 2015.
You further asked whether we keep demographic data on who contacts our Hotline.
The OIG records whether the complainant self identifies, either overtly or implicitly, that
they are a veteran or VA employee. In FY 2015, over 5,000 contacts originated from
VA employees, and over 20,500 contacts came from veterans.
You also asked about the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) process for contacts
through our Hotline. When the OIG opens a case or external referral in response to a
complaint, we provide two notifications to the complainant-once when we initiate
action and again when we close the matter. When we inform the complainant we have
closed the matter, we provide instructions for obtaining the results. The OIG has a
dedicated office for processing FOIA and Privacy Act (PA) requests for OIG records that
operates independently from VA's process for obtaining VA records. Adhering to
FOINPA processes and principles ensures that we release information about specific
veterans only to those who can demonstrate a legal right to obtain the information. We
average approximately 19 days to respond to such requests.
With respect to your question on seeking consent to release an individual's identity,
Section 7(b} of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, states, "The Inspector
General shatl not, after receipt of a complaint or information from an employee, disclose
the identity of the employee without the consent of the employee, unless the Inspector
General determines such disclosure is unavoidable during the course of the
investigation." Although the IG Act is silent on disclosing non-employee identities, we
apply this requirement to all complainants with respect to external referrals to VA. The
exception provided by Section 7(b) is infrequently used, but it can be particularly useful
in emergent, potentially life threatening situations. For example, there have been
instances in the past where a veteran with suicidal ideations will contact the OIG
Hotline. In this situation, the Hotline analyst will disclose the veteran's identity to the
Veterans' Crisis Line so that trained professionals can contact the veteran immediately.
As a matter of policy, we seek an explicit Release of Identity for all complaints whether it
is an open OIG project or an external referral.
You asked how many external case referrals to VA resulted in VA substantiating
allegations. Of the 1,080 external referrals that were closed in FY 2015, the
substantiation rate was approximately 39 percent. VA took 622 administrative sanctions
and corrective actions in response to those findings.

Honorable Joni K. Ernst
Page3

Finally, you asked if additional resources and/or a reduced workload would result in the
OIG accepting some of the cases we refer to VA. We are grateful to the Congress for
increasing our appropriations for FY 2017. This positions us better to achieve our
mission of effective oversight of the programs and operations of VA. Some of the
increased appropriations are going to be used to accept more cases that come in
through our Hotline. If we receive increased funding for FY 2018, I would anticipate
even greater acceptance of cases.
I look forward to our meeting on Wednesday, January 4 and to further discussions on
the operations and work of 1he OIG. Again, thank you for taking an interest in our
organization and for providing the opportunity to more thoroughly explain our Hotline
processes and operations. I wish you, your family, and staff a joyful holiday season.

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

0C 2042()

DEC 1 9 t'.Ot1;

The Honorable Ron Johnson
Chairman
Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Chairman Johnson:
This is in response to your February 27, 2015 letter cosigned with Chairman Charles
Grassley of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary requesting that the Office of
Inspector General (OtG) provide certain information concerning our oversight work on a
semiannual basis. Our response is enclosed for the 6-month reporting period ending on
September 30, 2016. We have provided a similar response to Chairman Grassley,
Senator Thomas R. Carper, Ranking Member, Senate Committee on Homeland
Security and Governmental Affairs, and Senator Patrick J. Leahy, Ranking Member,
Senate Committee on the Judiciary under separate cover.
Thank you for your interest in the OIG.

MlCHAEL J. MISSAL
Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC

20420

DEC 1 9 20lb

The Honorable Charles E. Grassley
Chairman
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Chairman Grassley:
This is in response to your February 27, 2015 letter cosigned with Chairman Ron
Johnson of the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
requesting that the Office of Inspector General (OIG} provide certain information
concerning our oversight work on a semiannual basis. Our response is enclosed for the
6-month reporting period ending on September 30, 2016. We have provided a similar
response to Chairman Johnson, Senator Thomas R. Carper, Ranking Member, Senate
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs. and Senator Patrick J.
Leahy, Ranking Member, Senate Committee on the Judiciary under separate cover.
Thank you for your interest in the OIG
Sincerely,

MICHAEL J. MISSAL
Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL

WASHINGTON

DC 20420

The Honorable Thomas R. Carper
Ranking Member
Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Carper:
This is in response to a February 27, 2015 letter cosigned by Chairman Ron Johnson of
the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs and Chairman
Charles Grassley of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary requesting that the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) provide certain information concerning our oversight work on a
semiannual basis. Our response is enclosed for the 6-month reporting period ending on
September 30, 2016. We have provided a similar response to Chairman Johnson.
Chairman Grassley, and Senator Patrick J. Leahy, Ranking Member, Senate Committee
on the Judiciary under separate cover.
Thank you for your interest in the OIG.
Sincerely,

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC

20420

DEC 19 ._ ;.,

The Honorable Patrick J. Leahy
Ranking Member
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Leahy:
This is in response to a February 27, 2015 letter cosigned by Chairman Ron Johnson of
the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs and Chairman
Charles Grassley of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary requesting that the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) provide certain information concerning our oversight work on a
semiannual basis. Our response is enclosed for the 6-month reporting period ending on
September 30, 2016. We have provided a similar response to Chairman Johnson,
Chairman Grassley, and Senator Thomas R. Carper. Ranking Member, Senate
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs under separate cover.
Thank you for your interest in the OIG.
Sincerely,

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECT~ GENERAL

WASHINGTON DC 20420

DEC 27 2016
The Honorable Michael E. Horowitz
Inspector General
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 4706
Washington, D.C. 20530-0001

Dear Mr. Horowitz:

Thank you for providing the official draft Letter of Comment on December 21, 2016, for
the Department of Veterans Affairs, Office of Inspector General Audit organization,
conducted in accordance with the Government Audit Standards and the Council of the
Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency guidelines.
We are pleased with the rating of pass and the opinion that our system of quality control
has been suitably designed and complied with to provide assurance of perfonning and
reporting, in confonnity with applicable professional standards in all material aspects.
Based on your assessment, you identified four findings in the Letter of Comment. We
agree with the findings and recommendations presented in the draft report. The enclosure
includes our comments addressing the recommendations. Corrective action either has
been taken or will be taken to address each recommendation.
We wish to express our appreciation for the professionalism and thoroughness your team
demonstrated while conducting the review. Based upon the feedback I received from my
staff, they found the sharing of information and best practices with our team during the
review most helpful. Tf you have any questions, please,,,..,.,c.,.,a_ll...1l<_b_J·'.6_1_ ___,.___ _ _~
5
Assistant Inspector General for Audits and Evaluations a~L\b_H_
1 _ _ _ _ __.

.

Smcerely,
//(I/
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~!~::~;~=~~~~--.:.
Enclosure

,

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC

20420

DEC 2 7 2016
The Honorable Michael E. Horowitz
Inspector General
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 4706
Washington, D.C. 20530-0001

Dear Mr. Horowitz:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft System Review Report dated
December 21, 2016 that presents the results of your office's External Peer Review of the
Department of Veterans Affairs, Office of Inspector General, Office of Audits and
Evaluations. We are pleased that your office issued a pacis rating on our system of quality
control and concluded that for the period October 1, 2014 through September 30, 2015,
the quality control function was appropriately designed and in compliance with the
quality standards established by the Council of Inspectors General on Integrity and
Efficiency.
We wish to express our appreciation for the professionalism and thoroughness your team
demonstrated while conducting the review. Based upon the feedback I received from my
staff, they found th~ sharing of information and best practices with our team durin the
review most helpful. If you have any questions, please;:...,:;c;,;a~ll.1-ib_l1_l_ _ _-.-_ _ _ ___.
Assistant Inspector Genera] for Audits and Evaluations at (b)(6 l
!.---------'

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

•

INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

DEC 2 7 2015

l

(b)(6)

Dear1 . . . . - - - - - - - '

On the occasion of your retirement, please accept my sincere appreciation for a career
dedicated to public service and America's veterans. The VA Office of Inspector General
has been most fortunate that you chose to spend the last 10 years of your 33-year
Federal career with us, making important contributions to the OIG's oversight of the
Department of Veterans Affairs as the Director in the Office of Healthcare Inspections in
San Diego, California. The OIG's success helping VA deliver on its promises to our
veterans would not be possible without the dedication and talent of people like you.
You have

my best wishes for a happy and fulfilling

MICHAEL J. MISSAL

retirement. Godspeed!

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERA.I..
WJ\SHINGTON DC 20420

DEC 2 7 2016

oearLr_,{6_1_ _ _ _ _......
On the occasion of your retirement, please accept my sincere appreciation for a career
dedicated to public service and Amerlca's veterans. The VA Office of Inspector General
has been most fortunate that you chose to spend the last 14 years of your 34-year
Federal career with us, making important contributions to the OIG's oversight of the
Department of Veterans Affairs as a Director in the Manchester Healthcare Inspections
Office in New Hampshire. The OIG's success helping VA deliver on its promises to our
veterans would not be possible without the dedication and talent of people like you.
You have my best wishes for a happy and fulfilling retirement. Godspeed!

Sincerely, ~--.

/It

MICHAEL J. MISSAL

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INS!lECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

SEP 12 2016

The Honorable Emmanuel Cleaver, II
Member, United States House
of Representatives
211 Maple Avenue
Independence, Missouri 64050
Dear Congressman Cleaver:
This is in final response to a request from your staff, which we received on March 28,
2016 on behalf o~.:bi(6J
Ialleged she did not receive
appropriate carerom the Kansas City VA Medical Center fi.JAMC) in Kansas City,
Missouri. We informed you in a previous letter dated May 27, 2016 that the Office of
Inspector General referred the allegations pertaining to her wound care to the Director
of the VA Heartland Network (VISN 15), who has managerial oversight of the Kansas
City VAMC, for review and response.
We have received and reviewed the VISN 15 Director's response, and we have closed
our inquiry. Enclosed is a redacted copy of the VISN 15 Director's response. We made
minimal redactions in accordance with exemption (b)(6) of the Freedom of Information
Act, which authorizes the withholding of information that, lf disclosed, would invade
another individual's personal privacy.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

Department of
Veterans Affairs

Memorandum

VA Heartland Network (VISN 15)

I

VA J>uilnh~
wa.t.""" EXCELLENCE

•
Date:

CARE ln rhu :nia C~mtmy

July 27, 2016

From: Director, VA Heartland Network (10N15)
Subj: Response to VA OIG Congressional Referral #2016-03589-CR-0106
To:

Director, VA OIG Hotline (53E)

1. The VA Heartland Network (VISN 15) response to the allegation of fnappropriate Use of
Travel Card is as follows:

Veteran Name:rbJ\3):38 J.S.C. 5701
Al/9gations:
·:bll3) 38 J S.C. 5701

•
•

•
•

•
•
2. The aflegBtions of inappropriate care are unsubstantiated.
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Subj: VA OlG Congressional Referral #2015-03589-CR-0106
{b)'3):3il L.S C 5701

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

6.

9.

reviewed the case.
11. Please contact
at
information is needed related to this action.

b~~MD,MSS
Network Director

VA Heartland Network (VISN 15)

@va.gov, if any fur1her

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

SEP 3 0 201~
The Honorable Jeff Flake
United States Senator
2200 East Camelback Road
Suite 120
Phoenix, Arizona 85016
Dear Senator Flake;

This is in final

r~onae

to a request from your. staff th.at we received on A.ugust 2.5,
2014, on behalf of
ncerning an alleged delay in care for his late
brother, \bic 3 l 39 u.s.c. 5 7 0 1
at the Phoenix VA Health Care System in Phoenix, Arizona.
As we previously informed you in a letter dated January 16, 2015, we initiated a review
of the allegations. Enclosed is the result of our review, Healthcare Inspection - Delay in
Care of a Lung Cancer Patient, Phoenix VA Health Care System, Phoenix, Arizona.
ib)( 6 )

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

0C 20420

NOV 0 8 2016
The Honorable Sean Patrick Maloney
Member, United States House

of Repreti.elfltatives
123 Grand Street. Second Floor
Newburgh, New York 12550

Dear CongrE1ssman Maroney:
This is in response to your office's October 25, 2016 request on behalf of (b)(oJ
!that the Office of Inspector General (OIG) reconsider :bl{fil
request
for an investigation into allegations of medical records tampering by clinicians at the
James J. Peters VA Medical Center (VAMC) in Bronx, New York.

j:bi< 5J

l<bK 5l
!previously contacted the OIG Hotline regarding this matter on June 7,
2016. In response, we determined, based on the information and accompanying
documentation submitted byj 1b 116 J
!that his complaint was administrative in
nature and that he was already in the proc:ess of addressing his concerns through the
appropriate channels at the Bronx VAMC. As such, we did not take additionaJ action
relating to this matter.
Your office submitted an inquiry to the OIG onl(bHS)
lbeheWon July 12, 2016.
Upon receipt of your office's req
oth our investigations staff and our clinical staff
conducted additional reviews of
allegations, and they saw no grounds to
warrant an OIG investigation or health care review. We infonned your staff that our
cHnical staff reviewedj:bl£ 5i
!medical record and concluded he has received
and is continuing to receive reasonabre care pertaining to his concerns. Further, we
advised your staff that the OIG does not review allegations of poor care after a tort cfaim
has been flied because doing so would be duplicative of and could impede the
investigation that the VA Regional Counsel's office is required to conduct when a tort
claim is fifed. The Federal Tort Claims Act provides a means to resolve all issues
regarding a tort claim.
Most recently. on October 25, 2016, your office re uested that we reconsider our
dectsion not to open an investigation into ib)fcj
allegation of medical record
taff?ring by Bronx VAMC clinicians. Our invest19a ions staff oonducted another review
of d;iJi i
laUegations and supporting documents. However, they again saw no
evidence of a criminal violation as alleged byl<b)(S)
I tn the absence or new
information to support his aUegattons, we do not plan to initiate an investigation lnto this
matter.
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Honorable Sean Patrick Maloney
1tlis appears to be a d·ispute between a patient and a provider concerning the accuracy
of information recorded in the medical record. It is imperative that clinical providers
dOCllllent all care provided to a patient in the medica' record, including information
about what the clinician observes, perceives, and does in response to the information
the patient shares with the clinician. A patient has the right to request that his medicaf
record be amended if he believes that it contains information that is not accurate,
relevant, timely, or complete. We note thatVbH 5 )
!exercised this right, and the
Bronx VAMC granted his request several months ago in addition 1o reassigning him to a
new primary care provider. 1fl<bll61
!has similar concerns about other
dOC\lmert\ation Of no\es. 'n h1s med~\ 1ecoro, we encouTage h\m \o Tetlues\ adon\ona'
amendments through the established process at the Bronx VAMC.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

MtCHAE.L J. M4SSAL

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSflECTOR GENERAl
WASHINGTON DC: 20420

•
SEP 22 2016
The Honorable Mazie K. Hirono
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Hirono:

This is in final response to your August 6, 2015 request that the Office of Inspector

General review select aspects of the VA Pacific Islands Health Care System
(VAPIHCS), including access to care, travel benefits, cultural sensitivity, outreach and
care for homeless veteran patients, and mental health care. Your letter also reQuested
that we review the Veterans Health Administration's 6-point plan to address capacity
and access to care within VAPIHCS primary care clinics. Enclosed is the result of our
review, Healthcare Inspection - Summarization of Sel6ct Aspects of the VA Pacific
Islands Health Care System, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GE.NERAl
WASHINGTON DC 20420

OEC 16 2016

The Honorable Joni K. Ernst
United States Senator
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Ernst:
This is in response to your November 10, 2016 letter requesting additional information
about the VA Office of Inspector General's (OIG) Hotline. Specifically, your letter
requested additional information related to responses the OIG provided to Questions for
the Record following the May 31, 2016 Committee on Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs field hearing in Tomah, Wisconsin. We appreciate the opportunity
to provide further information about the DIG Hotline.
You first asked about any enhancements we have made to our Hotline. lt should be
noted at the outset that since the Hotline may serve as the initial point of contact for
veterans, their families, VA employees, whistleblowers, and the general public, we
recognize the need for it to be highly effective and accommodating. We have spent
considerable time reviewing the policies and operations of our Hotline. Among the more
significant enhancements are the following:
•

We have hired additional staff, not only for the Hotline Division but also for the
offices that will ultimately perfor:n the reviews for accepted cases.

•

We have personalized more of our responses so that we can be even more
transparent to those who have contacted the Hotline.

•

We are in the process of updatlng our internal policy that governs the OIG
Hotline in areas where we feel we can be more responsive to complainants,
particularly those where the OIG did not accept the complaint for further review.

•

We are in the process of evaluating ways to strengthen the OIG Hotline
Complaint Referral response process governed by VA Directive 0701, to include
a mandate that the responsible official at the designated level sign all responses
back to the OIG, and we plan to engage VA on this initiative to receive their
support and cooperation on this effort.

We are continually reviewing our Hotline and will make further enhancements as we
identify additional areas for improvement.

Honorable Joni K. Ernst

Page 2
You next asked about the breakdown of fiscal year (FY) 2015 contacts to the Hotline
and why they are 1,837 short of the total of 38,098. First, the 1,837 includes the
225 cases we opened as a result of a Hotline contact. As we noted in our original
response, the OIG counts the number of individual contacts made to the Hotline. Since
these represented our most significant contacts, it is likely that there were multiple
contacts for each of the 225 cases. Because we do not normally track the number of
contacts associated with each case, we are not able to determine the exact number of
contacts associated with the 225 cases opened in FY 2015. Moreover, some of the
numbers for the other categories involve rounding. We are confident that we examined
each of the 38,098 contacts to our Hotline in FY 2015.
You further asked whether we keep demographic data on who contacts our Hotline.
The OIG records whether the complainant self identifies, either 011ertly or implicitly, that
they are a veteran or VA employee. In FY 2015, over 5,000 contacts originated from
VA employees, and over 20,500 contacts came from veterans.
You also asked about the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) process for contacts
through our Hotline. When the OIG opens a case or external referral in response to a
complaint, we provide two notifications to the complainant--once when we initiate
action and again when we close the matter. When we inform the complainant we have
closed the matter, we provide instNctions for obtaining the results. The OIG has a
dedicated office for processing FOIA and Privacy Act (PA) requests for OIG records that
operates independently from VA's process for obtaining VA records. Adhering to
FOIAIPA processes and principles ensures that we release information about specific
veterans only to those Who can demonstrate a legal right to obtain the information. We
average approximately 19 days to respond to such requests.
With respect to your question on seeking consent to release an individual's identity,
Section 7(b) of the Inspector Generaf Act of 1978, as amended, states, "The Inspector
General shall not, after receipt of a complaint or information from an employee, disclose
the identity of the employee without the consent of the employee, unless the Inspector
General determines such disclosure Is unavoidable during the course of the
investigation." Although the IG Act is silent on disclosing non-employee identities, we
apply this requirement to all complainants with respect to external referrals to VA The
exception provided by Section 7(b) is infrequently used, but it can be particularly useful
in emergent, potentially life threatening situations. For example, there have been
instances in the past where a veteran with suicidal ideations will contact the OIG
Hotline. In this situation, the Hotline analyst will disclose the veteran's identity to the
Veterans' Crisis Line so that trained professionals can contact the veteran immediately.
As a matter of policy, we seek an explicit Release of Identity for all complaints whether it
Is an open OIG project or an external referral.
You asked how many external case referrals to VA resulted in VA substantiating
allegations. Of the 1,080 external referrals that were closed in FY 2015, the
substantiation rate was approximately 39 percent. VA took 622 administrative sanctions
and corrective actions in response to those findings.

Honorable Joni K. Ernst
Page 3
Finally, you asked if additional resources and/or a reduced workload would result in the
OIG accepting some of the cases we refer to VA. We are grateful to the Congress for
increasing our appropriations for FY 2017. This positions us better to achieve our
mission of effective oversight of the programs and operations of VA. Some of the
increased appropriations are going to be used 10 accept more cases that come in
through our Hotline. If we receive increased funding for FY 2018, I would anticipate
even greater acceptance of cases.
I look foiward to our meeting on Wednesday, January 4 and to further discussions on
the operations and work of the OIG. Again, thank you for taking an interest in our
organization and for providing the opportunity to more thoroughly explain our Hotline
processes and operations. I wish you, your family, and staff a joyful holiday season.

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
DC 20420

WASHINGTON

NOV'

:..7 2016

The Honorable Jeff Flake
United States Senator
2200 East Camelback Road
Suite 120
Phoenix, Arizona 85016

Dear Senator Flake:
This is in final response to your September 11, 2015 letter on behalf of a VA employee
who raised a variety of allegations concerning a pharmacist at the Phoenix VA Health
Care System (PVAHCS) in Phoenix, Arizona, who was also the subject of a
January 2015 VA Administrative Investigative Board (AIB).
We previously informed you in a letter dated March 1, 2016 that we had reviewed the
234-page AIB and supporting documentation, the AfB's recommendations for corrective
action, and the actions taken by PVAHCS In response to the AIB's recommendations.
Whfle our review determined that available documentation generally did no1 support the
allegation that no meaningful actions were taken as a result of the AIB, we did identify a
few matters where we felt it was necessary to obtain clarifying information from VA. As
a result, we initiated an external referral to the Director of the VA Southwest Health
Care Network, who has managerial oversight of the PVAHCS on this matter.
We have received and reviewed the Director's response. and we have closed our
inquiry. Enclosed is a redacted version of the Director's response. We made
redadions in accordance with exemption (b){6) of the Freedom of Information Act,
which authorizes the withholding of Information that, if disclosed, would invade another
individual's personal privacy.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

.J
/~~:~-//
M~SSAL

MICHAEL J_
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC

20420

The Honorable Thomas R. Carper
Ranking Member
Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Carper:
This is in response to a February 27, 2015 letter cosigned by Chairman Ron Johnson of
the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs and Chairman
Charles Grassley of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary requesting 1hat the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) provide certain information concerning our oversight work on a
semiannual basis. Our response is enclosed for the 6-month reporting period ending on
September 30, 2016. We tiave provided a similar response to Chairman Johnson.
Chairman Grassley, and Sena1or Patrick J. Leahy, Ranking Member, Senate Committee
an the Judiciary under separate cover.
Thank you for your interest in the OIG.

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
llllSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DC 20420

DEC 19 2C•1C

The Honorable Charles E. Grassley
Chairman

Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Chairman Grassley:
This is in response to your February 27, 2015 letter cosigned with Chairman Ron
Johnson of the Senate Commi1tee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
requesting that the Office of Inspector General (OIG) provide certain information
concerning our oversight work on a semiannual basis. Our response is enclosed for the
6-month reporting period ending on September 30, 2016. We have provided a similar
response to Chairman Johnson, Senator Thomas R. Carper, Ranking Member, Senate
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, and Senator Patrick J.
Leahy, Ranking Member, Senate Committee on the Judiciary under separate cover.
Thank you for your interest in the OIG
Sincerely,

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DEC l 9

DC

20420

tL'lu

The Honorable Ron Johnson
Chairman
Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 2051 O
Dear Chairman Johnson:
This is in response to your February 27, 2015 letter cosigned with Chairman Charles
Grassley of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary requesting that the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) provide certain information concerning our oversight work on a
semiannual basis. Our response is enc osed for the 6-month reporting period ending on
September 30, 2016. We have provided a similar response to Chairman Grassley,
Senator Thomas R. Carper. Ranking Member, Senate Committee on Homeland
Security and Governmental Affairs, and Senator Patrick J. Leahy, Ranking Member.
Senate Committee on the Judiciary under separate cover.
1

Thank you for your interest in the OIG.

MICHAEL J, MISSAL
Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON

DEC I 9 ,

DC 20420

1.1

The Honorable Patrick J. Leahy
Ranking Member
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Leahy:
This is in response to a February 27, 2015 letter cosigned by Chairman Ron Johnson of
the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs and Chairman
Charles Grassley of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary requesting that the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) provide certain information concerning our oversight work on a
semiannua! basis. Our response is enclosed for the 6-manth reporting period ending on
September 30, 2016. We have provided a similar response to Chairman Johnson,
Chairman Grassley, and Senator Thomas R. Carper, Ranking Member, Senate
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs under separate cover.
Thank you for your interest in the OIG.
Sincerely,

Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
RESPONSE TO JOINT REQUEST FROM THE
U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON HOMELAND SECURITY
AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS AND THE
U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICfARY
FOR INFORMATION REGARDING OIG OVERStGHT ACTIVITIES
FOR THE REPORTING PERIOD APRIL 1-SEPTEMBER 30, 2016
DECEMBER 19, 2016

I. ACCOUNTING OF ALL OUTSTANDING UNIMPL.EMENTED
RECOMMENDATIONS AND AGGREGATE POTENTIAL COST SAVINGS
The Office of Inspector General (OIG} considers a recommendation to be "outstanding"
when VA does not implement it within 1 year of its issuance. Our response to Question
1 will focus only on recommendations meeting this criterion unless othel"Nise noted.
The Venn diagrams immediately below provide an overview of the total number of
reports and recommendations open as of September 30, 2016. Appendix A lists each
outstanding open recommendation in ascending chronological order.

REPORTS

188 - Total Open Reporis as of September 30, 2016
69- Number of Open Reports Considered "Outstanding" (37%)
1T - Number of Open Reports with an Associated Monetary
Benefit(~/")

\

10

10

Number or Open Reports both Considered Outstanding and
Having an Associated Monetary Benefit (5%)

RECOMMENDATIONS
736-Total Open Recommendalions as of September JO, 2016
88 - Number of Open Recommendations Considered
"Outstaooing" (26%)

33 - Number of Open Recommendatioos with an Assoc.ated
Monetary Benefit (4%)

13

13

Number of Open Recommer.datior.s both Considered
Outsb:mding and Having an Associated Monetary Benefit {2%)

1

A. Number of Open and Unimplemented Recommendations
As of September 30, 2016, there were 188 open OIG reports with 736 unimplemented
recommendations designed to promote economy, efficiency, and effectiveness in the
administration of, and to prevent and detect fraud and abuse in, VA programs and
operations. Of this total, 69 reports containing 188 recommendations are considered
"outstanding" as of September 30, 2016 because VA has not implemented them within
1 year of our issue date.
B. Oates on Which the Open Recommendations Were Initially Made
Please refer to Appendix A for additional information. We issued our oldest
unimplemented recommendation on June 7, 2010.

C. Agency Management Agreement or Disagreement with the Recommendations
Agency management agreed to all of the recommendations we issued during the
reporting period except for tho~e listed in Appendix B.

D. Total Potential Cost Savings of Open and Unjmplemented Recommendations

The monetary benefit associated with all unimplemented OIG recommendations totals
$4,152,989,912. This cumulative total is associated with 33 recommendations
contained in 17 OIG reports.

Of the 69 outstanding reports and 188 outstanding recommendations listed in Appendix
A, 10 reports containing 13 recommendations have an associated monetary benefit.
The cumulative monetary benefit of these 13 outstanding recommendations totals
$1,454,268,597.
When possible, we calculate a specific cost savings amount for a single
recommendation. However, in some cases our recommendations are codependent and
it is more appropriate to calculate a shared cost savings amount for a group of
recommendations in the same report. In other words, VA will not realize the cost
savings until it implements all recommendations associated with that particular amount.
There are six reports listed in Appendix A containing recommendations with a shared
cost savings amount. Each report is footnoted with additional information.

II. AGENCY RESPONSES NOT RECEIVEP WITHIN 60 DAYS
None.

2

Ill. INSTANCES OF SUBSTANTIATED MISCONDUCT OF GS-15 OR ABOVE VA
EMPLOYEES WHERE NO PROSECUTION RESULTED
Appendix C lists each public OIG work product issued during the reporting period that is
responsive to this request. The Administrative Investigations Division within the OIG's
Office of Investigations has primary responsibility for investigating allegations of
misconduct concerning high-ranking senior officials and other high profile matters of
interest to Congress and the Department. While these investigations generally are not
criminal in nature, we will refer certain matters to the U.S. Department of Justice for a
prosecutorial decision as appropriate.
Occasionally, we may also identify senior official misconduct through other forms of OlG
work, induding audits, reviews, and healthcare inspections. In our report, Review of
VHA 's Alleged Manipulation of Appointment Cancef/ations at VAMC Houston, Texas
(June 20, 2016), we recommended the Veterans Integrated Service Network 16
Director confer with VA's Office of Accountability Review to determine what, if any,
administrative action should be taken regarding instructions to staff to incorrectly record
appointments as canceled by patient. In their response to our recommendation, they
concurred with the recommendation provided the following information:
VISN 16 Response: Concur. We consulted with the VA Office of
Accountability Review (OAR) which is responsible for advising on possible
administrative actions toward Senior Executive Service (SES) employees
and members of a hospttal's leadership quadrad. The Director of the rwo
CBOCs was not in a senior leadership position, and thus consideration of
administrative actions does not fall within the purview of OAR. The CBOC
Director was using thejr best judgement to accurately reflect the
scheduling transaction, and did not engage In malicious or ethically
unjustifiable conduct or deliberately manipulate scheduling data.
Accordingly, no administrative actions are warranted against the CBOC
Director.

IV. INSTANCES OF WHISTLEBLOWER REPRISAL
We neither reviewed nor substantiated any allegations of whistleblower reprisal during
this reporting period. Although the OIG is authorized to review allegations of
whistleblower reprisal, we make a concerted effort to avoid reviewing matters that would
duplicate the efforts or mission of other VA offices or Federal agencies. Generally, we
do not review allegations of whistleblower reprisal and instead refer complainants to the
U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC). OSC is a separate Federal agency with authority
to review allegations of prohibited personnel practices, including reprisal for
whistleblowing, and take action on behalf of the employee and against the supervisor
who retaliated. The OIG does not have this authority.

3

V. AGENCY ATTEMPTS TO INTERFERE WITH IG INDEPENDENCE
None.
VI. INSTANCES OF AGENCY RESISTANC~ TO OIG OVERSIGHT ACTIVITIVES

None.
VII. CLOSED OIG WORK NOT PUBLICLY DISCLOSED
The Of G conducts investigations, audits, reviews, evaluations, and inspections, and we
go to considerable lengths to make the results of our work public through our website,
www.va.gov/oig. Under some circumstances, we cannot post information about our
work on the internet because Federal laws protect certain information from disclosure.
However. to promote transparency we promptly release all completed work that is not
otherwise prohibited from disclosure or does not involve prosecutorial sensitive
information.
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APPENDIX A
ACCOUNTING OF ALL OUTSTANDING UNIMPLEMENTED RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR THE REPORTING PERIOD APRIL 1-SEPTEMBER 30, 2016
Our expectation for the vast majority of our reports is for VA to implement all
recommendations within 1 year of issuance of our final report. Timely implementation of
OIG recommendations enhances the impact of OIG work to the benefit of veterans, their
families, and taxpayers. To achieve this outcome, the OIG operates a centralized
follow-up process to track implementation of all OIG report recommendations. For a
comprehensive explanation of our follow-up process, please refer to our June 9, 201 O,
testimony on this subject before the Committee on Veterans' Affairs, U.S. House of
1
Representatives. Though the testimony itself is somewhat dated, the follow-up
process described therein remains in effect today.
As of September 30, 2016, there are 188 open OIG reports with 736 unimplemented
recommendations. Of this total, 69 reports containing 188 recommendations are
considered Koutstanding.n Ten outstanding reports containing 13 outstanding
recommendations have an associated monetary benefit totaling $1,454,268,597. All
outstanding reports and recommendations are listed in the table that follows.

Recommendation 1: We recommended that the Deputy Assistant Secretary for OAL
!Office of Acquisitions and Logistics] direct the NAG [National Acquisition Centsr] to not
award any 621 I contracts unless the Contracting Officer can determine that the prices
offered are fair and reasonable.
Recommendation 2: We recommended that the Deputy Assistant Secretary for CAL
direct the NAC to eliminate national NTE [not-to-exceed] pricing as a pricing objective,
and to establish pricing objectives under 621 I contracts that are consistent with the goals
of the FSS (Federal Supply Schedule] Program MFG {Mosl Favored Customer] pricing, or
the bast pricing to commercial customers purchasing under similar terms and conditions
as the Government.
Recommendation 3: We recommended that the Deputy Assistant Secretary for OAL

direct the NAC to revise the 6211 Solicitation's CSP [Commercial Sales Practices) format
lo require disclosure of infonnation relevant to Recommendation 2.
Recommendation 4: We recommended that the Deputy Assistant Secretary for OAL
direct tlie NAC to use price analysis methodologies that place significant reliance on the
621 I CSP disclosures, once revised.

Recommendation 5: We recommended that the Der>uty Assistant Secretary for OAL
direct the NAC to cease using comparisons to existing FSS prices and/or national market
surveys as methodologies for establishing price reasonableness.

' See Statement of Rlr:hard J. Griffin, Deputy Inspector General, Office of lnspoctor Genwal. U.S.
Department of Veterans Affairs Before the Committee on Veterans' Affairs, United States House of
Represen!atives Hearing an "Office of Inspector General's Open Recommendations: Are We Fixing The
Problems?" {June 9, 2010). http://www.va.gov/oiglpubs/statementsNAOIG-statement-20100609Grjffin.pdf.
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Recommendation 3: We recommended the Assistant Secretary, Office of Information
and Technology, define the level of effort and apply the resources required to complete
data migration for all entitlement programs and decommission the Benefits Delivery
Network legacy system.

$35,000,000

Recommendation 11: We recommended that the Under Secretary for Health seek a
legislative amendment to 38 U.S.C. § 8153 and§ 740910 authorize VA to enter into
personal services contracts when the services are to be provided at a VA facility.

Recommendation 5: We recommended the Under Secretary for Health revise ttie VHA's
Inventory Management HandoooK to require at least one prosthetic supply inventory
manager from each VA medical center to attend VA's Acquisition Academy's Supply

$35,500,000 2

Chain Management School and become Certified VA Supply Chain Managers.

Recommendation 1: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits identify and
request the staffing resources needed to meet Veterans Benefits Administration's
processing goals and conduct de novo reviews on all appeals.
Recommendation 2: We rBcommended the Under Secretary for Benefits revise
productivity standards for decision review officers assigned to appeal processing to limit
credit to ac~ons that progress the appeal such as Notices of Disagreement, issuance of
Statements/Supplemen1al Slatements of the Case, conducting requested hearings, and
certification of appeals.

Recommendation 3: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits implement
criteria requiring appeals staff to initiate a review or development for Notlces of
Disagreement and certified appeals within 60 days of receipt.
Recommendation 4: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits revise current

policy to require de novo reviews on all appeals.

Recommendation 4; We recommended that the Executive in Charge for the Office of
Management and Chief Financial Officer and VA's General counser convene an
independent group to determine the appropriateness and the legal sufficiency of the
Brecksville Enhance cl Use Lease [EUL} and seNice agreements contained in the EUL,
particularly in light of the im:lictment of Michael Forlani and the suspension of VetDev
[Veterans Development. LLC} and other Bntities identified in the indictment. and lake
appropriate action to include long and shorl term plans, including the renegotiation or the
terms and conditions of the agreements for the administration building and the parking
garage.

2

This Belter Use of Funds amount was a shared value for Recommendations 1-10 in our report.
Only Recommendation 5 remains open at this time.
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Recommendation S: We recommended that the Executive in Charge for the Office of
Management and Chief Financial Officer and VA's General Counsel make a referral lo the
VA's Procurement Executlve for a determination whether any of the service agreements
constitute an unauthorized commitment and, if so, take appropriate action to rectify the
problem.
Recommendation 6: We recommended that the Executive in Charge for the Office of
Management and Chief Financial Officer and VA's General Counsel immediately
determine what services VOA [Volunteers of America] is actually performing and whici1
services VA employees are performing and what services, if any, VA needs from VOA.
Consideration should be given to simply !easing the existing space, with VA employees
providing all the services, or relocating the domiciliary.

Recommendation 7: We recommended that the Principal Executive Director for
Acquisition, Logistics, and Construction determine the feasibility of creating an electronic
interface to allow the price files to be updated with the vendor supplied Excel
spreadsheets to eliminate the necessity for manually entering prices.
Recommendation 8: We recommended that the Principal Executive Director for
Acquisition, Logistics, and Construction seek legislative changes that would require
manufacturers/dealers/resellers lo offer generics on contracts.
Recommendation 15: We recommended that the Under Secretary for Heahh and the
Principal Executive Director for Acquisition, Logistics, and Construction conduct a study
to determine the impact the Trade Agreements Act has in restricting access to generic
phannaceulicals and to what extent waivers or regulatory chariges are necessary to
ensure adequate product availability.
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Recommendation 2: We reoommended that the Assistant Secretary for Operations,
Security, and Preparedness. ln co'ljunction 'Nith the Assistant Secretary for Information
Technology, implement a central case management system to automate the background
investigation process and effectively monitor VA contractor status and associated
contract costs during the background Investigation process.

Recommendation 1: We recommended the Assistant Secretary for Information and
Technology identify VA networks transmitting unprotected sensitive data over
unencry1>ted telecomm1.mication networks and implement technical configuration controls
to eilsure encryption of such data in accordance with applicable VA and Federal
information security requirements.

Recommendation 2: We recommended that the Acting Assistant Secretary for Human
Resources and Administration determine the total salary paid to (redacted] for the 39
days that (redacted] was AWOL [absent without leave) from VA or worked for [redacted]
while on sick leave and ensure that a bill of collectior:i is issued to [redacted] for tha1
amount, since [redactecl) cannot receive pay for the period of time that [reclacted) was
absent without authorization.
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Recommendation 1: We recommended the Under Secretary for Bttnefits ensure the
Pension and Fiduciary Service implttments procedures that ensure continued veteran
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$502,000,000
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and beneficiary eligioility.
Recommendation 4: We recommended tne Under Secretary for Benefits establish a
matching program with Medicaid to automatically identify veterans and beneficiaries that
require nursing home adjustments.

Recommendation

5: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits ensures the

Eastern Area Fiduciary Hub implements a plan to expedite completion of :heir backlog of
flekl examinations to meet performance stan<fards.

Recommendation 1: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits take
measures to ensure drill pay offsets Identified after fiscal year 2012 are timely processed.

$478,500,000

Recommendation 2: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits ensure fiscal
years 2011 and 2012 drill pay offsets are processed.

$144,600,000

Recommendation 3: We recommended the Under Secretary fer Benefits modify
existing informalion technology systems lo more effectively monitor. track, and report on
drill pay offset activities.

Recommendation 8: We recommended thr-tt staff document that medication
reconciliation was completed at each episode of care where the newly prescribed
fluoroquinolone was administered, prescribed, or modified.

Recommendation 2: We recommended the Acting Under Secretary for Health establish
a directive maMati~ Workers' Compensation Program specialists implement the
workers' compensation guidebook to ensure specialists question the validity of claims
lacking adequate supporting evidence.

$11,900,000

4

Recommendation 1: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits ensure the
Post-9/11 G.I. Bill applicatiori provides veterans with clear, adequate information on
educational benefits and the requirement to relinquish other education benefits before
submission.

3

This Better Use of Funds amount was a shared value for Rscommendations 1-6 in our report.

Only Recommendations 1 and 4 remain open at this time.
•This Better Use of Funds amount was a shared value for Recommendations 1 and 2 in our report.
Only Recommendation 2 remains open at this time.

a

Recommendation 5: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits ensure Long
Term Solution calculations for book stipends align with 1he regulatory requirements
established for students who are enrolled al 50 percent or less.

$205,000,000
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Recommendation 1: We r@commended the Under Secretary for Benefits implement a
plan to identify all provisionally-rated claims and ensure the proper controls are entered
in the elsctronic system to track, manage, and complele them.
Recommendation 2: We recommendect the Under Secretary for Benefits implement
actions to include provis.ionally-rateo' claims in the rating inventory and correct the aging
of provisional claims in pending workload statistics.
Recommendation 3: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits implement a
pian to expedite final decisions on all Issues in provisionally-rated claims.

Re1;ommendatlon 2: We rscommended that staff document that medication
reconciliation was completed at each episode of care where the newly prescribed
fluoroqulnolone was adminlsterect, prescribed, or modified.

Recommendation 15: We recommended that processes be strengthened to ensure
that the medication list provided to the patienlicaregiver at discharge is reconciled with
the dosage and frequency ordered and that compliance be monitored.

Recommendation 9: We recommended the VA Secretary ensure the Phoenix VA
Health Care System follows VA consultation guidance and appropriately reviews
consultations prior to dosing them to ensure veterans receive necessary medical care.
Recommendation 21: We recommended the VA Sscretary initiate a process to
selectively monitor calls from veterans to schedulers and then incorporate lessons
leamed into training or performance plans.

Recommendation 1: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits improve
monitoring to ensure Veterans Affairs Regional Office staff establish claims in the
Veteran Benefits Administration's data systems within 7 days of receipt.
Recommendation 2: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits develop a
timeliness standard for Veterans Affairs Regional Office staff making initial requests for
service treatment records.

s This Questioned Costs amount was a shared value for Recommendations 4-8 in our repor1.
Of these four recommendations, only Recommendation 5 remains open at this time.
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Recommendation 16: We recommended that the facility implement processes to
monitor compliance with colorectal cancer tirreliness and patient notification
requirements.
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Recommendation 7: We recommended that staff document that medication
reconciliation was completed at each episode of care where the newly prescribed
fluoroquinolone was administered, prescribed, or modified.
Recommendation 8: We recommended that staff provide and document medication
counseling/education as required.

Recommendation 5: We recommended the Interim Under Secretary for Health revise
Integrated Oversight Process review procedures to include a review to ensure Advisory
and Assistance services are ii:1entified and approved.

Recommendation 1: We recommended that processes be strengthened to ensure that

the Critical Care Committee reviews each code episode, that code reviews incluce
screening ror clinical issues prior to the code that may have contributed to the occurrence
of the code, and that code data is collected.
Recommendation 8: We recommended tha1 the facility develop an acute ischemic
stroke policy that acdresses all required items, that the policy be fully implemented, and
that compliance be monitored.
Recommendation 9: We recommended that processes be strengthened to ensure that
clinicians complete and document National Institutes of Health stroke scales for each
stroke patient and that compliance be monitored.
Recommendation 11: We recommended that processes be strengthened to ensure
that clinicians provide printed stroke education to patients uoon discharge and that
compliance be monitored.
Recommendation 18: We recommended that processes be strengthened to ensure
that ini1ial patient safety screenings are conducted and that compllance be monitored.
Recommendation 19: We recommended that processes be stre11gthflned to ensure
that seccndary patienl safety screening forms are scanned into the patients' electronic
health records and that compliance be monHored.
Recommendation 22: We recommended that processes be strengthened to ensure
that patients with positive colorectal cancer screening test results receive diagnostic
testing within the required timeframe and ttiat compliance bs monitored.
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Recommendation 14: We recommended that CBOC/Primary Care Clinic staff
document a plan to monitor the alcohol use of paUents who decline referral to specialty
care.
Recommendation 15: We recommended that managers ensure that patients with
excessive persistent alcDhol use receive brief treatment or are evaluated by a specialty
provider within 2 weeks of the screening.

Recommendation 9: We recommended thal clinicians provide human
immunodeficiency virus testing as part of routine medical care for patients and that
compliance is monitored.
Recommendation 10; We •ecommended that ciinicians consistently document informed
consent for human immunodeficiency virus testing and that compliance ls monitored.

Recommendation 8: We recommended that requestors consistently include "inpatient"
in the consult title and lhat facility managers monitor compllance.

Recommendation 11: We recommended that clinicians screen patients for difficulty
swallowing prior to oral intake and that facility managers monitor complianCEl.
Recommendation 12: We recommended that clinicians provide printed stroke
education to patients upon discharge and that facility managers monitor compliance.
Recommendation 13: We recommended that the facility collect and report to the
Veterans Health Administration the percent of eligible patients given tissue pfasminogen
activator. the percent of patients with stroke symptoms who had the stroke scale
completed, and the percent of patients screened for difficulty swallowing before oral
intake.
Recommendation 15: We recommendBd that the facility ensure clinician reassessment
for continued emergency airway management competency is completed at lhe time of
renewal of privileges or scope of practice and that facility managers monitor compliance.

Recommendation 18: We recommended 1hat the facility consistently schedule followup appo:ntments within the timeframes requested by providers.

Recommendation 1: We recommended the Execulive in Charge and Chief Information
Officer, Office of Information and Technology establish procedures to ensure the Office
of Product Development completes all required Planning Reviews (repeat
recommendation from the 2011 VA Office of Inspector General audit report).
Recommendation 2: We recommended the Executive ln Charge and Chief Information
Officer, Office of Information and Technology, ensure personnel performing Compliance
Reviews assess the accuracy and reasonableness of cost information reported on the
Project Management Accountability System Dashboard {repeat recommendation from
the 2011 VA Office of Inspector General audit report).

11

Recommendation 3: We recommended the Executivei in Charge and Chief Information
Officer, Office of Information and Technology, ensure hiring actions are completed by
acquiring the vacant Federal employee positions in the Project Management
Accountability System Business Office (repeat recommendation from the 2011 VA Office
of Inspector General audit repon).

$6,400,000

6

Recommendation 4: We recommended the Assistant Secretary for Information and
Technology modify the Project Management Accountability System Dashl:loard to
maintain original baseline data and issue guidance to ensure project performance is
measured against both the original and current baselines.

Recommendation 6: We recommended the Executive in Charge and Chief Information
Officer, Office of Information and Technology, complete modification of the Project
Management Accountability System Dashboard so that it maintains a complete audit trail
of baseline data by including planned, revised, and actual figures for project life-cyde
and increment costs (repeat recommendation 1rom the 2011 VA Office of Inspector
General audit report},
Recommendation 6: We recommended the Executive in Charge and Chief lnformalion
Officer, Office of lnformatfon ancl Technology, complete development and
implementation of a sound methodology to capture and report planned and actual total
project and increrr:ent revel cosls (repeat recommend at on from the 2011 VA Office of
Inspector General audit report).
Recommendation 7: We recommended the Executive in Charge ahd Chief Information
Officer, Office of Information and Technology, ensure project managers capture and
report reiliable cost data and maintain ac:lequate audit trails to support how the cost
information reported on the Project Management Accountability System Dashboard was
derived in the interim until actions to automate budget traceability and shift VA's IT
projects to increment-based contracts are completed (repeat recommendation from the
2011 VA Office of Inspector General audit report).
Recommendation B: We recommended the Executive in Charge and Chief Information
Officer, Office of Information and Technology, clearly define the term "enhancement of an
existing system or its infrastruclure" and require Service Delivery and Engineering project
teams to track and report cosls associated with enhancements on lhe Project
Management Accountability System Dashboard.

Recommendation 4: We recommended that Clinic Registered Nurse Care Managers
receive motivational interviewing and health coaching training and that providers and
clinical associates in the outpatient clinics receive health coaching training within
12 months of appointment to Patient Aligned Care Team!>.

Recommendation 39: We recommended that facility managers ensure patient
notification of diagnostic test results within the required timeframe and that clinicians
document notificalion.

6

This Better Use of Funds amount was a shared value for Recommendations 3 and 4 in our report.
Both recommendations remain open at this time.
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Recommendation 1: We recommended lhat lhe Interim Under Secretary for Health
implement meehanisms lhat effectively identify demand for Noo-Jnstitutional Care
services to ensl.re that veterans 'Nho need lhese services are provided the opportunity to
participate in the Home Telchealth Program.
Recommendation 2: We recommended that the Interim Under Secretary for Health
develop specific performance measures to promote enrollment of Non-Institutional Care
patients into the Home Telehealth Program.

Recommendation 3: We recommended the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Human
Resources Management develop procedures to ensure the Drug Tssting coding of
emp!oyees in Testing Designated Positions is accurate and complete in the Personnel
ant:f Accounting Integrated Dala system.

Recommendation 2: We recommended that the System Director ensure !tiat a
contingency plan for patient aligned care team provider shor1ages is developed.
Recommendation 6: We recornmend@d that the System Director ensure that the
Access Action Plan for Orthopedic Surgery Services is carried out in an effort to improve
access to orthopedic surgical seNices.
Recommendation 7: We recommended that the System Director ensure that providers
comply with their responsibilities of electronic health record documentation of the
community care of co-managed patients.

Recommendation 24: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits develop and
implement a timeliness goal for VA Regional Offices to process returned mail.
Recommendation 31: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits develop and
implement a plan that includes a timeliness goal to ensure mail is associated with
electronic or paper clai'TlS folders prior to claims processing actions.
Recommendation 35: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits conduct an
independent review of producUon standards for Pension Call Genter staff to determine if
the timeliness standard is reasonable and obtainable without compromising the quality of
customer service to callers.

Recommendation 2: We recommended that staff protect patient-Identifiable information
on laboratory specimens during transport from the Fremont CBOC to the parent facility.
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Recommendation 4: We recommended that clinic staff consistently complete
diagnostic assessments for patients with a positive alcohol screen.

Recommendation 5: We recommended that the Acting Assistant Secretary for
Management perform risk assessments for programs with a high concentration of vendor
payments using revist!ld procedures that include contracting risk.

Recommendation 3: We recommendecJ that ttie Medical Executive Board and the
Facility Director consistently review and approve all privilege forms annually and all
revised privilege forms and document the review.
Recommendation 4: We recommended that facility managers ensure that licensed
independent practitioners who perform emergency airway management have properly
approved/signed privilege forms.

Recommendation 6: We recommended that the facility ensure that licensed
independent practitioners' folders do not contain non-allowed information.,
Recommendation 8: We recommended that clinicians report all critical incidents
through the facility's adverse event reporting process.
Recommendation 9: We recommended that the facility review the quality of entries in
the electronic health record and analyze data at least quarterly.
Recommendation 11: We recommended that Environment of Care Committee minutes
include discussion regarding environment of care rounds deficiencies and that facility
managers monitor compliance.

Recommendation 12: We recommended thattacility managers ensure patient care
areas and public restrooms are cleari and monitor compliance.
Recommendation 13: We recommended that the facility repair damaged furniture in
patient care areas or remove it from service.
Recommendation 14: We recommended that the facility store oxygen tanks in a
manner that distinguishes between empty and full tanks and that facility managers
monitor compliance.

Recommendation 15: We recommended that facility managers ensure all electrical
gang boxes have the appropriate covers installed.

Recommendation 16: We recommended that the facility store clean and dirty items
separately and that facility managers monitor compliance.
Recommendation 17: We recommended that the facility promptly remove outdated
commercJal supplfes from sterile supply rooms and that facility managers monitor
compliance.
Recommendation 18: We recommended that the facility promptly remove expired
medications from patient care areas and that facility managers monitor compliance.
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Recommendation 19: We recommended that the facility label medications Jn
accordance with local policy and that facility managers monitor compliance.
Reeommendation 20: We recommended that the facility inspect alarm-equipped
medical devices according to iocal policy and the manufacturers' recommendarions and
that facility managers monitor compliance.
Recommendation 21: We recommended that the facility document functionality checks
of the community living center's elopement prevention system at least every 24 hours
and conduct and document annual complete system checks anc that facility managers
monitor compliance.
Recommendation 22: We recommended that the facility inspect and tag critical medical
equipment in the community living center and that facility managers monitor compliance.
Recommendation 34: We recommended that ttle facility revise the stroke policy to
address a stroke team and data gathering for analysis and improvement and that facility
mariagers fully implement the revised policy.
Recommendation 35: We recommended that clinicrans complete and document
National Institutes of Health stroke scales for each stroke patient and that facility
managers monitor compliance.
Recommendation 36: We recommended that the facility collect and report to the
Veterans Health Administration the percent of patients wtth stroke symptoms who had
the stroke scale completed and the percent of patients screened for difficulty swallowing
before oral Intake.
Recommendation 38: We recommended that the facility ensure initial clinician
emergency airway management competency assessment includes all required elements
and that facility managers monitor compliance.
Recommendation 39: We recommended that the facility ensure clinician reassessment
for continued emergency airway management competency is completed at the time of
renewal of privileges or scope of practice and that facility managers monitor compliance.
Recommendation 40: We recommended that the facility ensure clinician reassessment
for continued emergency airway management competency includes completion of all
required elements at the time of renewal of privileges or scope of practice and that facility
managers monitor compliance.
·
Recommendation 42: We recommended that the facility ensure a clinician with
emergency airway management privileges or scope of practlce or an anesthesiology staff
member is available during all hours the facility provides patient care and that facility
managers monitor compliance.
Recommendation 43: We recommended that facility managers strengthen processes
to minimize a repeat occurrence 1n which non-privileged providers perform intubations
and in instances of occurrence, initiate root cause analyses.

Recommendation 1: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits implement a
plan to ensure field examination workload is completed in compliance with timeliness
standards.
Recommendation 2: We recommended the Under Secrelary for Benefits use the
percentage of untimely field examinations in addition to the average days pending
performance measure to better evaluate completion of field examinations.
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Recommendation 3: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits require hub
managers to use Beneficiary and Fiduciary Fieid System reports to identify and correct
unschedJled field examinations at least once per quarter.

Recommendation 1: We recommended that the Interim Under Secretary for Health
ensure that gastroenterology, patho1ogy, nuclear medicine, and radiation oncology
program offices define specialty specific cnteria or monitors for use in Focused and
Ongoing Professional Practice Evaluations and require consistent applieation across the
Veterans Health Administration and that program offices monitor compliance.
Recommendation 2: We recommended that the Interim Under Secretary for Health
require a process to obtain input for evaluating professional practice from another
pl1ysician in the same specialty when a physician is the only one of any specialty at a
facility and require each Veterans Integrated Service Network to monitor compliance.
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Recommendation 5: We recommended that clinicians complete and document National
Institutes of Health stroke scales for each stroke patient and that facility managers
monitor compliance.

Recommendation 6: We recommended that clinicians screen patients for difficutty
swallowing prior to oral intake and that facility managers monitor compliancs.
Recommendation 7: We recommended tfiat clinicians provide printed stroke education
to patients upon discharge and that facflity managers monitor compliance.
Recommendation 8: We recommended that the facility ensure that employees who are
involved in assessing and treating stroks patients receive the training required by the
facility and that facility managers monitor compliance.

Recommendation 11: We recommended that climcians provide human
immunodeficiency virus testing as part of routine medical care for patients and that
compliance is monitored.

Recommendation 1: We recommended that the Facility Director ensure that Radiology
Department managers confirm ttiat ordered magnetic resonance imaging exams are
scheduled and completed within the Veterans Health Administration required timeframe.
Recommendation 2: We recommended that the Facility Director require Radiology
Department managers lo review pending lists of magnetic resonancB rmagirg exams at
designated intervals to ensure timely scheduling of these exams and that compliance be
monitored.
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Recommendation 4: We recommended that the Veterans Integrated Service Network
Director ensure that the Facility Director provide appropriate and tlmely neurosurgicai
consultation services to patients receiving care at the facility consistent with Veterans
Health Administration Directive 2008-056, VHA Consult Policy, September 16, 2008.

Recommendation 4: We recommended the Deputy Under Secretary for Health for
Operations and Management confer with the Office of Human Resources and the Office
of General Counsel to t1etermine t'ie appropriate administrative action to take, if any,
against Chief Business Office officials for directing the misuse of approximately $43. 1
million of fiscal year 2011 appropriated funds.
If,
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Recommendation 2: We recommended the Facility Director reevaluate and make the
appropriate changes to the methods for referring patients for mental health care,
including !he extent to which the consult package is belrig used appropriately.
Recommendation 3: We recommended tM Facility Director ensure that mental health
consults are reviewed and ciosed in accordance with Veterans Health Administration

policy.
Recommendation 4: We recommended the Facility Director ensure that Veterans
Health Administration appointment scheduling guidance is followed and that schedulers
utilize the electronic waiting list and give priority to service connected veterans, as
appropriate.

Recommendation 3: We recommended thal the Interim Under Secretary for Health, in
conjunction with Veterans Integrated Service Network and facility leaders, ensure lhat
nursinij employees provide and document reS1orative nursing services in accordance
with the care plan, and if they do not provide the services, they document the reason.
Recommendation 4: We recommended that the Interim Under Secretary for Hea1th, in
conjunction with Veterans Integrated Service Network and facility leaders, ensure that
employees complete required restorative summary notes and that the Associate Chief
Nurse or designee monitors compliance

Recommendation 2: We recommended tne lnlerim Under Secretary for Health revise
policies, if necessary, when a definitive legal position is provided on Grant and Per Diem
Program eligibility.
Recommendation 3: We recommended the Interim Under Secretary for Health
implement controls to ensure grant applications comply wi1h the definitive legal position
on Grant and Per Diem Program eligibility.
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Recommendation 4: We recommended that the facility consistently document actions
when data analyses indicated problems or opportunilies for improvement and evaluate
them for effectiveness In the OLiafity, Safety, and Value; Critical Care; Medical Records;
and Infection Prevention ancl Control Committees and in the Environment of Care
Council.

Recommendation 2; We recommended that clinic staff consistently complete
diagnostic assessments for patlents with a positive alcohol screen.
Recommendation 3: We recommended that clinic staff provide education and
counseling for patients with positive alcohol screens and alcohol consumption above
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism limits.
Recommendation 5: We recommended that Clinic Registered Nurse Care Managers
reooive motivational interviewing training within 12 months of appointment to Patient
Aligned Care Teams.

Recommendation 1: We recommended that the Central Alabama VA Healtn Care
System Director ensure adequate mental health staffing in the community based
outpatient clinics to provide timely and appropriate patient care.
Recommendation 2: We recomme'1ded that the Central Alabama VA Health Care
System Director ensure appropriate review and scheduling of patients on the electronic
wait list and Recall Reminder lists provided to managemerit

Recommendation 6: We recommended that the Cfmtrat Alabama VA Health Care
System Director ensure that staff receive appropriate training on the policy requirements

for ma'1aging disruptive behavior.
Recommendation 7: We recommended that the Central Alabama VA Health Care
System Director ensure that the Disturbed Behavior Committee complies with policy on
completing and documenting incident/threat assessments and initiating Patient Record
Flags.

Recommendation 8: We recommended that the Central Alabama VA Health Care
System Director ensure that all Disturbed Behavior Committee Alert Notes, both recent
and remote, have been re11iewed and appropriate actions taken, if indicated.
Recommendation 10: We recommended that the Central Alabama VA Health Care
System Director evaluate options available to improve the timeliness of Emergency
Department clearance and acute mental health unit admission for high risk patients.

Recommendation 11: We recommended that the Central Alabama VA Health Care
System Directer ensure that mental health providers adequately docLiment their clinical
reasoning when their treatment decisions do not comply with VA/DoD guidelines for
medication management in Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and Substance Use Disorder
patients.
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Recommendation 12: We recommended ttiat the Central Alabama VA Health Care
System Director approve and issue a Menial Health Treatment Coordinator policy and
train appropriate staff on same.
Recommendation 13: We recommended that the Centrar Alabama VA Health Care
System Director ensure assignment of Mental Health Treatment Coordinators for all
appropriate patients.
Recommendation 14: We recommended that the Central Alabama VA Health Care
System Director monitor to ensure the Dothan Primary Care contractor complies with
staffing and care specifications as outlined in the contract.
Recommendation 15: We recommended that the Central Alabama VA Health Care
System Director ensure that the Dothan Primary Care contract complies 'vVith Veterans
Health Administration policy on the treatment of uncomplicated psychiatric disorders.
Recommendation 17: We recommended that the Central Alabama VA Health Care
System Director reinitiate ongoin9 professional practice evaluation-related mental heal1h
chart reviews.
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Recommendation 1; We recommended that the Under Secretary for Health provide
consistent interim leadership to Central Alabama Veterans Health Care System in the
form of highly skilled leaders who can lead systemic improvements and cultural change
until such time as the leadership positions can be fillecl permanently.
Recommendation 2: We recommended that the Under Secretary for Heaith directly
monitor corrective actions taken to remedy the deficiencies identified in thls report and
routinely assess their effectiveness at least annually for a period of 3 years.
Recommendation 3: We recommended that interim Central Alabama Veterans Health
Care System leadership begin, and permanent leadership continue. to make systemic
improvements to the Non-VA Care Coordination consult process. to include ensuring that
patients receive services timely; that the backlog is resolved; that staff comply with
business rules governing the process; and that the program is provided 'vVith adequate
staffing, training, and a consistent leadership structure.
Recommendation 7: We recommended that the interim Central Alabe1ma Veterans
Health Care System leadership ensure that all previously chartered Administrative
Boards of Investigations have been conducted and finalized to include documentation of
decision for final action(s), evidence that actions have been implemented and/or
adaressed, and appropriate certification of completion per Veterans Health
Administration guidelines.

Recommendation 2: We recommended the Under Secretary for Health remedy a:I
Medical Support and Compliance appropriations used to pay for Service-Oriented
Architecture Research and Development

$2,600,000

Recommendation 2: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits direct
Veterans Benefits Administration field offices prioritize processing reminder notifications
within 30 days as required.
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Recommendation 5: We recommended the St. Petersburg VA Regional Office Director
implement a plan to ensure oversight and prioritization of benefits reductions cases.
Recommendation 6: We recommended lhe Under Secretary for Benefits direct
Veterans Be'lefits Administration field offices to prioritize benefits reductions cases in
order to min;mize overpayments.

Recommendation 2: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits retroactively
establish debts for all fiduciaries whO VBA determined misused beneficiary funds during
calendar year 2013.
Recommendation 3: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits revise policy
to include clear timeliness standards from the time the hubs determine misuse occurred
to the time Pension and Fiduciary Service completes the negligence determination.
Recommendation 4: We recommended the Under Secretary for Benefits ensure the
processing of all misuse actions are incorporated into quality reviews of Fiduciary
Program operations.

Recommendation 3: We recommended that clinic staff provide education and
counseling for patients with positive alcohol screens and alcohol consumption above
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism limits.

Recommendation 6: We recommended that requesters consistently select the proper
consul! title and that facility managers monitor compliance.
Recommendation 8: We recommended that facility managers comply with Veterans
Health Administratio1 directive requirements for exempted facHities, or if facility
managers plan emergency intJbation responses with onsite employees, they comply With
Veterans Health Administration requirements for non.exempted facilities.

Recommendation 4: We recommended that Clinic Registered Nurse Care Managers,
providers, and clinical associates receive health coaching training within 12 months of
appointment lo Patient Aligned Care Teams.

Recommendation 3: We recommended the Ur.der Secretary for Health develop and
execute a project management pfan to ensure that Enrollment System data are fully
evaluated and properly categorized.
Recommendation 4: We recommended the Under Secretary for Health implement
controls to ensure that future enrollment data are accurate and reliable before being
entered in the Enrollment System.
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Recommendation 5: We recommended the Under Secretary for Health implement
effective polioes and procedures to accurately and timely identify deceased individuals
with records In the Enrollment System and record their changed status in the system.
Recommendation 6: We recommended the Under Secretary for Health establish
appropriate policies and procedures to ensure Health Eligibility Center workload data are
not deleted or changed without appropriate management review. approval, and audit
trails.

Recommendation 8: We recommended the Under Secretary for Health confer with the
Office of Human Resources and the Office of General Counsel to fully evaluate the
implications of the first three allegations, determine If administrative action should be
taken against any s"nior Veterans Health Administration officials involved, and ensure
that appropriate action is taken.

Recommendation 1: We recommended the Executive in Charge for the Office of
Information and Technology, in conjunction with the Under Secretary for Benefits.
implement improved cost controls and stabllfze Veterans Benefits Management System
functionality requirements for the remainder of planned system development to restrict
further cost increases.
Recommendation 3: We recommended the Executive in Charge for the Office of
Information and Technology perform market analyses on all future Space and Naval
Warfare Systems Command Atlantic task orders to determine whether the continued use
of the interagency agreements is in 1he best interest of the Department.
Recommendation 4: We recommended the Executive in Charge for the Office of
Information and Technology, in conjunction with the Under Secretary for Benefits,
establish a clear strategy and plan to decommission legacy systems, eliminate redundant
systems operations, and reduce system maintenance costs.

$27,000,000
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Recommendation 3: We recommended that clinic staff consistently complete
diagnostic assessments for patients with a positive alcohcl screen.
Recommendation 4: We recommended that clinic staff consistently document the offer
of further treatment to patients diagnosed with alcohol dependence.

Recommendation 2: We recommended the Deputy Secretary review the Department's
request and approval process for temporary Quarters subsisteflce expense allowance
and make improvements as deemed appropriate.
Recommendation 4: We recommended the Deputy Secretary strengthen the approval
process to include reqLiiring an independent review of the Department's Permanent
Change of Station program to ensure moves and expenses are appropriate and justified.
Recommendation 5: We recommended the Deputy Secretary require the Veterans
Berefits Administration to establish policies and procedures to standardize its practices
regarding annual salary increases when reassigning Sen'or Executives' positions.
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Recommendation 7: We recommel1\led the Deputy Secretary consult with the Office of
General Counsel to determine what actions may be taken to hold the appropriate Senior
Officials accountable for processing and approving payments of unjustified relocation
incentive payments.

Recommendation 5: We recommended the Under Secretary for Health require the
Input of National Provider Identifier Information for rendering providers in the Fee Basis
Claims System to ensure adequate data are available for program evaluation and
planning,
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Recommendation 1: We recommend that the Director, VA Heart of Texas Health Care
Network (VISN 17) and the Oirec1or, VANTHS (VA North Texas Health Care System]
take immediate steps to prioritize awarding a long-term contract for CT [cardiothoracic)
surgery and perfusion services that is fully compliant with VA Directive 1663.
Recommendation 2: We recommend that the Director, VA Hean of Texas Health Care
Network (VISN 17) and the Director, VANT HS take immediate steps to recruit a full-time
or part-time CT surgeon(s),
Recommendation 3: We recommend that the Director, VA Heart of Texas Health Care
Network (VISN 17) and the Director, VANTHS take immediale steps to recruit a VA
perfusionist(s),
Recommendation 5: We recommend that the Director, VA Heart of Texas Health Care
Network (VISN 17) and the Director, VANTHS take immediate steps to determine status
and comp~ance related to all healthcare contracts and services provided by UTSW
[University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center] at VANTHS.

Recommendation 4: We recommended that hand hygiene compliance is monitored at
the American Samoa VA Clinic and reported to the Infection Control Committee.
Recommendation 14: We recommended that clinicians consistently notify patients of
their laboratory results within 14 days as required by VHA.

Recommendation 4: We recommended the Under Secretary for Health complete a
review of TriWes1's performance and apply penalties if it is determineo thare is a lack. of
performance related to the timely return of clinical documentation,

$5,768,597

7

7

This amount is derived from a Better Use of Funds amount of $257,652 shared between
Recommendations 1 and 4 in our report, as well as a Questioned Costs amount of $5,510,945 shared
between Recommendations 1 and 4 ($257,652 + $5,510,945 $5,768,597), Of these two
recommendations, only Recommendation 4 remains open at this time.

=
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Recommendation 5: We recommended the Under Secretary for Health review the
contract disincentrves applied to HealthNet and determine if additional funds need to be
recouped from the contractor and pursue collectlon if disincentives were under applied.
Recommendation 7; We recommended the Under Sec•etary for Health implement
procedures to verify whether Patient-Centered Community Care contractors and their
n@twork providers correctly and timely report critical findings to VA and impose flnancia!
penalties or other remedies when contractors fall below the contract performance
threshold.

Recommendation 4: We recommended that the Special Care Unit Committee review
each code episode and that code reviews include screening for clinical issues prior to the
code ttiat may have contributed to the occurrence of the code.
Recommendation 7: We recommended that facility managers ensure patient care
areas are clean and damaged wall surfaces are repaired and monitor compliance.
Recommendation 10: We recommended that facility managers ensure monthly
medication storage area inspections are completed and monitor compliance.

Recommendation 5: We recommended the Interim Director of Veterans Integrated

Service Network 3 conduct a review and consult appropriate VA offices, including Che
Office of General Counsel, to determine whether administrative action is appropriate for
those officials in the Engineering, Environmental Management, and Human Resources
Services who did not adequately revrew or correct employees' official duly stations in
response to the 2014 Office of Human Resources and Administration's request for
verificalion of all employees' official duty stations.
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APPENDIX B
AGENCY MANAGEMENT DISAGREEMENT WITH OfG RECOMMENDATIONS
ISSUED DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD APRIL 1-SEPTEMBER 30, 2016

Recommendation 5: We recommended the Interim Assistant Secretary for Management update existing
policy to reinstate the Conference Certifying Official as the reviewer of the Conference Package insteac'
of the Responsible Conference Executive.
VA Response:

Non-concur

VA Comments: The revised conference policy, VA Financial PoHcfes and Procedures. Volume XIV,
Travel, Chapter 10, Conference Planning, Reporting and Oversight,
March 2015, was streamlined to ensure Ctccountability was placed with a single individual responsible for
planning and executing conferences. The prior Conference Certifying Official review functions were
similar to the Responsible Conference Executive functions and created unnecessary duplication and
confusion regarding who had accountability over the conference. Instituting a single review official is a
more efficient process, and increases tile ability of the Department to hold a single individual accountable
for conference planning and execution.

OIG Response: The Interim Assistant Secretary concurred with the intent of Recommendations 1
through 4, but did not concur with Recommendations 5 and 6. However, the Interim Secretary provided
action plans that, if implemented, should address our concerns identified in ti"e six recommendations
In regard to Recommendation 5, the ln~erim Assistant Secretary for Management's response to
Recommendation 3 would require VA organizations to establish compliance review procedures for
planned and executed conferences within their organization. If the VA organizations' procedures maintain
the separation of duties between the individual performing the compliance review and the Responsible
Conference Executive, we would conslder these actions sufficient to close this recommerdation.
Recommendation 6: We recommended the Interim Assistant Secretary for Management update existing
policy to reinstate the Corporate Travel Reporting Office review of Conference Packages with a budget of
$100,000 or more before submitting the package for Deputy Secretary or Secretary approval.
VA Response: Non-concur
VA Comments: The revised conference policy, VA Financial Policies and Procedures. Volume XIV,
Travei, Chapter 10, Conference Planning, Reporting and oversight, March 2015, was streamlined to
ensure !hat accountability was placed with a single individual responsible for planning and executing
conferences, and to place responsibility for the quality of the packages on the Administratlons and Staff
Offices. Additionally, since implementation of the new policy. we have instituted reviews of completed
conference packages, and our reviews do not indicate that the prior Corporate Travel Reporting Office
review process requires reinstatement at this time.
OIG Response; The Interim Assistant Secretary concurred with the intent of Recommendations 1
through 4, but did not concur with Recommendations 5 and 6. However, the Interim Secretary provided
action plans that, if implemented, should address our concerns identified in the six recommendations.
In regard to Recommendation 6, the Interim Assistant Secretary stated the Office of Finance wiil perform
compliance rBviews of VA organizations' Conference Packages and Final Conference Reports. Once the
Office of Finance fully implements the new review procedures. we would consider these actions to be
sufficient to close this recommendation.
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Recommendation 2: We recommended the Interim Assistant Secretary for Management identify and
share best practices for executing time!y interconnection agreements with utilities based on continued
collaboration with other Federal agencies.
VA Response: Non-concur

VA Comments: VA has, and continues, to collaborate with other Federal agencies to promote best
practices in this area. However, through these efforts, we learned that each Federal agency's handling of

the interconnection agreements is specific to an agency and does not lend itself to a universal best
practice that fits all. Utility interconnection agreements are regulated at the state level and each utility
company has different requirements. To date, many utility companies are unfamiliar with pertinent
Federal contracting requirements. As a result. the interconnection agreements they present to VA for
execution often contain boilerplate provisions that we cannot agree to. For example, their interconnection
agreernents often contain provisions that would require VA to Indemnify the utility company for any injury
to persons or damages that the VA energy equipment mignt cause lo the utility company's infrastructure.
VA cannot agree to such indemnity provisions, because that would constitute an open-ended obliga1ion
that would violate the Anti-Deficiency Act (31U.S.C. §§ 1341, 1342. i351. and 1517). Accordingly, the
U.S. Department of Justice has specifically instructed VA to use the following alternative language in
Interconnection Agreements: "The liability, if any, of the United States for iniury or loss of property, or
personal injury or death shall be governed exclusively by the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act
{28 USC 2671-2680)." Another example of unacceptable boilerplate language occurs when utility
companies seek to have State and local law control in Interconnection Agreements. For obvious reasons
VA must require to have the agreement made subject to applicable law, which in many instances would
include Federal law. When impasses occur on such issues when negotiating interconnection agreements
with utility companies, VA on occasion must seek relief through the local public utility commissions, to
request appropriate changes lo unacceptable boilerplate language in underlying interconnection
agreements. VA will continue to share its experiences with Federal agencies. and work with utilities and IM'lere necessary - with state regulatory bodies. to ensure that interconnection agreements are in
compliance with Federal requirements.
OIG Response: The Interim Assistant Secretary for Management non-concurred with Recommendations
2 and 4. For Recommendation 2, OM stated VA continues to collaborate with o1her Federal agencies and
highlighted the challenges of applying standard state and utility provisions in interconnection agreements.
In addition, they highlighted that each Federal agency handles interconnection agreements different
which does not lend itself to a universal best practice. VA stated they will continue to share its
experiences with Federal agencies, and work with utilities - and where necessary-wilh state regulatory
bodies, to ensure that interconnection agreements are in compliance with Federal requirements.
Tne Interim Assistant Secretary for Management response lo Recommendation 2 non-concurred with our
recommendation. While we acknowledge the challenges VA has presented, our recommendation is
intended to emphasize the importance of continuing to identify additional best practices gained from
working with utilities and states to further reduce the time to execute interconnection agreements.

Recommendation 4: We recommended the Interim Assistant Secretary for Management conduct a
lessons learned assessment for solar project delays and implement additional controls to ensure fulure
solar panel projects are propel1y plaMed and managed.
VA Response: Non-concur
VA Comments: OM disagrees that additional lessons-learned analyses are required at this time. VA rs a
continuously learning organization and lessons learned are constantly shared through our ongoing
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communication through conference calls, interaction with the field, and other means of communication. In
fact. over the past two years, GMP and PCAC have instituted a number of changes to the way solar PV
projects are planned, procured, and managed, including more comprehensive economic and technical
analysis. greater coordination with VISN and medical center leadership, and changes to performance
specifications and contract clauses, For example, in its awards for solar PV systems at Las Vegas and
Houston in FY 2014 and FY 2015, GMP and PCAC changed the method by which the projects were
solicited. resulting in clearer objectives and scape, and greater competition. VA believes that had OIG
considered a representative array of projects, these changes would be reflected in the report. GMP has
also appointed region-specific points of contact for solar projects to help ensure optimal planning and
management. As a result, VA believes that the concerns raised in this report have been successfuUy
resolved or mitigated.
OIG Response: The Interim Assistant Secretary for Management non-concurred with Recommendations
2 and 4. For Recommendation 4, OM stated that additional lessons-learned analysis was not necessary
as they are constantly sharing information ana lessons learned are shared through ongoing
communications. OM stated that over lhe past 2 years, GMP and PCAC have instituted a number of
changes to the way solar PV projects are planned, procured, and managed, including more
comprehensive ecor.omic and technical analysis, greater coordination with VISN and medical center
leadership, and changes to performance specifications and contract clauses.
The Interim Assistant Secretary for Management non-concurred with Recommendation 4. We requested
GMP provide us with a formal lessons learned assessment during our March 2016 exit briefing when we
were made aware that this assessment may have occurred. GMP provided us with a one-page document
which indicated that a contract was awarded in 2014~2015 to strategically assess how solar panel
projects were performing, where improvements could be made, and how lessons learned could be
applied towards future projects. However, no operational improvements were detailed in the document
and key crallenges for solar panel delays such as contractor delays were not addressed. A formal
lessons learned assessment conducted periodically for all current WIP and future projects will help
identify process improvements and minimize future program delays.

Recommendation 1: We recommended the VA Assistant Secretary for Information and Technology
improve VA's email security filtering software configuration controls to effectively flag improper
transmissions of veterans· personally identifiable information over the VA network.
VA Response: Non-concur
VA Comments: Regarding the incident referenced in your draft repon, VA's position on this incident is
unchanged since our February 2, 2016, response to Senator Johnson. Chairman, U.S. Senate Committee
on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs. I have reviewed your four recommendations and
believe that all policy, procedures, and required training are already in place. VA Handbook 6500, Risk
Management Framework for VA Information Systems and all users of VA IT systems and/or those raving
access to sensitive information, must be enrolled in the Talent Management System (TMS), and complete
the VA Privacy and Information Security Awareness Training and Rules of Behavior (VA 10176) on an
annual basis. I will be sending the attached memorandum to a:I VA executive leaders to remind them of
importance of completing the mandatory training, but also to stress to them that information security must
be incorporated into all VA processes and procedures.
VA has strengthened the calibration in the scanning tool to include additional words and pnrases lhat will
expand the capability to detect PIL However, blocking all nine digit numeric pattems without additional
factor matching is impracticable, as other non-Pll nine digit numeric patterns are necessary for daily VA
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support, such as ticket numbers, file tracking, and Outlook meetings notifications. While this re-calibration
will result in more »false-positives," VA attempts to manage risk by taking a measured approach, but will
always defer on the side of information security.
OIG Response: The Assistant Secretary tor Information and Technology non-concurred with all four
recommendations and stated that VA's position was unchanged since its response :n February 2016 to
the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs (included as Attachment 2 of the
memo from the Assistant Secretary for Information and Technology-Appendix B of this report).
According to the Interim Chief of Staff Who signed the response. it was perfectly legal for VA to provide
WDVA a spreadsheet of recently closed daims that contained 638 veterans' names and SSNs. The
Interim Chief of Staff also stated that the event regarding the improper transmission of Wisconsin
veterans' Pll did not represent a breach or failure on the part of VA Instead, the Interim Chief of Staff
stated It was an inadvertent release of Pll that resulted from human error for v.tiich WDVA accepted
responsibility.
The Assistant Secretary believed that all policies, procedures, and required training were already in place.
Furthermore, she went on to state lhat a memo wculd be sent to all VA executive leaders reminding them
of the importance of completing the annual mandatory VA Privacy and lnfonnation Security Awareness
training and stressing that information security must be incorporated into all VA processes and
procedures. As a result, the Assistant Secretary requested closure of Recommendations 1 through 4.
We disagree with Ol&Ts assertion that the improper dissemination of veterans' Pll over VA's email server
to unauthorized recipients was not a data breach and that adequate controls were already in place. We
never had an issue with whether VA's sharing of information about veterans' claims with WDVA was
legal. Our concern is whether VA's data governance approach was effective in ensuri~g thal third-party
organizations adequately controlled and protected veterans' Pll. VA does not address the important point
that leaving third-party organizations responsible for data governance without coordinated VA oversi9ht
has proven ineffective.
Although the Assistant Secretary nan-concurred with Recommendation 1, her response stated that VA's
email filtering software was updated and strengthened to flag the improper dissemination of veterans' Pll
overthe VA network. Specifically, VA strengthened the calibration in the scanning tool to include
additional words and phrases that expanded lhe capability to detect Pll. In addition to strengthening the
scanning tool, there will be an ongoing effort by Ol&T's security staff to analyze traffic traversing VA's
boundary to identify potential SSNs embedded in transmissions. This effort witl help the security staff
build custom filters to limit the risk of inappropriate data transmissions. The actions taken to improve VA's
email filtering software and the ongoing analysis of email transmissions to identify potential scenarios that
could oompromise veteran's Pll addressed Recommendation 1. Therefore, we determined the evidence
provided was sufficierit to close Recommendation 1.
Recommendation 2: We recommended the VA Assistant Secretary for Information and Technology
establish formal agreements with third-party organizations that define network responsibilities, processes,
and procedures for handling sensitive veterans' information, and require that information security controls
be implemented commensurate with VA's information security standards.
VA Response: Non-concur

VA Comments: Ol&T response to this recommendation is addressed in Recommendation 1.
010 Response: The Assislant Secretary for Information and Technology non-concurred with all four
recommendations and stated that VA's position was unchanged since its respoose in February 2016 to
the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs (included as Attachment 2 of the
memo from the Assistant Secretary for lnfonnation and Technology Appendix B of this report).
According to the Interim Chief of Staff who signed the response, it was perfectly legal for VA to provicle
WDVA a spreadsheet of recently closed claims that contained 838 veterans' names and SSNs. The
Interim Chief of Staff also stated that the event regarding the improper transmission of Wisconsin
veterans' Pl! did not represent a breach or failure on the part of VA. Instead, the Interim Chief of Staff
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statecl it was an inadvertent release of Pll that resulted from human error for which WDVA accepted
responsibility.
The Assistant Secretary believed that all policies, procedures. and required training were already in place.
Furthermore, she went on to state that a memo would be sent to all VA executive leaders reminding them
of the importance of completing the annual mandatory VA Privacy and Information Security Awareness
tra:ning and stressing that information security must be incorporated into all VA processes and
procedures. As a result, the Assistant Secretary requested closure of Recommendations 1 through 4.
We disagree with Ol&T's assertion that the improper dissemination of veterans' Pll over VA's email server
to unauthorized recipients was not a data breach and that adequate controls were already in place. We
never had an issue with whether VA's sharing of information about veterans' claims with WDVA was
legal. Our concern is whether VA's data governance approach was effective in ensuring that third-party
organizations adequately controlled and protected veterans' Pll. VA does not address the important point
that leaving 1hlrd--party organizations responsible for data governance without coordinated VA oversight
has proven irteffective.
For Recommendations 2 through 4, the Assistant Secretary did not directly address the recommendations
but instead referenced her response to Recommendation 1, which slated that VA's position was
unchanged since their February 2016 response to the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs. However, for ReGommenclation 2, the report clearly shows VA does not maintain
adequate po~cies and procedures over VSOs authori<:ed to use VA's network. For example, because
WDVA used VA's network to transmit veterans' information to CVSOs and TVSOs, the VARO should
have estabJished an MOU with third-party organizations to help with transparency and clearly define
information security requirements, network architecture. types of data exchanged, and appropriate roles
and responsibilities. ln addition, an MOU is one means of documenting data sharing agreements and
ensuring VA partners institute information security controls commensurate with VA standards.

Recommendation 3: We recommended the VA Assistant Secretary for Information and Technology
evaluate whether permanent encryption controls are needed for non-VA employees who maintain VA
accounts for conductiog business on behalf of veterans.
VA Response: Non-concur
VA Comments: Ol&T response 1o this recommendation is addressed in Recommendation 1.

OIG Response: The Assistant Secretary for Information and Technology nonconcurred with all four
recommendations and stated that VA's position was unchanged since its response in February 2016 to
the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs (Included as Attachment 2 of the
memo from the Assistant Secretary for lnfomiation and Technorogy- Appendix B of this report}.
According to the Interim Chief of Staff who signed the response, it was perfectly legal for VA to provide
WDVA a spreadsheet of recently closed claims that contained 638 veterans' names and SSNs. The
Interim Chief of Staff also stated that the event regarding the improper transmission of Wisconsin
veterans' Pl I did not represent a breach or failure on the part of VA. Instead, the Interim Chief of Staff
stated it was an inadvertent release of Pll that resulted from human error for which WDVA accepted
responsibility.
The Assistant Secretary believed that all policies. procedures, and required training were already in place
Furthermore. she went on to state that a memo would be sent to all VA executive leaders reminding them
of the importance of completing the annual mandatory VA Privacy and Information Security Awareness
training and stressing that information security must be incorporated into all VA processes and
procedures. As a result, the Assistant Secretary requested closure of Recommendations 1 through 4.
We disagree with 01& T's assertion that the improper dissemination of veterans' Pll over VA's email server
to unauthorized recipients was not a data breach and that adequate controls were already in place. We
never had an issue with whether VA's sharing of information about veterans' claims with WDVA was
legal. Our concern Is whether VA's data governance approach was effective In ensuring that third-party
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organizations adeqLJately controlled and protected veterans' Pll. VA does not address the important point
that leaving third-party organizations responsible for data governance without coordinated VA oversight
has proven ineffective.
Regarding Recommendation 3, the Assistant Secretary did not provide support for why permanent
encryption controls were not needed for non-VA employees who maintained VA accounts to conduct VA
business. Non-VA employees, such as WDVA employees, rna'ntained their own State email accounts, in
addition to maintaining VA email accounts. We maintain our position that permanent encryption controls
on VA accounts for non-VA employees would be a reasonable added control to protect against the
improper dissemination of veterans' Pll.

Recommendation 4: We recommended the VA Assistant Secretary for Information and Technology
conduct reviews of processes, procedures, and controls ln place at VA regional offices that collaborate
with third-party organizations to ensure security of sensitive veterars' information.

VA Response: Non-concur
VA Comments: Ol&T response to this recommenaalion is addressed in Recommendation 1.
OJG Response: The Assistant Secretary for Information and Technology non-concurred with all four
recommendations and stated that VA's position was unchanged since its response in February 2016 to
the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs (included as Attachment 2 of the
memo from the Assistant Secretary for Information and Technology-Appendix B of this report).
According to the Interim Chief of Staff who signed the response. it was perfectly !egal for VA to provide
WDVA a spreadsheet of recently closed claims that contained 638 veterans' names and SSNs. The
Interim Chief of Staff also stated that the event regarding the improper transmission of Wisconsin
veterans' Pll did not represent a breaeh or failure on th6 part of VA. Instead, the Interim Chief of Staff
stated it was an inadvertent release of Pll that resulted from human error for which WDVA accepled
responsibility.
The Assistant Secretary believed that all policies. procedures, and required training were atready in place.
Furthermore, she went on to state that a memo would be sent to all VA executive leaders reminding them
of the importance of completing the annual mandatory VA Privacy and Information Security Awareness
trainir:g and stressing that informatlon security must be iricorporated into all VA processes and
procedures. As a result, the Assistant Secretary requested closure of Recommendations 1 through 4.
We disagree with Ol&Ts assertion that the improper dissemination of veterans' Pll over VA's email server
to unauthorizec recipients was not a dala breach and that adequate controls were already in place. We
never had an issue with whether VA's sr.aring of information about veterans' claims with WDVA was
legal. Our concern is whether VA's data governance approach was effective in ensuring that third-party
organizations adequately controlled and protected ve1erans' Pll. VA does not address the important point
that leaving third-party organizations responsible for data governance without coordinated VA oversight
has proven ineffective.
For Recommendations 2 through 4, the Assistant Secretary did not directly address the recommendations
but insteac referenced her response to Recommendation 1. which stated that VA's position was
unchanged since their February 2016 response to the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs. Recommendation 4. concerned conducting reviews of processes, procedures, and
controls in place at VAROS that collaborate with third-party organizations to ensure security of sensitive
veterans' information. Even though WDVA accepted responsibility for improperly disseminating veterans'
Pll in April 2015, VA was responsible for ensuring information system controls, and all users of the VA
network protect veterans' Pit and other sensitive information at all levels, including third-party
organizations. While it was legal for the VARO to send a monthly disabilily claims report to WOVA
recipients, the VARO discontinued the practice of sending the report to WDVA after the data breach
occurred. The action taken by the VARO did not negatively affect WOVA's ability to help veterans
factlitate the timely adjudication of their disability claims fifed with VA. While non-VA users must maintain
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a heightened and constant awareness of their responsfbllities regarding the protection of VA information,
VA Handbook 6500 states that VA must achieve the Gold Standard in data security. According to VA
Handbook 6500. Che Gold Standard requires that VA informa1lon and information system users protect VA
information and information systems, especially Che personal data of veterans, their family members, and
employees. Achieving the Gold Standard mear.s going beyond what is simply legal to conducting routine
reviews of processes, procedures, and controls to ensure data security.

Recommendation 8: We recommended the Acting Under Secretary for Benefits Review the identified
missed recoupments to determine if collections would be appropriate and reasonable.

VA Response: Non-concur
VA Comments: Based on a review of the sample cases DIG submitted to VBA, all case reviews were
completed. Based on OIG's criteria for missed recoupments, VBA does not believe these cases shou:d
be categorized as missed recoupments. OIG identified missed recoupments as course Withdrawals and
reductions, and repeated courses. The opinion providert by VA's Office of General Counsel (OGC),
issued February 10, 2016, in regard to the limitations imposed by 38 U.S.C. § 3680 found that VBA's
policy is in accordance with the law regarding repeated courses (Attachment B). In addition. VA
implemented system changes to address course reductions and withdrawals (mitigating circumstances) in
November 2015. Prior to this time, VA implemented a policy on how to address mitigating circumstances
in order to overcome the system challenges. Education claims processed prior to November 2015 should
not be identified as missed recoupments or improper payments.

OIG Response: In a March 23, 2016, response to the OIG, the former Acting Under Secretary for
Benefits concurred or concurred in principle with seven of the report's eight recommendations. but only
provicled corrective action plans to address five of these recommendations. We considered these action
plans acceptable and will follow up on their implsmentation. The former Acting Under Secretary for
Benefits did not provide adequate actiOn plans for three recommendations-two where he concurred .n
principle and one where he non-concurred. The former Acting Under Secretary specifically nonconcurred with the OIG's recommendation to review the identified missed recoupments for possible
collections. The three recommendations without action plans will remain open until the OIG and VBA can
resolve the various issues VBA has related lo the OIG's findings.
The former Acting Under Secretary for Benefits and VBA generally did not agree with the OIG's findings
related to the number and amounts of improper payments and missed recoupments and the estimates
derived from the OIG's sampling results. VBA disagreed with the OIG's identification of 43 payments
totaling just under $77, 700 in irr.proper payments or essentially almost every improper payment we
identified that was nol a duplicate payment. Moreover, VBA disagreed with all 39 overpayments totaling
$96,400 In missed recoupments.
After we received the forrr.er Acting Under Secretary's response. we reviewed OMB Circular A-123 anci
other relevant legal authorities, considered improper payments reporting practices at VA and other
agencies. conferred with OMB, and thoroughly reviewed and considered VBA's comments and response
After taking these steps, we reaffirmed our findings. We did not make the suggested report changes VBA
provided in the technical comments secUon of its response (Appendix E), but we did add a more detailed
discussion and explanation of our position regarding VBA's November 2015 LTS policy update regarding
mitigating circumstances.
In our review of the VA position paper, we found that VBA's responses regarding its review of the 85
identified improper payments and missed recoupments did not provide sufficient evidence for us to revise
our findings. In addltton, we disagreed with VBA's interpretation and application of various statutes and
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policies related to book fees and repeated classes. After tfle retirement of the former Actirg Secretary for
Benefits, we met witti the Principal Deputy Under Secretary for Benefits to discuss the VBA's response
and to give him the opportunily to reconsrder the response and/or provide additional rnformat!on for us to
consider. He demurred and opted to stand by the positions in VBA's March 23, 2016 response.
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APPENDIXC
INSTANCES OF SUBSTANTIATED MISCONDUCT BY GS-15 OR ABOVE
EMPLOYEES WHERE NO PROSECUTION RESULTED
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The OIG Administrative Investigations Division investigated allegations that Ms. Mary Carstensen, former
(resigned) Senior Advisor to the VA Secretary, engaged in a conmct of in1erest resulting in an ethics
violation. The evidence substantiated that Ms. Carstensen, maintained a less-than-arm's-length
relationship with a Nonprofit Organization (NPO) and vi<llated ethics regulations, as well as her executed
Ethics Pledge, to give the NPO greater visibility. She engaged in a conflict of interest when, as a VA
employee, she encouraged VA senior leaders lo aUend NPO-hosted events and provided non-public VA
information to them, while receiving over $250,000 In payment from the same NPO over a 3-year period.
Ms. Carstensen also failed 1o fully disclose the income the NPO paid to Good Stewards, L.LC on her
financial statements and to make full disclosure of her activities to the Office of General Counsel when
asking for ethics advice so that they could give her a fully informed ethics opinion based on all available
information. The OIG made a criminal referral of the conflict of interest to the U. S. Department of Justice
(DOJ) or. May 26, 2015. On June 8, 2015, DOJ notified 1he OIG that thsy decllned to prosecute, although
a specific rationale was not indicaled. The OIG did not make a recommendation to VA and
administratively closed this case, as DOJ declined to prosecute and Ms. Carstensen rssigned from her
position effective August 4, 2014.

The OIG Administrative Investigations Division investigated an allegation that Mr. Robert Gingell. fcrmer
(retired) Supervisory Administrative Service Manager, Board of Veterans Appeals (BVA), worked at his
privately-owned small blJSiness while at the same time being on extended sick leave from BVA. The
e11idence substantiated that Mr. Gingelf engaged in outside employment while on s:ck leave. Time and
attendance records reflected thal he was on sick leave more than 22 weeks between January and August
2015. During this time, he was observed on multiple occasions both In person and ttlrough social rredia
posts working at hls business while on sick leave. The closed the allegation administratively, as Mr.
Gingell retired on S1tptember 21, 2015, a short time after recei\/ing an OIG administrative subpoena. The
OIG did not refer this matter to DOJ.

At the request of the Chairman of the House Committee on Veterans' Affairs. the OIG Administrative
Investigations Division investigated a1legations that Ms. Melanie Murphy, Director of the Denver VARO,
was habitually absent from work during her designaled duty hours and submitted incorrect timecards.
The evidence substantiated that Ms. Murphy misused her official tirr:e when she arrived to her duty
station late without taking the appropriate leave; when she was absent without leave; and wtien she
improperly split her workday between her duty station, a non-VA location, and teleworking from home.
She also maintained an improper credit hour system for herself and her office staff_ The OlG did not
Stlbstantiate an arlegation that she was absent for several weeks al a time withoJt taking sick lea11e and
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administratively closed that allegation. The OIG made four recommendations for corrective action to the
Director, Veterans Benefits Administration Continental District. The OIG did not refer this matter to DOJ.
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

The Honorable Bill Nelsor
United States Senator
225 East Robinson Street
Suite410

Orlando, Florida 32801
Dear Senator Netson:
This is in response to your August 31, 2016 letter on behalf o~{bl\ 6 1
] who
alleged that her late husband, <bH3 i:3 a L._s_c_ 5701
did not receive appropriate medical
treatment from tt1e Orlando V
ec 1cal enter (VAMC) in Orlando, Florida.
Upon receipt of your letter, OIG clinical staff conducted a review of Ms. Burrell's
aJlegations in conjunction with her husband's VA medical record and determined that
further review by the OIG was not warranted at this time.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely.

<;J. ) /, -~

~p'.'.~.-MICHAEL J. MISSAL

, ... - -

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
INSPECTOR GE NEAAl
WASHINGTON DC 20420

SEP 1 S 2016
The Honorable Thomas J. Rooney
Member, United States House
of Representatives
226 Taylor Street. Suite 230
Punta Gorda, Florida 33950
Dear Congressman Rooney:
This is in response to your July 20, 2016 letter on behalf ofl1blt 6 )
!who filed a
complaint with the VA Office of Ins actor General OIG Hotline concerning a fee
allegedly assessed to his cousin, ·:bll 6l
by an individual who assisted
her with her application for VA bene ts and purportedly offered an "expedited VA
a ication service" in exchange for a fee of one month's benefits totaling $1.113.
6
\bJ< l
questioned the legality and integrity of this practice because he alleged the
service provided was not expedited and could have been performed free of charge
through other avenues.
Our r~cords show thatl1 ~l( 6 )
lcontact~d the OIG regarding this,~atter on thre:
r vidence of l.__,b_i(5_J_ _ __.J
occasions between April and Jul 2016. Without f
Power of Attorney status for (bJ(B/
consent to release information
we are precluded by from discussing the
relative to her VA claim file to ibi\ 6 l
details of Ms. Roberts' VA claim 1!e. 38 U.S.C. Section 5701 prohibits, with limited
exceptions, the disclosure of any files, records. reports, and other papers and
documents pertaining to any VA claim (e.g. medical or benefits) except to the individual
to whom the record pertains or the individual's authorized agent or representative.

I

However, we would like to informtbJ[E\)
that VA's Office of
General Counsel (OGC) is the office responsible for reviewing compraints regarding
potentially illegal or unethical behavior by individuals assisting with VA benefits claims.
OGC maintains a pubffc website with valuable information regarding this topic, which is
availabte at: http://www.va.gov/ogc/ac~reditalion.asQ. Complaints regarding unlawful
activities, misconduct, or incompetent representation by a VA-accredited individual may
be submitted to:
·
Department of Veterans Affairs
Office of the General Counsel {0220)
810 Vermont Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20420

Page2
Honorable Thomas J. Rooney
Fax: (202) 273-0197
£:ma}\: ogcaeaedmrt\onmaWoox@ya .gCN

Imay wish to contact the State of Florida

Alternatively,j'bl\ 5 )

Department o.. ,.f"""'E,.,. . ld,. -e-rA'"""ff=a...,.irs_a..,...t---~

Florida Department of Elder Affairs
4040 Esplanade Way
Tallahassee, Florida 32399

Phone: (850) 414-2000
Fax: {850) 414-2004
Email: information@elderaffairs.org
Online: http:/le!derafrairs.state.fl.usldoea/aps.ph.1.1

Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

MICHAEL J. MISSAL ._ _ _ ....

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

•

INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC 20420

·

SEP 2 9 201&
The Honorable Pete Olson
Member, United States House

ot Repre&tm\at\'4e&
6302 West Broadway Street
Suite220

Pearland, Texas 77581
Dear Congressman Olson:

Thia is in res onse to a June 15, 2016 email request from your staff on behalf of
bl( 1
oncerning his request for an Office of Inspector General (OIG)
inves 19ation into his VA disabirity rating and ongoing claims appeal. We regret the
delay in responding.
Our records show tha~<bl( 6 )
!previously contacted the VA OIG Hotline regarding
this matter on numerous occasions dating back to 2010. The OIG does not intervene in
the determination of veterans' benefits rating decisions or claims processing issues,
which is the responsibility of the Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA). Copies of our
prior conespondence on this matter are enclosed for your reference.
Upon receipt of your staffs request, our investigations staff conducted an additional
review ofj(b)i5J
!allegations; however, they saw no grounds to warrant an 01
investigation. We note from the documentation forwarded to the OIG that (b)(
fs
addressing these matters through the a ro ·
channels within VBA and the Board of
Veterans Appeals, and we encourage :bH5l
o continue working with these offices
to determine if additional compensation is a~ropriate. Lastly, VA records indica1e a
Statement of the Case (SOC} was issued to!'l(s)
Ion July 19, 2016. If he has not
received a copy of the SOC to date, he may wish to follow up with his local VA Regional
Office for assistance.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Sincerely,

Enclosures

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF INSPl!CTOR GENERAL
P.O. BOX 50C10
WASHINGTON, DC 20091..0410
T•lephone: I00-488-1244 (Toll Fr••)
FAX: 202-565-783G
·e-mail: raolahotHo!{lva.ggy
In !'eply Aolllr to; at!l9t 1 2011-1 MOt

Dellf Correspondent

itn 15 \Tl respo!1l8 \o 'l\le wmrspooounte you '181'1'1 'W 't'ne 'Jl\'s 01flC8 o1 ~t Genera lO\G) Ho'cDne. i'he Oftite of 'lnspet'lcr Gem8fli\
Hmlts inveallgative efilrt1 to those issues that represent the most serious polenllal risk to VA or for whlctl OIG may be lhe only svenu1t of
redress. There are 11venuea available to you tl'111t can better address your conc:errrs. We have marl<ed the boX below as a suggestion for a
possible next step. We plM ttl: hike no further .ctlon, nor will we re1pond to futwe aubmlS1lone on tttoee luues W'her9 we have
provided you With an altemeta avenue of redr9n .
./ (81) Claim ProceNlno-wa cannot cnange, rover&e, or 1P'19d up dadslons made on individual benefits claims by Veterans Benefits
Administration oftldal&. We cannot conttlll IB$ues for you, resotve your dsagreement regarding the evidence considered or overtum VA
benefit deciaions you received. Decisions on lndlvldual benefit$ cialms are the responsibility of the Veterans Benefits Admlnist1111ion '1lrough
VA teglooal ollices across the country. You may teach a V!A Can Center by caling 800-127-tOOO (toll free).

0 (82) Appe1l1 -The proor;ssing of claims for VA benefits is the subject of an extensive system of d'ledts end balances, including appeal$
\'1\h& 8tillr6 of'IWilff ~ WN'11) and\t) \h'1Cwrt~~1tior 'le\emrri c~. ~of~ pttre&n, 00 ~not get~
in complalnl• relaled to individual Claims. If you have not already done so, you may reach a VBA Call Center at 800-127-1000 (Toil frte) to
ask a beneftts counselor to explain your appeal rights. If yru appeal Is currently with BVA and y<>u wish to leam 11\e status. you may call the
Veterans Information Offiee at 202..s65-5436 .
./ (83) Under Secniitary for Veteran• Benttltll - You may wish IO bring your c;oneems lo the attention of the Under Secretary for Veterans
Senefits. You may direct your letter to Under Sec:hlllry for Veteran• Benefits Administration (20), 810 Vermont Avenue, NW,
W•hlngton, DC 20420. You may alsocaU \he VBA omc:e of Communication• and C•e M•nagement at 202-273-5674 or 202-213·745J.
0 (84) Senents Checks - To report • change or address OI lo request a replacement for a IO&t or stolen check, call your bcal regional
office toll hf!l at 800-127-1000.
(85) EdUC9tioNlll a.nenta - For issues related to your VA educational benefit$ you may contact your r&glooal educational cemer toll rree at
888-442-4651, orwww.glblll.va.gov. If you have already done so and continue to experience problems, you may coot.act 202-461-9800 to
d'rseu&s your ooncems.
D (86) VocaClonal Ret.tlflltltlon- For questlOns or concerns related to your Vocational Rehabllitation benafils, call your loeal regional
office toll he at 100-827-1000.
0 (87) Home Loan Gua111nty - To obtain a Certifl()Sle of Eligibility for a VA· guaranteed mortgage or disa.iH ooncems relaleo to your
existing hOme loan, you may contact a loan processing center In your region by calling _ _ _ _ _ _ __
0 (88) LOtln Gu.lranty Service-You may with to direct yo1.1tconcems. !n Miting to Loan Guuanty Service (26). 8t0 V.nnont Av•m.i•,
NW, Waahlngtan, DC 20420.

0 (B9) Flduc:ilry/Guardlamihip Program - To report your wncems with the day-tCKlay management of your funds or your guardian's
oecilions as to how to disburH Funds on your behalf. you may c.onlaci the Guardianship Unit at your local regional ol!ioe by cal~11g 800.827·
1000 loll free.

D (910) Apportionment- ff you believe that your spouae Is not adequately meeting his/her fiduciary respomibilitiea. you may be eligible lo
re<:eive an apportienment ot VA ttenef'its. To obtain additional information on eligibility and how to submit a claim, you may contact your local
regional ol'ke 10ll fl'H 81 800-4127 -1000.
0 (611) DebtMlnagemlfntCenter-To discW>S isaues related to a YAdtrbt, including hOw you lncun'edthe debt andtne status of your
repayment, contacl the VA Debt Management Center toll free 111800427-0648.

0 {B12) Life lnarance - For information on VA Life Insurance programs, contact lhe Philadelphia Insurance Center IOll free et 800-669·
8417.

You may alao wish to contact the Patient Advocate at 713-794-7884 to address concerns regarding
your poat-aurgery eJCamlnation.
){ )

VA OIG Form L.UW .11 {,..v. July 12, 2010)

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS .
INSP£CTOfl GENERAL.

•

WAMmnONDC 204'lfl

.

OCT _6 2010
The Honorable Kay Bailey Hutchison
Unlte.d Statas. Senat<X
145 Duncan Drive, Suite 120
San Antonio, Texas 78226
Dear Senator Hutchison:
This ls in response to your August 26, 2010, letter on behalf of Mr. Ronald
Bennett, who requested the Office of Inspector General (OIG) Investigate the
handling of his VA claim for benefits. We received your fetter from the VA
Regional OHice tn Houston on September 14, 2010.

l 1'

1 6
b '

ldid contact the OIG Hotline on June 22, 2010 with similar

aAegat!ons. On August 13, 2010, he was advised by mail that the OIG does not

get invof ved in claims decisions or claims processing issues and that he should
contact the Office of Communications and Case Management within the Office of
the Under Secretary for Benefits on this matter. He was also provided contact
information.
Thank you for your interest in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Sincerely,

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

Office of Inspector Generar
PO Box 50410
Washington DC 20091-0410
In Aeply Refer To: 63£199(2011-4635

January 10, 2011

1,.,,,,

Oearll...\b-lc6_)_ _ ____,
This letter rs in response to a letter you foiwarded to President Barack Obama
concerning your claim for disability compensation that was forwarded to the Houston VA
Regional Office for response. Because your letter to the President mentioned concerns
regarding the Department of Veterans Affairs 0/A) Office of Inspector General (OIG).
the Houston Regional Office requested that we respond to those concerns.

As you were informed in our previous correspondence, VA OIG cannot change, reverse,
or speed up decisions made on individual benefits claims by Veterans Benefits
f\dministration officials. We cannot contest issues, resolve disagreements regarding the
evidence considered, or overturn VA benefits decisions. Decisions on individual
benefits claims are the responsibility of the Veterans Benefits Administration through VA
regional offices across the country. You may reach a VBA Call Center by caUing 800·
827·1000 (toll free).
The processing of claims for VA benefrts is the subject of an extensive system of checks
and balances, including appeals to the Board of Veterans' Appeals (BVA) and to the
Court of Appeals for Veteran Claims. Because of this process, OJG does not get
involved in complaints related to individual claims.
The Office of Inspector General limits investigative efforts to those issues that represent
the most serious potential risk to VA or for which OIG may be the only avenue of
redress.
Sincerely,
(b){6)

